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Quarterly Issues and Programs Report 

July – September 2015 
 
Through formal and informal ascertainment of the general public, community leaders, public 
officials - inclusive of different ethnic organizations and service organizations, the following list 
emerged as issues needing media attention and support. 
 
The programs produced to meet the needs of the public included locally produced shows and 
newscasts as well as national programs, public service announcement campaigns, and sales 
marketing campaigns. 
 

 Community Issues 
 

Accidents and Disasters 

Business & Industry 

Children & Youth  

Consumer 

Court and Legal Decisions 

Crime and Law Enforcement 

Deaths 

Diversity 

Education 

Elderly-Seniors-Retirement 

Employment/Labor 

Entertainment 

Environment 

Foreign News 

Funerals and Memorials 

Government and Politics 

Health and Medical 

Housing 

Immigration 

Lifestyle 

Poverty 

Religion 

Safety 

Severe Weather 

Technology 

Transportation
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REGULARLY SCHEDULED PROGRAMS 
 
 
Our locally produced, regularly scheduled programs are aired specifically to address community 
issues, concerns and needs. The programs are as follows: 
 
 NBC4 News Conference  

The Channel 4 News Conference is a weekly program airing on most Sundays 
from 9am-9:30am featuring topical, informative interviews with public figures, 
community leaders, and government officials. 

 
NBC4 News – Daily Local News Programs 

KNBC's daily newscasts devote considerable time to local issues and community 
problems.  Regularly scheduled newscasts include: 

 

Program Time Days Channel 

Today in LA 4:30am – 5:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA 5:00am – 6:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA 6:00am – 7:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at Noon 12:00pm – 1:00pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 5 5:00pm – 6:00pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 6 6:00pm – 6:30pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11 11:00pm – 11:35pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA Weekend 7:00am – 8:00am Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News Weekend 5:00pm – 5:30pm Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News Weekend 6:00pm – 7:00pm Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11 11:00pm – 11:30pm Saturday 4.1 

Today in LA Weekend 7:00am – 8:00am Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News Conference 9:00am – 9:30am Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News Weekend 5:00pm – 5:30pm Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News Weekend 6:00pm – 7:00pm Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11 11:00pm – 12:05am Sunday 4.1 

 

The complete program schedule for KNBC’s main 4.1 channel for the quarter is attached. 
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2:00 7/1/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we've got breaking news. 11:00, evacuations underway. we've 
watched this wild fire  explode in the last few hours. >> let's go live 
to gill in news  chopper 4. >> reporter: that's right. 175 acres now 
burning here in  the moraino valley area. 

2:24 7/1/15 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and a stranger is credited  with saving the life of a woman. she 
heard cries for help and  rushed in to rescue her. >> and cell phone 
video of the  rescue that you'll see for the  first time. robert. >> 
reporter: yes, a resident  turned rescuer, coming to the  aid of a 
woman returning home to  malibu when she goes to grab her  purse 
and accidently drives off  a stretch of dangerous,  treacherous road 
and a road one  woman knows all too well and  knows when 
something doesn't  seem right. she took this cell phone video  you're 
looking at for the first  time of an incredible rescue. 

0:23 7/1/15 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new video now of the man who  ended up with his car in a  
swimming pool. this happened just before 8:00  tonight in an 
apartment complex  in camarillo. it came through the clubhouse  
and land halfway through the  swimming pool. apparently, he had a 
seizure,  which caused him to lose  control.  

0:21 7/1/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a ups truck hate man on the  freeway. witnesses reported seeing 
the  man run across traffic. we don't know how or why he got  up on 
the freeway or maybe his  car had broken down. we're check on his 
condition. the freeway reopened around  9:30.  

0:52 7/1/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight, picking up the  pieces at a place they once  called home. as 
a fire forces people out of  their apartment building in  georgia and 
for some the only  way out was to jump. that's something. two young 
girls made a life  saving leap jumping out of their  third floor window  

0:44 7/1/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a boat road for a wedding  anniversary takes an unexpected  and 
dangerous turn. a dozen dolphins jumping out of  the water and one 
of the  dolphins did a flip and landed  in the boat and starting flaling  
and got hurt. 

0:25 7/1/15 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and yet another serious  shark attack, the latest in an  unusual string 
of attacks in  that area. just waist deep water. the attack happened 
around noon  right in front of the a  lifeguard tower. this is the third 
shark attack  in the north carolina coast and  the 7th since june.  

0:29 7/1/15 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we continue to follow this  breaking news. more firefighters have 
been  called to this brush fire in the  moreno valley area. the 
evacuations are underway. and firefighters will be working  all night 
long and you can get  updates throughout the night on  the nbc 4 l.a. 
app.  

0:21 7/2/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the 4th of july started  early. his van filled with fireworks  exploded 
on bairstow. the truck burned to the ground  by the time the police 
arrived  on the scene and the driver had  already taken off.  

0:26 7/3/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and crews looking for hot  spots after a small but fast  moving brush 
fire moved out  there. they say a tree knocked down a  fire line and 
that hit a  transformer starting the fire. right now, it's under control. 
one lane on laguna canyon is  open 

0:31 7/3/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

well, breaking news here. a fireworks accident in colorado  after a 
display shot straight  into the crowd of people  watching. several 
people burned  

0:32 7/6/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a hiker killed and four  others injured while an ice cave  collapsed 
while they were  inside. rescuers have not been able to  recover the 
body. it is just too dangerous at this  point. 
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0:18 7/6/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

five teenage hikers arrested  by los angeles county  firefighters. 
news clomer 4 was over the san  gabriel mountains in the sylmar  
area. the helicopter hoisted the last  of the stranded hikers to  
safety. 

1:50 7/7/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we begin with breaking news,  a deadly crash into a doughnut  
shop, two cars collided in front  of the shop, killing one person  and 
injuring four people. >> we are live in guardian right  now. just spoke 
to the victim's  uncle.   

2:11 7/7/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a fire engulfs the church of  jesus christ. a large selection collapsed 
this  church. we're live at the scene with a  look at the damage that 
was done  inside.  >> this evening a fire crew has  es mccourtied 
inside and video  showed how little was damaged. the roof 
collapsed.  

0:38 7/7/15 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

neighbors want to know why a  woman lost control of her suv  and 
crashed into a home in  banning. she narrowly missed the people  
inside there. they saw the black lexus  speeding through a 
neighborhood  and went off the front line into  the side door. 

0:25 7/7/15 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

dash cam video in utah, bad  weather, trooper pinned under a  car 
near cedar city. paramedics needed to use the  jaws of life to get the 
bmw off  the trooper. he's suspected to be okay.   

0:28 7/8/15 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and water service is being  disrupted right now in the  downtown 
river side area. all of this is tied to several  breaks in an 80-year old 
water  main. riverside officials are telling  us now that water 
pressure is  very low throughout the downtown  area  

2:18 7/9/15 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and two women who live  together, died together in a  freak accident 
in glendale. only the, nbc 4's beverly white  is live where she's 
learning  more about the women and the  investigation. beverly? >> 
reporter: colleen, witnesses  told police the mercedes was  speeding 
when it left wilson and  entered that parking garage. they say at a 
high rate of  speed. we're learning more about the  victims and the 
furry friends  they left behind.  

0:38 7/9/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a story that is becoming all  too familiar. dwp crews spent the better 
part  of the day dealing with the mess  from two water main breaks 
in  the east part of hollywood. the biggest one near vermont and  
melrose avenues. a cast iron pipe over 90 years  old. the neighbors 
tell us they're  not very happy. 

0:21 7/9/15 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

an eight-inch pipe ruptured  near the intersection of melrose  and 
gowor. leaving about a dozen customers  without power. dwp crews 
spent hours clearing  away the mud from the streets  while others 
worked the replace  the section of that main with a  new pipe.  

0:22 7/10/15 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

well, a big crowd outside an  orange county theater tonight  and it 
wasn't because of what  was playing inside. this is video just in from 
the  amc that block at orange. people were evacuated after a  fire 
started in a popcorn  machine. no major damage but the theater  
closed for the rest of the night  and everybody got a refund.  

0:27 7/10/15 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and a burning house in  arkansas exploded as  firefighters fought 
the flame it  was all caught on camera. as firefighters entered this  
house a back draft blew out the  insulation from the house. 
firefighters say a mother and  her 18-month-old child were  asleep 
inside when neighbors  started banging on the door. and fortunately, 
no one was  hurt.  

0:45 7/13/15 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight, an out pouring of  grief as family and friens  console each 
other after a  13-year-old hit and  killed by a truck. the girls's mother 
in tears and  distraut. the girl was hit by a school  district employee 
near diamond  elementary school.  
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0:17 7/13/15 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news from lax  tonight, where a shuttle bus  crashed in to a 
baggage carrier, news chopper 4 over the areas. six people had 
minor injuries  after the crash. interest as you can see, the bus had 
damage to the front end. 

0:26 7/13/15 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

fire crews have been working  to get full containment of a  fire. so 
far, three vacant homes and  more than 150 acres burned. fire 
officials say the fire is  about 50% contained. no injuries reported so 
far.  

1:00 7/14/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

you're looking at breaking  news at 11:00. firefighters on the scene 
of a  brush fire in corona. >> this started with a car fire. and has 
taken off in the past 30 minutes. let's go to gil in news chopper  4. 

0:40 7/14/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the gas is shut off in a  corona neighborhood after a  major leak 
there. a construction crew near green  river road punctured the gas  
line after 11:00 this morning. this is in the same area of the  brush 
fire we're covering right  now. firefighters arrived quickly,  figured out 
what was going on  and shut off the gas. 

0:21 7/14/15 11:12p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

take a look at this video. it came to us from new jersey. police 
pulling a man over and  out of an overturned truck. as you can see 
right there. police say the driver apparently lost control, hit a utility 
pole and flipped over the driver had  minor injuries and is expected  
to be okay.  

0:32 7/14/15 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and three people were  injured when this building  actually collapsed 
in brooklyn. three of the four floors in that building crashed, leaving 
only  the ground floor. the building started to shift as pieces of debris 
fell to the  sidewalk. that shocked the residents and  the pedestrians 
below. 

0:47 7/14/15 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a 16-year-old girl, the only person alive after the plane  crash. and 
she walked through the  wilderness to safety. tonight, we're hearing 
more of  her 911 call for help. >> we crashed. i'm the only one that 
made it  out. 

0:32 7/14/15 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have more to tell you  about this breaking news out of  anaheim. 
caltrans workers were hit out  there? >> that's right. really bad 
accident. westbound 91 at the 57. that's the caltrans truck in the 
center of your screen.  

0:46 7/14/15 11:32p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

back to our breaking news. we continue to follow this brush fire off 
the 91 freeway. flames started with a car fire  off garden valley road 
exit. and exploded up into the dry  hillside. something unusual has 
happened  here. firefighters actually put a call into our assignment 
desk to help them figure out which way this  fire is going. 

3:09 7/15/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

explosions and evacuations  as underground fires send  manhole 
covers shooting into the  air leaving people without  power. >> many 
are worried about  safety. especially for hundreds of  neighbors 
inside a senior  center. >> reporter: that's right. it is hard to imagine 
but we are  right now in the middle of long  beach. down long beach. 
just to illustrate, if we could  turn off the light, this is how  dark it is 
out here. down here, this is where edison  crews are actually 
working. these are some of the volts that  had that fire and smoke. if 
we can turn back the lights  on here, this street is  surrounded by 
condominiums. all the lights are off. over here, that is a senior  
center. eight different floors. there are seniors way at the top  that 
are stranded there. waiting for the power to be  restored to the 
elevators.  
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0:20 7/15/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and this video just in from  riverside where a driver hit and  killed a 
man in a bike lane. this happened on alessandro  boulevard around 
6:00. we're told a machine in his 40s  was pronounced dead at the  
scene. an suv that may be involved was  found at an apartment 
complex  about a mile away from the scene  so far no arrests have 
been  made.  

0:29 7/15/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a brush fire in riverside county  shut down highway 74 in both  
directions only the. crews are battling the five acre  fire burning in 
steep terrain  above lake elsinore. fire officials are concerned if  the 
winter shifts out there,  this could push the flames  downhill stoffel 
74 is closed in  both directions right now from  north main divide to 
grand  avenue. that will continue until 7:00  tomorrow morning. 

0:15 7/15/15 11:18p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

if you look tom area at the  bottom of the screen, that is  part of area 
going through a  power outage of you can see the  surrounding area 
all lit up. 

2:15 7/16/15 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and happening now, day two  without power, this after an  
underground electrical triggered widespread out acknowledges. a 
woman said it best, you do not depend on light until you don't  have 
it. take a look at this, the second  night from a dark and downtown  
erie long beach, with no idea  when power will be fully  restored.  

0:22 7/16/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

tears and heartache for a young  man in his 20s, hit and killed  in a 
cross wauchblth tonight,  relative thes said that friends  of the victim 
placed flowers and stuffed animals near the  intersection. 

0:39 7/16/15 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

that 16-year-old girl that is survived a small plane crash in  
washington state is sharing her  remarkable story of survival. 
autumn beach was flying home  with her grandparents and they  
were both killed when the plane  flew in to the trees. 

2:36 7/17/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

just a major emergency  unfolding here on the 15  freeway.  >> a 
freeway firestorm.  >> it got bigger and bigger. >> stranded drivers 
forced to  outrun the flames.  >> there was people crying, kids  
crying. people didn't want to leaf their  babies or their cars.  >> while 
their abandoned cars  burned on live tv.  >> thousands of gallons of 
water  on this car carrier. >> and flames raced up the  hillsides, 
devouring homes.  >> this looks like somebody's  house here that is 
actually  going up in flames. >> set that fire in the cajon  pass still 
burning and mandatory  evacuations are in effect.  >> the inferno on 
the interstate  to a delay in the aerial assault  on this fire. we're 
going to begin right now  with nbc 4's tony shin along the  i-15. 

3:30 7/17/15 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

now when we went on the air  at 3:34 this afternoon, this  fire had 
burned through roughly  30 acres. well, by 6:30, it had exploded  to 
more than 3,500 acres. and there are questions tonight  about the 
delay in the aerial  response that may have  contributed to flames 
jumping  the freeway. nbc 4's robert kovacik just  spoke with three 
separate  agencies about the decision to  ground the air assault. 
robert? >> reporter: chuck, we are  talking about the u.s. forest  
service, cal fire, and the san  bernardino county fire  department, 
asking tonight,  insisting tonight that this  perhaps could have all 
been  avoided. this home you see behind me, or  what is left of it 
could still  be standing. 

0:40 7/17/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

amazing pictures from there  all day long. some of the most 
dramatic images  in the pictures we have seen  came from viewers 
stranded on  the freeway using the #nbc4you. you can see the 
chaos and the  smoke and the fire as it  unfolded on the 15.  
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0:29 7/17/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

now let's take a closer look  at the freeway itself, the i-15. there is 
some structural damage  to the freeway, to the  southbound lanes. 
once they get all the vehicles  and all the debris off the  roadway, 
then repairs will  begin. how long? they're not saying.  

1:16 7/17/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and there is more. we've got eyes on another fire. we're watching 
this fire in  wrightwood right now. chris cristi, chris? >> it started as a 
small  brushfire has erupted into a  major two-alarm brushfire  
lighting up the night sky. they're calling this the pine  fire. this is pine 
mountain.  

0:15 7/17/15 11:11p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the firefighters say that  this one does look suspicious. an 
abandoned church that went up  in flames. this happened around 
5:00 this  evening near the intersection of  77th and central avenue 
in  florence. right now investigators are  still trying to determine how 
it  started.  

0:43 7/17/15 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we are watching another  dangerous situation tonight. this is a fire in 
wrightwood,  where the fire off the freeway  was mostly a brushfire. 
this one involves pine trees. chris cristi is in newschopper  4.  

0:52 7/17/15 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and we're hearing tonight  from the long beach police  officers who 
helped to rescue a  man and a woman from an  apartment fire there. 
this fire broke out early  thursday morning on chestnut  avenue. the 
first police officer to  arrive was flagged down by  several people in a 
back alley.  

0:59 7/17/15 11:32p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

right now we have two major  brushfires burning tonight. on the left-
hand side that's the  cajon pacifier from the live  ground shot. you 
can see the flames  surrounding a burned out house. an on the 
right-hand side, that  is the wrightwood fire, where we  just found out 
that girl scouts  are being evacuated, about 90 of  them from a 
campsite directly in  the line of fire. 

0:15 7/20/15 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

news chopper four was just  off ridge road and they have  managed 
to put out the flames  you see shooting out of the  manhole and 
most of the power is  back on in the area.  

0:23 7/20/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and news chapter o4 was over  head as crews removed some of  
the boulders from the highway. los angeles county fire tells us  
additional debris started coming  down after they cleared the  scene. 
and no one was hurt.  

1:34 7/20/15 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and crews are just beginning  to correct a bridge collapse  that 
closed a closure of the 10  freeway. this is the main road between  
southern california and arizona. and for the first time tonight,  we're 
hearing the story of the  driver that's stuck in the black  truck just a 
few feet away from  the racing flood waters. and spoke to the fiance 
at the  hospital bed. 

0:34 7/20/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and a company has decided to  reimburse nine of the vehicles  that 
were burned uf that fire  after the massive fire in the  cuhoon pass. 
they showed us the reseats  follows by a full refund. 

0:34 7/20/15 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking the wind shield of  a car is not an easy task. inside that car 
was a toddler. this is in a mall in kansas and  we spoke to the 
woman on the  phone who's a mother of two  herself. 

0:29 7/20/15 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and the rain ruined a couple  of apartment buildings. the ceiling 
came crashing down  and no one can live in them. >> it was scary. 
something wasn't expected. you never expect your ceiling to  fall in. 
>> interesting fact, before the  rains came, they were installing  solar 
panels.  
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2:31 7/21/15 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a high school senior. her life put on hold and  suddenly on the line. 
doctors only recently released  olivia after she survived an  accident 
with a fire truck on  pch. now she is sharing her  incredible story with 
our robert  kovacik for the first time. >> i didn't really realize i was  at 
the hospital. i thought i was at the beach. 

2:27 7/21/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

it was hard to tell at the  time but one of the cars on that  carrier, a 
classic 62 jaguar  just purchased and about to make  its way to a 
collector's garage  in tornls. but it did not survive in mint  condition. 
far from it. hetty chang spoke with a car  checker about the phone 
call he  will never forget.  

1:36 7/22/15 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

now to breaking news in  santa ana. a 6-year-old boy is hit and  
killed, and many are demanding  action, saying that their  
neighborhood streets are unsafe. let's get right to nbc 4's gadi  
schwartz who is live in santa  ana. after speaking with residents  
about what they say has become a  real problem.  

0:28 7/22/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

major evacuations happen  right now because of a 4,000  acre 
wildfire fueled by high  winds. this fire in lake berryessa. this is about 
60 is miles east  of sacramento. it's only about 5% contained. at 
least 150 structures are  threatened. nearby campground as well as  
housing communities have been  evacuated there.  

2:04 7/22/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new at 11, an orange county  b.a.s.e. jumper killed while  doing 
what he loved. friends say it was supposed to  be an easy jump but 
quickly  turned into a freak accident. nbc 4's robert kovacik talked  
with one of his best friends.  

0:27 7/23/15 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new tonight, a life or death  situation. a bike rider trapped under a 
car  after a collision on mulholland  in calabasas. here's a look at the 
scene after  7:00. you can see the front windshield  shattered. 

0:30 7/23/15 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

 pretty amazing video. a stretch limo hit by a train. nobody was 
inside the vehicle. you can see the guy with the  flag trying to slow 
the train  down somehow seconds before it  hits the car. 

0:47 7/23/15 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we've got more amazing video to  show you. this time out of dallas 
where  they worked together to lift a  car off a woman trapped  
underneath. the motorcycle smashed into the  side of the car, 
trapping the  biker journal neither. police arrived within 30 seconds  
or so and tried to use a jack to  lift up the car. 

0:36 7/23/15 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

alcohol was a big factor in a  crash in norwalk where a  homeowner 
barely escaped injury. paul chavez said he had barely  turned on 
today in l.a. in the  living room when he went to make  some coffee 
and that's when he  heard the crash. 

0:19 7/24/15 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new video of a high speed  crash in orange. a truck slams into a car 
impact  causes the truck to flip on to  its side and on to the sidewalk. 
two people in the car were take  in to the hospital. 

0:29 7/24/15 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

out of lowell canyon in the  national angelos forest. two young hikers 
on their first  date. when they got lost on the trail. fortunately, they 
did have their  cell phones. they got a cell phone signal  out. 

0:19 7/27/15 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
the last trance mission. the pilot was from california  and the coroner 
rescued.  

0:49 7/27/15 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

tina and a young man were  hiking in low canyon last  friday. the 
pair was on a first date  when they got lost on a trial. they called 911 
and the la  county sheriff department sent a  helicopter in to help. 

0:24 7/27/15 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we're learning why the motel  fire burned so quickly this  weekend. 
fire officials say fake palm  trees fuel the fire. that sent plumes of 
black smoke  from the casino hotel.  
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2:22 7/28/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

without warning --  >> i heard a giant crash, and  then people 
started to run. >> a tree topples, crushing  children. >> sending 
parents rushing to  rescue campers. >> it's hard for your child to  
see that. >> that 75-foot tree fell down  near pasadena's kidspace 
museum  just as parents picked their  children. >> two children 
remain in  critical condition. we spoke with witnesses who saw  that 
giant tree come crashing  down and ran to happen.  

1:37 7/28/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a warning of strong rip  coordinates along l.a. county  beaches. 
lifeguards were busy rescuing  swimmers caught off guard. >> we 
are talking about 400  rescues happening today alone. many right 
here in venice beach  where a particularly powerful  riptide caught 
dozens of  swimmers and started sweeping  them out to sea. 

0:54 7/28/15 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a 911 operator hung up on a  caller trying to keep a gunshot  victim 
alive. the frantic teen was  administering help. >> is he breathing? 
>> he's barely breathing. how many times do i have to tell  you? 

0:29 7/29/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

there is no cause behind a  massive try to fall in pasadena. eight 
children were injured and  two of those children are still  in the 
hospital. pasadena city tree experts  examined the tree today taking  
pictures of the tree's root  system. 

2:10 7/30/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

smoke from underground. some knew what was next. that was the 
first thing. the three-day power outage  started just like this. an 
underground explosion. tonight southern california  edison can't be 
confident it  won't happen again.  

0:35 7/30/15 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a toddler is rescued from a  locked minivan in a sweltering  
afternoon in new jersey. people gathered in a parking lot  when they 
heard the child  crying. 

1:56 7/31/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

to a developing story, a  collision involving a fire truck  in agoura 
hills leaves one man  dead. the truck was responding to a  brush fire 
in sherman oaks.  >> beverly white joins us now  live with more. 

0:21 7/31/15 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a firefighter has died while  fighting the frog fire near  adin, 
california, about 100  miles northeast of redding. the body of 38-
year-old david  rhule was found this morning  following an overnight 
search. 

1:59 7/31/15 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

happening now, power  problems in long beach. repairs still under 
way  following the second round of  widespread outages. patrick 
healey is live in long  beach where some are still left  in the dark.  

0:32 7/31/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

firefighters in sherman oaks  knocked out a two-acre brush  fire that 
got close to several  homes there. one famous homeowner even 
caught  the scene on video. former insync singer lance bass. 

0:38 7/31/15 11:12p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

how about this. firefighters in action. they rushed to a raging house  
fire in victorville. cameras rolling. the san bernardino county fire  
department releasing this  footage from body cameras of the  
intensifier fight. you can see flames from the  garage and thick black 
smoke  billowing into the air. 

0:47 7/31/15 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a woman who was trapped  under a 15,000 pound tree and  lived to 
tell about it talked  publicly today for the first  time about her ordeal. 
the oak tree smashed through the  ceiling of stephanie epstein's  
home as she was sleeping on  monday. amazingly the 20-year-old  
doesn't have any broken bones or  any major internal injuries. 

0:26 8/3/15 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

caught on camera, a deputy  saving a life. he pulled driver out of car  
before a train hit it. you can see the two of them  running or the 
officer is  pulling the guy. he grabbed the man by the wrist,  dragged 
him out of way.  
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0:19 8/3/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

an suv crashed into a home a  few hours ago. that suv went through 
a wall. no one inside the home was hurt. the driver is also expected 
to  be okay. no word yet on what caused the  crash.  

0:20 8/3/15 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

happening right now, two  people killed, nearly two dozen  others 
hurt after a circus tent  collapsed. a young man and a woman died  
there. new hampshire state police say  there were about 100 people  
inside the tent at the time of  the storm and most of them made  it 
out safely.  

0:45 8/3/15 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

co-workers tried to save a  man after a group of bees  attacked 
them. unfortunately, he later died. the workers may have disturbed  
the hive while grating a new  space for parking lot. hundreds of bees 
swarmed the  crews stinging three of them. 

0:25 8/3/15 11:32p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

fire crews, tonight,  continue to battle nearly two  dozen wildfires 
across  california. the largest is called the rocky  fire. we just 
checked, it's now burned  through 62,000 acres in three  counties. 

0:24 8/4/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

happening now, the search  for a missing special olympics  athlete, 
the 28-year-old from  the ivory coast last seen at a  hotel on century 
boulevard to  fly out of lax today. 

0:37 8/4/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the coast guard is not  giving up tonight in searching  for a missing 
fisherman offshore  near dana point, a 41-year-old  man fell off an 
18-foot boston  whaler power boat spinning out  of control. 

0:19 8/4/15 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a close call in texas as an  suv slams through the front of a  good 
will store, four sent to  the hospital despite what  happened here, 
they are going to  be okay. the driver was arrested after a  brief 
struggle with officers. 

0:41 8/6/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and we're learning from the  first responders that rescued  children 
and they're sharing now  some of the most dramatic photos  with us. 
and many of them are parents  themselves and knowing chilled  
within were trapped made this  very personal. 

0:23 8/7/15 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and quite a scene in south  l.a. with where a car slam under  to 
church. it happened at 88 and western. you can see a silver sedan 
slam  under to the church, leaving a  hole in the building. 

0:38 8/7/15 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and a crash that killed a  9-year-old boy in orange. we first brought 
you the story  as breaking news last night at  11:00. one of the cars 
hit jesse  rozales while he was crossing  the street with his sister. he 
later died in the hospital  and his sister was not hurt.  

0:21 8/7/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and this is coast guard  video taken from inside the  helicopter. the 
boat was 60 miles from ocean  side harbor and the patient was  
taken on the ucc medical center. his condition has not been made  
public.  

0:33 8/10/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

forward progress of the ends  a wild fire is occurring. firefighters 
continue to place  themselves in front of the fire, just in case to 
protect homes. cal fire said they have the ends of fire contained to 
500 acres  and it is just south of palm  springs. 

0:25 8/10/15 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a nurse at yellow stone  national park is mauled to death by a bear. 
tonight, we have additional  information of what may have  
happened. lance crosby was found partially eaten near a hiking trail 
on  friday of last week. 

0:21 8/11/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

more breaking news, a brush  fire now on mt. baldy, the  reports are 
seeing the fires  glow. the fire crews from the  surrounding areas are 
racing to  help fight the blaze. 

0:17 8/11/15 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this man survived a collision with an 18 wheeler. the truck dragged 
the motorcycle under the cab for several yards. the police arrested 
the truck  driver for driving under the  influence.  
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0:28 8/12/15 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and happening right now, the  search for a missing man centers  in 
the lake los angeles area  east of palmdale. tonight they searched 
the high  desert on atvs after a deputy  found a car belonging to 
nikolai  christidis. the car was stuck in soft sand. the man suffers 
from dementia  and was last seen three weeks  ago in oceanside   

0:20 8/12/15 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a toddler is hit by a mini  van in a burbank parking garage. it 
happened just before 7:00. paramedics treated the girl for  serious 
injuries, and she's  recovering in the hospital. the driver did not 
leave the  scene, even so, please want to  talk with anyone who saw 
what  happened.  

0:21 8/12/15 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and just released video  tonight captures the moments  when a fire 
truck and ambulance  collide. this is in miami. 12 people were hurt in 
this  crash. the ambulance was transporting a  grandmother-her two  
grandchildren to the hospital. several firefighters were also  at hurt.  

0:23 8/13/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and one person is dead after  a fiery accident in granada  hills 
tonight. a car caught fire after slamming  into a big rig just before 
9:00. we just checked with  investigators. 

0:30 8/13/15 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have new video. it shows a diver being rescued  after a shark 
attack that  happened just off the coast. the 58-year-old man was 
diving  from a boat when a hammer head  shark, similar to the one 
we're  going to show you in a bit, took  his hand.  

0:45 8/13/15 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the new jersey truck driver  said he's lucky to be alive  because a 
family on vacation  from australia helped him get  out of a burning 
truck. this was all captured on video  by tourists wednesday night. 
this was on the new jersey  turnpike.  

0:21 8/13/15 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

11 children were taken to  the hospital after their school  bus 
smashed into a store in new  jersey. it was caught on surveillance  
video this morning. the driver said the brakes  failed and she lost 
control,  hitting an suv before sliding  into the side of the store. 

0:36 8/13/15 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

investigators don't know why  a tree came down in pasadena  last 
month. the drought they say was a major  factor. two of the children 
at the  museum were seriously injured on  july 28th. 

0:31 8/14/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

fire outbreak and record  breaking heat. two brush fires send people  
running for their homes and  firefighters working to put them  out. a 
close call for hundreds of  homeowners from the simi valley  area 
while a second fire has  people in every direction seeing  and 
smelling smoke. we are tracking the dangerous  heat and fire. first 
jane yamamoto joins us  from simi valley where the  residents ran 
and others stayed  to fight the flame. 

1:49 8/14/15 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

that's right. we are on rustic hills drive. you can see fire trucks lining  
the street out here for  structure protection after the  blaze broke out 
in the hills  behind these homes.  

0:30 8/14/15 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news on the fire lines  in the hills north of the area  from 
azusa to glen dora. the cabin fire exploded to 1800  acres. highway 
39 is closed from the  bottom of old san gabriel canyon  road to the 
intersection of  highway 2 for the weekend. 

0:32 8/14/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

two young campers were hit  by a falling limb and died at  yosemite. 
the tree limb crushed the tent  on the tent where they were  
sleeping.  

0:57 8/14/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a dangerous situation in simi  valley. a truck and an suv collide,  
sending a video over the cliff. then this happened. this rescue that 
was amazing had  everyone on edge. it did not look good for the  
driver who found himself at the  bottom of a 200 foot ravine  after a 
crash on the 118 freeway  started this brush fire. 
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0:38 8/14/15 11:20p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

thank you. new tonight, a deputy's quick  actions saved a 2-year-old  
girl's life after she nearly  drowned. rolled her on to her side and  the 
partners arrive and brought  an oxygen tank and we gave her  
rescue breaths. 

1:08 8/17/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we learned it was two orange  county teenagers killed in an  
accident when a tree fell on  their tent. >> reporter: devastating 
news. these boys were extremely close  in a tight knit community of  
water polo players. this is dragon kim and justin  lee. they were part 
of the northwood  polo club. around 5:00 a.m. a large tree  branch 
collapsed onto their tent  killing them as they slept  inside. 

0:18 8/17/15 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

three firefighters  recovering tonight. they were hurt fighting the 
warm  fire. two of them were taken to the  hospital for heat related  
injuries. the third one injured his leg. the fire has burned about 300  
acres in the angeles national  forest. 

1:39 8/18/15 11:12p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a vigil in orange county  tonight, remembering friends  that were 
killed in a freak  accident. memories were shared of the two  
talented teenagers killed in an  accident that defies the odds.  

0:22 8/18/15 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news, four team  presumed dead from a land slide, two 
and a half inches of rain  fell in the past 24 hours that  caused three 
land slides and  wung sinkhole, the search will  resume thafr the 
crews can  safely dig through debris 

0:38 8/19/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and happening right now,  three firefighters killed during  a raging 
wild fire in washington  state. it's now advancing on a couple  of 
towns in the north central  area. the firefighters were killed  when the 
winds shifted. 

0:27 8/19/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and a former nfl quarterback  taken to the hospital after  shooting 
himself in calabasis. he played for four teams in the  '90s. his son 
was a quarterback and  died of a drug over dose in  2011. 

0:27 8/19/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this is a gas explosion that  happened at a motel 6 in  bremerton 
washington. the manager said she smelled gas  and evacuated the 
building. a gas company employee working  on the gas leak was air 
lifted  to the hospital with second and  third degree burns.  

0:53 8/19/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

it was a close call in front  of the iconic pink hot dog as a  buick 
jumps the curb and heads  right for customers waiting in  line on the 
sidewalk just after  2:00 in the fairfax district. one of them slammed 
into the  parking meters and that's what  stopped the car from hitting  
people just a few feet away. 

0:18 8/19/15 11:32p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new details on the wild fire  in washington state that is  claimed the 
lives of three  fighter fieters. we just learned that they died  when 
their vehicle crashed.  

1:25 8/20/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

yeah, we were standing right  here and out of nowhere there  was 
an explosion.  >> he is talking about our  breaking news, an 
underground  explosion at a high rise in  downtown los angeles 
causing  injuries and a power outage even  knocking out power after 
a  shania twain concert.  >> colleen, you're taking a live  look at that 
building as smoke  continues to rise from wilshire,  down the block 
from the standard  hotel, is where this explosion  came from an 
office building and  apparently was blamed on a  generator that 
exploded that  could apparently be felt blocks  away.  

0:28 8/20/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and we have new video  tonight capturing what looked  like old 
faithful on a  california street. this is rosecranz and woodruff  there. 
we're told a bus hit a fire  hydrant sending water up in the  air for 
hours, and hundreds were  without power. 
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1:04 8/20/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new video and information  just in on our breaking news at  the top 
of the hour here. an underground explosion in  downtown los 
angeles, at least  five people injured. this is happening at figueroa  
and wilshire. let's talk to chris christie. 

0:30 8/20/15 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

i was just here -- and boom.  >> witnesses tell us what  happened 
downtown tonight. an underground explosion  injuring several 
people,  trapping some others all  happening at the bottom of a  high 
rise on wilshire and  flower.  

0:19 8/20/15 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and amazing story tonight, a  dog is alive after escaping a  fire 
inside the rv. we want to warn you some of the  images are graphic. 
the 3-year-old pit bull suffered  third degree burns after the  fire 
happened in hemet, his  owners were able to get out of  the vehicle.  

0:26 8/21/15 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight they are calling it  a miracle. a man on a motorcycle survives 
a horrible accident on the 5  freeway in orange. he was hit from 
behind and  landed on the pavement where an  suv ran over him, 
and the  vehicle drug him almost 200  feet, mostly by his helmet and  
he remained trapped under the  suv for nearly an hour. 

0:23 8/24/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new video shows the moment a  driver crashed head on into a  
police car. this was in garden grove. officers stay 21-year-old had  
been drinking. his car crossed into oncoming  traffic yesterday 
slamming right  into the patrol car. the officer has minor injury. 

0:19 8/24/15 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and a tour bus that crashed in  queens, new york. the corner of the 
building  trapped the driver inside. four passengers on the bus were  
also pulled to safety. along with one person inside. 

0:27 8/24/15 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

flames are dying down but  smoke from the summit fire is  still 
causing some problems in  the big bear lake area. all schools 
remain closed  tomorrow because of poor air  qual. the fire burned 
about 100 acres. 

0:21 8/27/15 11:11p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

it happened again for the  fourth time in just over a  month. another 
major power outage in  long beach that happened north  of 
downtown, knocking out street  lights and electricity and air  
conditioning in the area. 

0:22 8/27/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

nbc 4 is tracking breaking  news in culver city after a fire  that broke 
out at a model train  store. flame were coming from the  allied model 
train store on  sepulveda. 

0:31 8/28/15 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

more than 1900 people in  montebello are just now starting  to feel 
the cool again. they were left without power  during a power outage. 
the problem has been fixed for  most. but about six dozen homes 
are  waiting for the lights to come  on. they probably won't get power  
back until early saturday  morning. >> tv's not running. the kids are 
the ones suffering  right now. >> california edison tells us  it's a 
cable that's at fault.  

0:24 8/28/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we now have the name of the  man who was killed when his car  
went over a cliff on malibu  canyon road. the body of oscar alvarez 
was  found in his car at the base of  a 250-foot cliff. 

0:37 8/28/15 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

another deadly crash  involving an air show. this time, it's in new 
york  state. the pilot of this acrobatic  plane was practicing his 
routine  over the last weekend. after a steep climb you'll see  it 
there. the plane suddenly headed  straight to the ground. no one on 
the ground was hurt. the pilot was killed instantly. 
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1:47 8/31/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new at 11:00, a terrible  accident, a classic car burst  into flames as 
the neighbors  rushed the save the people  inside.  nbc 4's gadi 
schwartz just  spoke with those neighbors and  joins us now live in 
temple city  with the very latest, gadi? >> reporter: well, a lot of  
people here are shaken up over  what they saw. 

0:19 8/31/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and happening right now,  southern california edison crews  are 
working to restore power to  more than 2,000 customers in san  
dimas. hours ago, an underground vault  explosion knocked power 
out in  that area. the officials hope to have the  power restored soon. 

0:47 9/1/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and new tonight, at the site  of this big rig crash, several  cars 
involved as well. this is the northbound side of  fairway drive and it 
will remain  closed until about 1:00 p.m.  tomorrow afternoon. this 
18-wheeler collided with a  train at a crossing on fairway  and 
walnut. 

0:27 9/1/15 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a steam pipe explodes,  nearly killing a construction  worker in santa 
clara county. that worker survived but never  returned to work. the 
video was released as part  of an ongoing dispute over who  is to 
blame over a delayed  hospital project. 

0:26 9/3/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a rescue ended in tragedy on  venice beach. the man went into 
cardiac arrest  after being pulled out of the  water. the 28-year-old 
was taken to the  hospital and pronounced dead a  few minutes ago. 
this will be a busy holiday  weekend and always swim where  the 
lifeguards can see. 

0:27 9/3/15 11:12p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

right now we are tracking  this developing story out of san  
bernardino. a truck crashed into a house  sending two children to 
the  hospital. you can see half of the truck  still is inside the home on  
barton street. this happened while there were  several people sitting 
inside. 

0:19 9/4/15 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

no charges for the driver who  caused a lot of damage at a san  
fernando valley strip mall. we showed you at 11:00 he hit a  liquor 
store and narrowly missed  witnesses before crashing into  several 
cars and a salon in  valley village.  

0:40 9/4/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a man was inches away from  being seriously hurt or killed  after a 
metal bar flies through  his car's windshield. he was driving home 
from a  business trip in colorado when  the car in front of him hit a  
bar, sending it flying into the  air. 

0:24 9/7/15 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a clean up continues after a  broken pipe flooded a library in  north 
hills. crews spending hours trying to  sweep the whole thing out. the 
problem was first reported  when someone walking by saw  water 
pouring out. 

0:20 9/7/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

check out these intense  flames, from an empty wear  house. an nbc 
4 viewer. firefighters managed to put out  the flames. the cause of 
the fire remains  under investigation.  

0:18 9/7/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

an elderly man is hit by a  big rig and police tell nbc 4 he  was on a 
scooter trying to cross  the fifth street bridge near the  215 freeway 
when he was dragged  more than 70 feet. it's not clear if the truck  
driver will face any charges.  

0:46 9/7/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a boater missing after an  accident killed another man in  cat lena. 
and we're learning more about  this man. he's son of former ceo of 
49ers. and his brothers told us michael  will be remembered as 
someone  who was always there for  everyone. 
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2:04 9/8/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news.  >> her friends just got dragged.  >> hikers swept 
away.  >> i heard screams for help.  >> dangerous flash floods 
move  in.  >> nbc's robert kovaci.  >> reporter: colleen we do know  
from the san bernardino county  sheriff's department as well as  
from the fire department that  the woman who was with the man  
who lost his life tonight was  very fortunate she was not  killed as 
well. the last lightning strikes from  a storm that was fast, powerful  
and deadly. 

0:39 9/8/15 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and an explosion situation  in orange county tonight. firefighters 
getting a handle  here on the border between  fullerton and lahabra, 
residents  forced to pick up and evacuate.  >> we just saw how 
quickly it  escalated. we're being told that it is all  the way down to 
euclid now. so it's getting pretty far  quickly. so it's just a concern for  
everybody. 

0:41 9/8/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

right now crews are working  to restore service to more than  a 
thousand customers. we were there when at least some  of the 
lights came back on.  >> you got the power on.  >> that is a happy 
moment. we just checked with southern  california edison. there is 
no estimate on time how  long the power will be before  it's on 
throughout the city. 

0:39 9/8/15 11:12p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new tonight, a man is dead,  a woman seriously hurt after a  pair of 
pit bulls attacked them  in riverside county. deputies say the man 
was  watering the plants outside a  house when the two dogs lunged  
at him. a woman who stepped in to try to  help was also bitten. she 
is in the hospital tonight. 

1:51 9/9/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

heart stopping video, a  school bus goes up in flames in  orange 
county. and the quick actions of the  driver may have saved the lives  
of the student athletes onboard. we are live in santa ana. beverly? 
>> reporter: that's right, the  student athletes from the water  polo 
team, they've got quite a  story to share when classes  resume 
tomorrow. 

0:20 9/9/15 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

just in, you're looking at  the aftermath moments after a  tree fell 
onto a car with people  inside. this is on westwood north of  ucla. the 
tree falling in the road  shattering the windshield of  this tesla, 
causing the driver  to cash into a mailbox. the people inside the car  
suffered minor cuts and should  be okay.  

0:27 9/10/15 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

at camp pendleton, a marine  was killed. they say he was involved 
in a  roll over crash at oceanside. they say they will not identify  him 
until the family is  notified. 18 other people were hurt, but  we don't 
know how serious those  injuries are 

2:03 9/11/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

lying in the aisleway. >> a special needs student found  dead on a 
school bus. >> how a bus driver discovered  that teenager. beverly? 
>> the whittier union high  school district says it doesn't  employ the 
driver or own the  bus, but the superintendent is  calling for a 
speedy and  thorough investigation into this  quote, unquote, 
devastating  tragedy.  

0:20 9/11/15 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we are tracking breaking  news in orange county right now  in the 
search for a missing  swimmer north of the huntington  beach pier. a 
man was spotted in the water  around 9:30 and they never saw  him 
again. we will bring you any updates  just as soon as we get them.  

0:31 9/11/15 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and the town of san andreas  near sacramento, a massive  wildfire 
rages closer. it exploded to 64,000 acres, and  it now crosses at 
least two  counties there. the lafd is sending multiple  strike teams to 
help with the  firefighting right now. crews from the mission hills  
prepare to deploy tonight.  
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0:21 9/11/15 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

back now to our breaking  news story. the search for a missing 
swimmer  suspended we understand now in  huntington beach. 
crews were unable to find a man  spotted in the water by people  
onshore earlier this evening,  and they spotted him in the  ocean 
and he did not resurface. 

2:09 9/14/15 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

it is hard to comprehend the  loss and the devastation from  this 
massive valley wildfire. it's burning north of san  francisco. it is 
destroyed hundreds of  homes in its path. and remains burning out 
of  control right now. nbc 4's patrick healey is live  along with 
thousands of  frustrated evacuees who still  have very few answers. 

0:25 9/14/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

deadly flash flood along the  border, 4-year-old child and six  others, 
women and children, were  among the dead. and tonight five people 
are  still missing. the women and children were in  two separate 
cars. they were swept away by rising  flood waters and that 
happened  when the roadway washed away. the crews managed to 
rescue only  three people.  

2:13 9/14/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

water main courthoused cause  a mess in sherman oaks leaving  
many families without any water. nbc4 is there now with the  latest 
on the frantic clean-up  effort. jane? >> chuck, vwp crews are 
working  tonight. you can see and hear behind me  the 
jackhammers. they are digging right now. it started just within the 
past  15 minutes to repair the broken  pipe. 

0:23 9/14/15 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we're going to take you to  the scene of breaking news. we 
understand rescues are under  way in the pass. here's what we 
know. at least four people injured. some critically. this is a car 
accident  involving, as you can see here,  several cars.  

1:44 9/15/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we evacuated. the mother and son spending  the night in a local 
hotel. their home now red tagged, no  longer to live in. i saw it 
happen when they  started going through. dennis lives next door 
and  refuses to leave his home,  deciding to stay and help their  
family along with their dog.  

0:26 9/15/15 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

happening now, the sewage  that is spilling from the back  of the 
home where jane is, is  that having an effect in long  beach? news 
chopper 4 following the  pathway today as 250 gallons of  sewage 
spilled into the ocean  and forced officials in long  beach to close all 
of the  beaches there. 

2:04 9/15/15 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new tonight, we are learning  investigators may be keying in  on the 
massive fire called the  valley fire north of san  francisco. hundreds 
of homes burned to the  ground and so many residents who  barely 
escaped. nbc 4's patrick healy has been  there since the weekend.  

0:23 9/15/15 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new tonight, a drone fell  from the sky and injured a baby  in 
pasadena. a mother was pushing her  daughter when the drone 
crashed  near them. the baby was treated for cuts  and bruises and 
an investigation  will determine if the operator  of the drone violated 
any rules.  

2:01 9/16/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a massive earthquake in  chile sets up a tsunami advisory  for the 
california coast. >> beaches closed right now. we are monitoring 
developments  on our coast and in chile. >> first let's go to gadi  
schwartz live in long beach with  precautions already underway. >> 
reporter: we just spoke to  the marine safety captain here  in long 
beach. he said even in a protected  harbor like this, with a small  
tsunami, they've seen some very  weird currents form and boats  
break loose from their moorings  because of chilean earthquakes  in 
the past.  
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1:13 9/16/15 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

fritz coleman is the tsunami  waves and he joins us. many of our 
viewers have been  calling the newsroom. they're worried and 
concerned  and we want to put this into  perspective for them. >> 
there's a lot of power in the  word "tsunami." fortunately for us, most 
of the  energy from this tsunami as  shown here by a computer 
model  has radiated toward the west.  

1:21 9/16/15 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we're getting new images of  the damage out of chile from  that 
powerful quake that has  left three people dead. at least three. a lot 
of the footage coming from  the 1 million people forced to  run for 
their lives. >> somehow despite everything  happening around 
them, they were  able to record the chaos as it  unfolded. homes, 
offices, even  supermarkets, rocked by the  powerful 8.3 
earthquake. 

0:40 9/16/15 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

these pictures are amazing. a busy street. a small plane was forced 
down on  red hill avenue this evening. that's near john wayne 
airport. the student pilot and instructor  were on board this piper  
cherokee. it is incredible that no one was  hurt and no cars were hit. 
>> the way that i saw this  plane's nosedive, i cannot  understand 
how he evened up and  parked the plane on the street.  

0:37 9/16/15 11:12p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight we know that a  ventura county sheriff's deputy  is sadly 
among those killed in  flash flooding that happened in  southern 
utah. now his wife is still missing. sergeant steven arthur was part  
of a group of hikers at zion  national park when they got  trapped by 
the fast moving  waters.  

0:29 9/16/15 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

scary moments on a school  bus. a bus driver's quick actions  saved 
a lot of lives. 60 students escaped this  frightening crash in germany  
with moments to spare. one of the students shot this  video.  

0:25 9/16/15 11:20p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

fire investigators are  reportedly closing in on a cause  of the fire. 
they are looking at whether a  tree sparked the spire by  hitting 
power lines. they said two people died in  this fire near the sierra 
nevada  mountains. so far this fire has burned more  than 200 
homes and 71,000 acres.  

2:13 9/17/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news, six southern  california hikers.  and robert cuvausic 
is live  where he's just talk would some  of the heart broken friends. 
>> reporter: it was last night  when we told you a ventura  county 
sergeant was killed with  his wife and now we know there  were 
other southern californians  together. they posed together on the 
day  they were killed.  

0:23 9/17/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

they used the jaws of life. this happened just a few hours  ago. they 
say a car jumped the center  divider and crashed into another  
vehicle going the opposite  direction. they were all taken away in  
critical condition.  

2:03 9/21/15 11:11p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

right now at 11:00, the family  of a ucla student killed in an  
apartment fire is desperately  seeking answers. robert is talking with 
some of  her devastated friends and more  on the man seen leaving 
the  apartment. robert? reporter: about an hour ago  we spoke over 
the cell phone  with her parents who have just  arrived at lax from 
their home  in texas. their daughter has returned from  there to 
begin her fourth year  here at ucla.  
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1:57 9/21/15 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a luxury  high-rise flooded in downtown  l.a. a pipe sending water 
gushing  down 25 stories and now no one  who lives there is being 
allowed  to go home. nbc 4's gadi schwartz is with  frustrated 
residents. reporter: there is a massive  clean up under way. a 
response team that wraps all  the way around this high-rise  and 
remember this water main  break happened 25 stories up.  

0:41 9/22/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

hotels at universal hotel. a possible fire? >> reporter: right in front of  
the universal studios, a fire in an elevator room. now a large 
response by the l.a. city fire department. a number of people had 
been  displaced north of the 14th  floor.  

0:42 9/22/15 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

friends and family are  remembering a teenage girl  killed while 
possibly trying a  dangerous stunt called car  surfing. investigators 
say the  15-year-old was holding on to a  white suv last night, driven 
by  a 16-year-old friend in tarzana. 

0:35 9/24/15 11:19p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new tonight, a 6-year-old  boy bitten in the face by a dog  is 
fortunate to be alive. the little boy was at a  neighbor's home in la 
quinta  yesterday when he tried to pet a pit bull mix. the dog turned 
on the boy and  bit him on the cheek and the  chin. the boy now has 
15 stitches and  doctors say he'll likely need  plastic surgery. >> it 
hurts when you touch it. you don't touch it because it  burns. >> he's 
going to be okay. it could have been a lot worse. >> animal control 
says this dog  has been reported loose before. tonight the dog is in  
quarantine.  

0:32 9/25/15 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

another scary crash, a boat  was hit by another boat. it was split in 
half. one member of the nine person  crew suffered a possible 
broken  foot. others apparently will be okay,  the driver of the 
powerboat was  not paying attention and did not see the rowers. 

0:17 9/28/15 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

just now crews cleared a  water main break in santa  monica. news 
chopper 4 was ahead just  moments ago near montana avenue  and 
17th. no word on the cause, but it did  cause a big mess, again, 
crews  have now just cleared the scene.   

0:20 9/28/15 11:18p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and we have pictures after a  stingray attack on huntington  beach. it 
serves as a warning to  beachgoers, this stinger got  lodged in a 
person's foot. 25 people got stung, you see  that prong there, over 
the  weekend.   

0:52 9/29/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

it was an intersection of  absolute carnage. three people are very 
lucky to  be alive tonight after a  wrong-way driver plows through  
this intersection in hyde park. the driver of the white van that you 
see there overturned on its  side was going the wrong way  when it 
slammed into a pole,  flipped over and collided with a cadillac and 
lincoln. 

0:32 9/29/15 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

honeybees on a highway in  oklahoma. they held the deputies inside  
hostage. because of all the bees swarming around outside. how 
many? thousands. perhaps tens of thousands,  escaping from their 
lives when a truck overturned. 

0:44 9/29/15 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

four days in the wilderness  with a broken leg, it can seem  like an 
eternity. that's what happened to a hunter from riverside who defied 
the  odds. his name is john sane. he said he didn't think he was  
going to make it out alive from  the mountains of idaho. 

0:32 9/30/15 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and breaking news out of  carson. a pedestrian was just hit and  
killed.  >> reporter: this is the  southbound side of the 405. a person 
has been struck and  killed here. they're investigating but all  
southbound side of the 405 is  shut down. that's avalon where 
they're  exiting the video. that's the latest from news  chopper 4.  
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0:20 9/30/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a big rig accident on the  eastbound 60 freeway shut down  three 
lanes. the couple in that  car hit that large container, it  slid off the 
back of a big rig,  they're going to be okay but  right now only the car 
pool lane  is open and no estimate on how  long they will remain 
closed.  

0:19 9/30/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and one dead and one hurt  after a car rolled off in  woodland hills. 
they say the truck was off  roading near topanga canyon that  
happened at 7:00. we just learned the driver that  was killed was in 
his 40s.  

0:28 7/1/15 11:09p 
Business & 

Industry 

there's going to be fighting  against these lice nszs because  these 
are detrimental to our  community. >> a developmental contract is  
applying for a an alcohol  license for each of the four  restaurants 
and one bar.  

0:22 7/6/15 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

say cheese, folks. mastercard is testing a new app  that lets you pay 
for things  with a selfie. the app will use facial  recognition software. 
so you can actually authorize  online and mobile payments with  the 
blink of an eye. 

0:32 7/7/15 11:16p 
Business & 

Industry 

subway is cutting ties with  long time spokesman jared fogle  after 
his home was raided after  child pornography investigation,  this 
coming two months after  investigation of child  pornography 
charges. 

0:19 7/9/15 11:09p 
Business & 

Industry 

the new york stock exchange  said it was a botched update  that 
caused the stock market to  close for three and a half  hours. it was 
rolling out a new  software program. although the update was 
confined  to one trading unit, somehow it  caused a chain reaction.  

0:23 7/15/15 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

and uber has been slapped  with a fine for with holding  information. 
they could be suspended for  operating in california for  failing to 
handle over details  about the business practices. however, a 
spokesperson says  that's not the case. 

0:48 7/20/15 11:15p 
Business & 

Industry 

37 million members  registered on ashley madison.com  could be 
effected. they're threatening to out the  members by releasing 
private  messages and videos if the site  is not for shut down 

0:48 7/24/15 11:15p 
Business & 

Industry 
a man from wisconsin says he  was denied service by an uber  
driver because of his service  dog. 

4:16 7/29/15 11:12p 
Business & 

Industry 

with millions in the  entertainment industry there  will inevitably be 
some similar  ideas. at what point does it mean  theft? >> reporter: 
some of l.a.'s most  prominent attorneys claim  stories are stolen in 
hollywood  all the time cheating writers  out of the money and fame 
they  deserve. >> name is harry potter. >> reporter: first the books,  
then eight blockbuster films. a wizarding world theme park in  
orlando and soon one at  universal studios hollywood. harry potter 
has commanded an  empure with his magic. but is it original? >> my 
name is harry potter jr. i just moved into this.  

0:38 7/30/15 11:12p 
Business & 

Industry 

suing in and out burger after  he claims he drank a beverage  and 
found two methamphetamine  pills lodged inside the cup. fred 
maldonado said he bought a  burger and a drink in downey in  
march. 

0:46 7/30/15 11:14p 
Business & 

Industry 

a southern california man  filed a lawsuit against uber for  the app 
price claims and the  free ride vouchers. he is the creator of 
mr. check  point, an app that notifies  users of check point locations. 

0:24 8/3/15 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

people who live in venice  took to the streets hoping to  end air b 
and b. some landlords have been renting  out complete buildings. 
it's the only way to get around  rent control laws.  
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0:23 8/4/15 11:20p 
Business & 

Industry 

netflix does not just love  movies. apparently the streaming 
company  loves babies and families as  well. unprecedented move, 
the tech  company offers all employees up  limited maternity and 
paternity  leave all paid. 

0:24 8/12/15 11:32p 
Business & 

Industry 

you'll get more beef with  your burger at mcdonald's,  they've add 
more beef. it includes 4.25 ounces of beef. it's slightly more than the 
4  ounces right now. we don't know the rate of  shrinkage to grilling. 
but it's 2.8 ounces when it's  served up.  

0:23 8/18/15 11:08p 
Business & 

Industry 

after a heated debate, uber  and lift have cleared a problem  that 
may allow them to pick up  people at lax, it will give them access to 
pick up travelers at  the nation's busiest airport. 

0:26 8/19/15 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

and the new leak of  documents from the cheating  website, ashley 
madison, could  expose some government  employees. a report 
shows some 15,000  emails belong to government  employees. they 
say they did it to punish  the website for encouraging  infidelity.  

0:44 8/24/15 11:04p 
Business & 

Industry 

if you have a 401(k) or you  own stocks, what is happening  
overseas right now will impact  your money at home. it is 2:00 a.m. 
trading has stabilized, china's  markets continue to slump. some of 
the other asian markets  have started to rebound. this is a positive 
sign for wall  street as it opens tomorrow  morning. 

0:27 8/24/15 11:15p 
Business & 

Industry 

more fallout in the ashley  madison hack, the cheat on your  spouse 
webb is facing several  lawsuits. at least five lawsuits have been  
filed, totalling more than half  a billion dollars. all in breach of 
contracts and  violation of privacy. 

0:23 8/25/15 11:16p 
Business & 

Industry 

ashley madison website being  hit with lawsuits. eight people are 
suing so far  for failing to protect the  personal information of its  
clients. 

0:14 8/27/15 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

the world's leading network  will have a new home in  hollywood. 
netflix announced the move to  the icon office power at sunset  
studios. 

0:35 8/31/15 11:20p 
Business & 

Industry 

and if you thought the  recent hack for exposing ashley  madison 
users would actually put  an end to the website, think  again. the 
parent company says that  hundreds of thousands of people  joined 
the adultery website just  last week. 

0:26 9/2/15 11:14p 
Business & 

Industry 

a tentative deal in the federal  sony data breech lawsuit. at least ten 
former employees  sued the company seeking class  action status 
for the nearly  50,000 people whose medical and  financial 
information was posted  on line by the hackers. 

0:29 9/3/15 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

yelp is cracking down to  make sure the ratings are the  real deal. as 
many as one in four reviews  are suspicious or not  recommended. 
a spokes woman told our i team  in the last years, the company  
caught more than 500 businesses  trying to manipulate the  ratings. 

0:26 9/14/15 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

with the nfl season back  many are playing fantasy  football but 
uncle sam may be  putting a stop that. a congressman wants to 
examine  whether or not draftkings and  fan dual violate the u.s. ban 
on  internet gambling. these sites offer cash payouts  to members 
but right now they're  operating in a legal gray area.  

0:18 9/24/15 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

the fallout from  volkswagen's emissions scandal  could impact 
california drivers  when it comes time to renew  their car 
registrations. the dmv may block volkswagen  owners from renewing  
registration until their  vehicles meet the state  standards. this 
comes after the epa found  vw rigged cars to pass smog  tests.  
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2:08 9/29/15 11:08p 
Business & 

Industry 

happening right now, the  wombing business of short-term  rentals 
and impacts on  neighborhoods throughout our  area. nbc 4's 
beverly wyatt live at  the first of three meetings  aimed at finding a 
compromise. beverly? >> reporter: colleen, we're  talking about the 
intersection  of l.a. affordable housing  crisis and capitalism, forcing  
people to consider a push for  regulation of short-term  rentals. >> 
the house literally looks  like it's a motel.  

0:24 9/29/15 11:21p 
Business & 

Industry 

the wait is finally over if  you're waiting to test drive  tesla's first suv. 
the electric car company rolled  out the new model x at its  factory in 
the bay area. the suv features those falcon  wing or gold wing doors 
that  swing up to open. 

0:24 9/30/15 11:09p 
Business & 

Industry 

exxon mobile, seven months  after a explosion led to triple  gas 
prices all around the state,  pbf energy is buying the  refinery. they 
will offer jobs to all the  workers currently at the plant.  

0:39 8/3/15 11:13p Children & Youth  
shackled two disabled  children for misbehaving. >> you can do 
what we've asked  you to. >> it hurts. >> the parents of the 8-year-
old  boy say their son is emotionally  scarred. 

2:19 8/4/15 11:01p Children & Youth  

who's the one that left the  baby in the car? >> yes. >> but why? >> 
why? because i'm standing right here. >> a hot car confrontation. a 
mother gets an internet  shaming after a man spots a  child left 
alone in a car. >> nbc 4 spoke with the man who  posted that video. 

0:56 8/6/15 11:17p Children & Youth  

olivia mengy was supposed to  graduate but three days before,  she 
was involved in a cash. she spent a month in a hospital  with a 
traumatic brain injury. we learned she received a  scholarship to 
bentley  university. 

0:49 8/11/15 11:17p Children & Youth  
and a woman that is had  enough of noisy neighbors and  causing a 
lot of comotion to get her point across. she put up these signs, stop  
screaming. the signs refer to the preare  school across the street. 

0:37 8/18/15 11:14p Children & Youth  

huntington beach dad that  looked like he was going to drop his 
daughter to catch a hop run  ball admits that he made a  mistake. 
the ball landed in front of him  monday night, he nearly flipped  over 
the railing to get it with  the baby in his arms. in 24 hours he has 
become the  center of outline outrage.  

0:49 8/27/15 11:14p Children & Youth  

as children return to school  a dangerous trend is on the rise  and 
claimed the life of one  teenager in san diego. spice is a synthetic 
drug and  last year conor eckhart slipped  into a coma and died after  
trying it for the first time. 

0:41 9/2/15 11:16p Children & Youth  

a denver mother berated for  parking in a handicap spot, but  it was 
legal. naomi and her daughter returned  to their car to find a nasty  
note on her windshield. it called them lazy and idiots. turns out 
kaitlyn has a placard  because she has a disorder that  leaves her 
with brittle bones. 

0:31 9/8/15 11:16p Children & Youth  

and maybe you saw this. we have new details tonight  after two 
texas football players  were accused of intentionally  tackling -- there 
you see it  right there, a referee during a  high school game last 
week. and he went down hard. 

1:05 9/16/15 11:14p Children & Youth  

it is a story that is  sparking social media firestorm. even getting the 
attention of  president barack obama. a texas student arrested for  
bringing a clock to a school. the ninth grader, he says he  wanted to 
show a teacher a clock  that he had made himself. but says the 
teacher mistook  that as being possibly a bomb. the teenager was 
put in hand  cuffs and taken to a police  station. 
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0:42 9/21/15 11:16p Children & Youth  

for the first time, a father  in hesperia is telling nbc 4  about what 
happened when he got  on a school bus to defend his  daughter. i 
figured it's not something  she deserves to be handling. he said his 
daughter was  bullied for months and last week  he got on the 
school bus to find  out who was behind it.  

0:29 9/24/15 11:11p Children & Youth  

we have new information on a star high school football player who 
witnesses say was sabotaged  on the field. game footage from three 
weeks ago  between salesian and la canada  high appears to show 
a player  from salesian putting his hand  on salazar's helmet and 
putting  icy hot on salazar's face. 

2:10 9/30/15 11:00p Children & Youth  

and right now, parents  fighting and kids benched. a football fight 
ends with  police called and a local teen  expelled. >> nbc gadi 
schwartz. >> reporter: yeah, this all  started with out of control  fans, 
they were cussing, they  were yelling. at one point the announcer  
stopped and would not resume  until groups of parents  separated 
but then one of the  groups came back and started  what looked like 
a riot. 

1:50 7/1/15 11:16p consumer 
and some of the residents in  hollywood hills being forced to  stay 
inside because of an  unusual hillside rental. the $40 property 
located among  the million dollar homes.  

3:48 7/8/15 11:15p consumer 

we all know flying can bow  ea hazard to your health because  of 
this. you are exposed to toxic second  hand smoke. often they do 
nothing to protect  you. investigative reporter demands  answers. >> 
reporter: they have tough  antismoke oing laws to protect  travellers 
like you. there's no smoking 25 feet  within entrances and signs  
everywhere telling you not to  light up. so, i took my tape measure to  
lax and every day caught  travellers and flight attendants  and 
airport workers smoke right  in front of no smoking signs. you're 14 
feet from the door. >> get me off the camera.  

3:49 7/13/15 11:14p consumer 
recalled and still on the  road. tonight a warning for anyone  heading 
out on summer vacation  or traveling for business. for the first time, 
we uncover a safety loophole, putting drivers at risk.  

0:37 7/14/15 11:32p consumer 

reaction is pouring in 24  hours after we revealed a  potentially 
deadly loophole,  with cars with recalled parts,  in this case, air 
bags, be  rented. hundreds of viewers went on our  facebook page 
to share their  experience. brianne wrote she is waiting on  a 
replacement. 

1:16 7/16/15 11:13p consumer 

we have had calls from  telemarketers but probably never one like 
this. it's mark, and this story takes  a very strange turn when a  
blogger, jessica gotleib says is that she is recording his  
conversation can.  

0:20 7/17/15 11:17p consumer 

a warning tonight from cvs. some customer mace have been  
hacked. credit card information  collected by an independent  
vendor that manages cvs  photo.com may have been  
compromised. the company has now shut down  its online photo 
center. 

0:23 7/21/15 11:16p consumer 
the southern california  edison county says anybody who  lost power 
as a result of the  long beach power outage will be  credited for the 
three days they  didn't have power.  

0:57 7/30/15 11:15p consumer 

a warning to keep in mind  next time your phone rings. there is a 
new imposter scheme  and if you fall for it, it could  cost you big 
money. this trick targets people who  apply for predatory online  
loans.  
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0:42 7/31/15 11:16p consumer 

have you ever wondered what  happens to your car after you  drop it 
off for repairs? how about someone taking it for  a joy ride? running 
errands even running a  red light. that's exactly what happened to  a 
colorado woman after taking  her car in for a radio repair. 

0:42 8/21/15 11:17p consumer 

a homeowner trying to  replace his lawn with drought  resistant 
plants say a company  left him in the dust. the lawn had dried up 
after they were allegedly assured by turf  terminators they would be  
getting new landscaping as part  of the rebate program, and four  
months later he says they're  still waiting. 

0:20 8/21/15 11:18p consumer 
huggies is investigating  claims that shards of glass  turned up in 
some of the baby  wipes. a mom posted this from guam. huggies 
says they don't use  glass when they make their  wipes.  

3:50 8/26/15 11:13p consumer 
wastewater and you will be fined. we heard it from state and local 
officials, but is it true. jenna reveals whether celebrities are being 
cited for violating water rules. 

0:23 8/28/15 11:33p consumer 
the nbc 4 i-team is  investigating whether insurance  for your iphone 
is really worth  it. several experts say the  deductible and fees may 
cost you  more than buying a durable case.  

0:22 9/10/15 11:17p consumer 

and if you recently dined at  a mcdonald's in el segundo. they used 
a credit card skimmer  and it can steal your credits or  debt 
information. so, they're urging people to  look for unauthorized 
charges.  

0:24 9/23/15 11:32p consumer 

tonight a watchdog group  claims oil companies are  manipulating 
prices to make you  pay more at the pump. the group is accusing 
companies  like exxon mobil of suddenly  shutting down refineries 
which  cut supply and jacks up gas  prices. 

0:26 9/29/15 11:33p consumer 

just two days, the way you  use your credit card will  change, but 
you still might be  left behind. starting october 1st, all credit card 
holders are supposed to  have the new chip embedded cards that 
are meant to better protect you against fraud. 

0:26 9/28/15 11:10p 
court and legal 

decisions 

a judge has refused to grant  immunity for a former l.a.  county 
judge baca, who could  testify in a former case against  the sheriff 
paul tanaka, who is  accused of corruption and  excessive force in 
the county  jail system. a judge also approved a delay in  the trial 
which is now scheduled  for march of next year.   

1:51 7/1/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two people hurt when a man  in this white mustang in front  of this 
truck running from the  law, it turns an intersection at  rancho kuk 
mungau into --  >> reporter: like a wrecking  ball out of nowhere, the 
mustang  slam fld to the five innocent  drivers. the intersection 
littered with  drivers and destroyed cars. jose hernandez watching it 
all  of on his security system.  

0:22 7/1/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

today, deputies try to  figure out how an infant only  two months old 
died in a  swimming pool. they say the baby was found  
unconscious in a backyard pool  just after 2:00 this afternoon. it the 
baby was flown to a  hospital but died upon arriving.  

0:24 7/1/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new surveillance pictures of  an armed robber who slam under  to a 
taco shop and got away with  money. this happened at westminster  
shortly before midnight and  after the place had closed  through the 
night. the man with a beard got in  through an unlocked door.  

0:28 7/1/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the los angeles district  attorney's office will seek the  death penalty 
in a palm dael  case of a beating death in their  son. it involved pearl 
fernandez and  her boyfriend, they're accused  of torturing and 
beating dale  hernandez. to death.  
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0:30 7/1/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

today we got a look at the  previously sealed court order in  the 
mcstay case. documents show that merit's dna  was found in the 
mcstay family  car after the family of four  disappeared in 2010. 

1:45 7/2/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news, the lapd  looking for witnesses after a  young man 
gunned down near oo  residential neighborhood. >> arbor city with 
the search  for the shooter. robert. >> reporter: they're looking for  
anyone who may know anything  here in harbor city. 

0:35 7/2/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an emotional vigil tonight  as a family of a missing woman  gathers 
outside an apartment  where they believe her remains  were just 
discovered. family members convinced that  body just found inside 
the wall  at the harbor hills housing  complex is hers and they're  
frustrated because they say  investigators told them  repeatedly that 
there was no  sign of campbell that apartment. 

2:05 7/2/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a 72-year-old man attack  bide two young boys. nbc 4 live 
beverly live in santa  ana. >> reporter: it was just before  sun down 
where this senior  citizen was circled and attacked  by a pair of 
robbers. detectives tonight are hopeful  the security video will help  
close this case fast.  

0:23 7/2/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

los angeles district  attorney didn't file charges  against sean diddy 
combs. you may remember last week he  was arrested at ucla 
where his  son plays football. he swung a kelt bell as an  intern. they 
will now decide whether or  not to file misdemeanor.  chargers.  

0:32 7/2/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and police need your help  finding a man linked to more  than a half 
dozen bank  robberies. they're calling him the big a  bandit. that's 
because he's seen wearing  that angels baseball cap.  

0:22 7/2/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a man stealing a leaf  blower in santa ana. they're looking for 
this man  seen walk nothing to lawn mower  city last month. he 
grabbed a leaf blower, dashed  out the door. 

0:18 7/2/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and marijuana growing. some of the plants four feet  tall. the out 
door grow did not comply  with california's medical  marijuana laws.  

0:29 7/2/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and police say it started  this morning when someone began  taking 
pick chrsz of homeless  people near the intersection of  ross and 
civic center. it apparently angered isaiah  gath way. he attacked 
someone with a pick  ax and then ran after other  people. police 
found him in a stolen  car.  

2:23 7/2/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

hollywood hills home owner  fight back after neighbors  shared their 
out rage with us  over her pop up tent rental  behind the house. 
neighbors claim renters are  smoking and having sex outside. now 
city officials are  investigating.  

0:41 7/2/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight the new york police  department is investigating a  video that 
shows a man being  arrested after a knock out fight  with a police 
officer in plain  clothes. the officer tries to stop the  man from 
walking away but she  keeps pushing the officer and  that's when 
the officer throws  the punch. 

0:27 7/2/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the person who headlines  dubbed the serial stow away. she 
was busted loitering in  airport in may. she has a long lists of 
arrested  including one at lax last year. she's believed to suffer from  
mental health issues.  

2:11 7/3/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news. hands up and police with guns  drawn. hostage 
stand off in a cell  phone store. witnesses say the gun pln held  the 
store owner inside. >> beverly. >> reporter: that's right, it  was just 
after 6:00 p.m., the  attempted robbery became a  hostage situation. 
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0:41 7/3/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he's just all over the  lines, the paint and just very,  very dangerous 
when you see this  kind of driving. >> and it was a dangerous high  
speed pursuit with a twist as  this shirtless driver weaves in  and out 
of traffic. and from the 101 freeway to the  405 to the 10 freeway. we 
covered every dangerous move  live at 6:00. 

2:29 7/3/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

you see how they're going  towards house os and trees and  again, 
very dry out. >> happening right now, a crack  down on illegal 
fireworks. extra officers are assigned to  fireworks enforcement and 
the  big concern is our dry condition  and the extreme fire danger in  
southern california.  

0:45 7/3/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

attorneys say they have new  video to show that officers  broke the 
law during a raid of  an marijuana. he said it proves offerings ate  
marijuana edibles. three officers seen in this  edited video on paid  
administrative leave.  

0:46 7/3/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

officers blame this on a  health problem but his family  disagrees. 
christian was arrested yesterday  for causing a disturbance at an  
apartment complex in the inland  empire but shortly after the  arrest, 
officers say he had a  heart attack and died. his sister argus, he was 
a  picture of health.  

0:33 7/3/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the grandson of a couple found  murdered in their glendale home  is 
arrested and accused of  murdering his own grandparents. he was 
arrested last night and  booked under two counts of  murder.  

0:35 7/3/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a soda stick up today and  police still searching for the  man who 
used mountain dew to rob  a cash ooer and the robber then  make 
as grab for the cash  register. he jumped over the counter to  grab 
the rest of it before  dashing for the door.  

0:41 7/3/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and police on the search for  more suspects in long beach. the 
jewelry store was the first  of three targets. the owner took us inside 
and  showed us the damage and says  they got away with some of 
the  les exepencive items. 

1:00 7/3/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and now they learn the  person who killed their daughter  should 
never have been in the  country. police say francisco sanchez  
randomly killed their daughter  catherine while she was  strolling the 
pier. he was previously deported five  times and was rearrested just 
a  few months ago, but charges were  dropped.  

1:45 7/6/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news, at least one  child shot and two others  injured as 
police search for the  person who pulled the trigger. >> live in 
compton with what  jane just learned from  investigators there. 

0:27 7/6/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the driver  of a white bentley who led  police on a chase on the 210  
freeway is still on the run. woouf just learn, the that you  can was 
driving a stolen car. police found him in a garage in  old town pass 
dina. 

2:20 7/6/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a heart broken father  said his daughter was the light  of his life. 
someone killed carrie melvin  seemingly at random while she  was 
walking alongside her  boyfriend in hollywood. 

0:21 7/6/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video of the arrest  following a barricade situation  in canoga 
park that started just  after noon. s.w.a.t. officers arrived on a  home 
after getting reports a  man, possibly mentally ill, was  holed up 
inside. 

0:48 7/6/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

officers shot and killed a  man with a knife outside a home  in sylmar 
and then made a  disturbing discovery inside. the body of another 
man stabbed  to death. 

0:25 7/6/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

several independent  investigations are journal way  after deputies 
shot and killed a  man in lakewood. they first responded to the call  
of a person acting erratically. 
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0:28 7/6/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and developing news in a  high profile police shooting. a federal 
judge says lapd chief  charlie beck must answer  questions from the 
attorney  representing his family. 

0:55 7/6/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two of the men accused of  killing a teenager over the  color of his 
shoes pleaded not  guilty today. they had to face his mother. they 
appeared in court today. 

0:26 7/6/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

hours after this video was  released, florida state  dismissed the 
freshman  quarterback from the team. johnson who turned himself 
into  police is charged with battery.  

0:57 7/6/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the accused killer of a san  francisco bay area woman is  charged 
with murder. all of this come less than 24  hours after francisco 
sanchez  admitted to reporters that he  was so high on drugs, he 
can't  remember the shooting. 

0:35 7/6/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it is a trendy but very  dangerous accessory. an iphone case that is 
shaped  like a gun. the accessory comes in a lot of  different styles 
and colors. the lapd and other law  enforcement agencies are 
sending  out a warning. 

1:24 7/7/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more breaking news in buena  park where one person is shot  and a 
swat team has it  surrounded.  >> that's right. we're keeping a wide 
shot not  give away the scene. this is tenth and kingman  avenue. 
this foot age earlier involves  the police and sheriff earlier  tonight. 
police received a report of a  shooting victim, he told police  he was 
shot by a man living in  his house in this area. 

0:41 7/7/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they just pitted him. it did not hold.  >> we confirmed new 
information  in a dramatic police pursuit on  the 14 freeway, this 
chase  started after mckey drove his  truck into his neighbors house  
in tehachapi and then drove off  and finally stopped in the  middle of 
the 14 freeway south  of the angeles highway 

0:32 7/7/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 32-year-old woman on a san  francisco pier, the gun used to  
shoot her belonged to a federal  agent. it was just confirmed the  
agent's weapon was stolen from a  car and it appears it was a  
personal gun. no explanation how it ended up  with the shooter. 

0:18 7/7/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are looking for five  teen who's vandalized a school k  through 
12. police released these pictures  of the suspects saying the teens  
vandalized the school property  on friday. no word on the exten tent 
of the  damage or what was targeted.   

0:51 7/7/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the fbi is trying to find  hundreds of victims of online  predators. fbi is 
trying to locate more  than 2 hundred victims of lucas  michael 
chansler who  communicated with hundreds of  teenage girls in 26 
states 

0:21 7/7/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a garden grove man is  missing tonight. police need your help to 
locate  84-year-old eugene who left his  home for a bicycle ride 
around  12:30 this afternoon and he  never came back. 

0:33 7/7/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're just getting this  breaking news out of baltimore,  police say 
three people are dead  after a shooting near the  university of 
maryland baltimore  campus. fourth person is in the hospital  hurt. 
campus police reported two  gunmen each in a van pulled over  
near a group of people and got  out of the van and began firing,  hit 
those four people.  

2:19 7/8/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a family in compton calling  for justice. a sweet man called sweet 
and  respectable was shot outside a  family home yesterday. and 
beverly.  >> reporter: colleen, just while  we've been here, awaiting 
this  update for you on the story  we're about to tell you, a man  
walked into the sheriff's  station complaining of a gun  shot to the 
back. you see ambulance behind me.  
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0:41 7/8/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thieves are targeting  classic cars. this black 1931 chevy coupe was  
taken from a locked garage in  late may and about a month  later, 
this pontiac gto  convertible was stolen outside  an l.a. fitness. 

0:44 7/8/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in the inland empire in the  middle of the day and now one  faem 
has a story that serves as  a lesson for everyone. keep your doors 
locked round  your house and your property. her mother had just left 
their  home and allison was in the  kitschcon alone when a man just  
walked right through the side  door. 

0:27 7/8/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a potential car buyer  became an alleged car jacker. they say a 
woman walked into  martini's autosales asking to  test drive a car, 
and during the  ride, she stopped, picked up two  people on the 
street and kicked  out the salesman and threatened  to kill him and 
they were  arrested during a traffic stop.   

0:55 7/8/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a ups driver delivers more  than just a package. a surveillance 
camera caught him  kick a dog. >> honestly, i thought he killed  the 
dog. >> that's tim paulsen, the dog's  owner. you can see him in 
there,  running up after the kick. the two men go face to face and  
shove each other. 

0:23 7/8/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

investigators in west  hollywood hope a sketch will  bring new leads 
for a brutal  attacker. this is one of three attackers  who aattacked a 
man. he suffered brain injuries and  officially out of a medically  
induced coma but still in the  hospital.  

0:19 7/8/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and police in santa ana sent  us this video of a man holding  opgas 
station on the 4th of  july. at one point, the robber pointed  a gun at 
a customer and forced  him to get on the floor. santa ana want this 
dangerous  driver off the street.  

0:23 7/8/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and santa ana raided a  marijuana clinic for the second  time. they 
say they've been selling  supplies online and over the  phone after 
they were forced to  close down. they say officers in the first  raid 
are seen on camera eating  marijuana edibles.  

0:51 7/8/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, security guards  take down a man in nottsberry  farm. 
claiming they used unjustified  excessive force on him. the incident 
occurred while  security was investigating a  threat that was last 
friday. the water park said he became  abusive and assaulted servlg 
of  their security staff.  

1:48 7/9/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

fire bombed and ronald. after three men armed with guns  burst 
inside. >> robert kovacik is live with  witnesses. >> not only with 
witnesses but  wls the police told us just  minutes ago, the most 
important  piece of information we can  impart to burbank residents. 
those three armed gunmen are  still somewhere out there. gunmen, 
not just responsible for  robbing this liquor store here  behind me but 
for apparently,  setting fire to it.  

0:14 7/9/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news out of carson. authorities were conducting a  traffic 
stop when they were rear  ended by another driver. we checked. no 
word yet on their condition  at the hospital.  

0:28 7/9/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now just in. a fingerprint let police track  down two men they say 
pulled off  a string of robberies throughout  the inland empire. the 
technique was somewhat  usual. one of the men wearing a mask of  
president obama during at least  some of the 15 armed robberies  
that occurred in san bernardino  and riverside counties. 

0:25 7/9/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an arrest in a suspected  murder-for-hire plot in baldwin  hills. police 
stay suspect here offered  two co-workers between $500 and  
$7,000 and a cleaned gun if they  would kill another employee. the 
managers say he asked about  withdrawing money from the  401(k) 
account that he had  there. the derktives searched his home  and 
found 11 firearms. 
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0:30 7/9/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man is in critical condition  after he was shot by officers. this 
during an altercation in a  mid wilshire nabl. police responded to 
reports of a  man breaking windows on wilshire  with his skate 
board. officers told him to stop but he  refused. that's when they 
used their  taser to subdue the man but  police say he kept banging 
away  with the skate board and  eventually grabbed one of the  
officers' tasers and turned it  on him. that is when the officer shot  
the man.  

0:17 7/9/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an employee of the ucla  student association accused of  
embezzling $200,000. it came from the book buyback  program. a 
47-year-old man identified as  the manager of the ucla store is  now 
under arrest. 

0:28 7/9/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman with four children  in the car was ronald at an atm. we 
have the surveillance video. she drives to the u.s. bank atm. this 
happened in aurora,  colorado, with her children in  the back seat 
after pulling out  the cash from the atm. all of a sudden this guy 
comes  up to her window.  

0:30 7/9/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

irvine police. the four were caught after the  latest heist. police stay 
three of the  suspects stole 17 ipads from a  target store in irvine. 
then they took off in a waiting  getaway car. police arrested them all 
the  following day. 

0:15 7/10/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman in the hospital  after a man forced his way into  her home 
and demanded money. this the woman tried to fight  back but 
couldn't. the house was ran sacked and the  suspect did get away.  

0:13 7/10/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in norwalk, a man had been  shot in the upper torso. the discovery 
was made just  before 4:00. the investigation is really just  
beginning.  

0:27 7/10/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a police chase in  anaheim ended with a suspect in  the hospital 
and another one  headed to jail. they're in this silver corolla  that 
ended up on the side of the  road. the two men apparently jumped  
out while it was still moving  round 30 mile-per-hour. one of the men 
was hit, either  by the rolling car they were  driving or perhaps a 
second car,  the second guy taken into  custody.  

0:29 7/10/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

sentenced to 10 years in  prison for molesting a relative. he was 
also convicted for  possession and control of child  pornography 
between 2003, 2010  he engaged in multiple crimes  with his victim 
and now for the  rest of his life, he'll be  someone parents can find 
as a  registered sex offender.  

0:37 7/10/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they say the accused killer  should not have been able to buy  a gun 
and only did so because of  a paperwork snag. the fbi director 
blamed  incomplete and inaccurate  paperwork for allowing dylann  
roof for being able to buy a  handgun. he admitted to occasionally  
using drugs and according to the  law in south carolina f no  action 
is taken, the buyer can  pick up the gun.  

0:23 7/10/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they're looking for people  who robbed a liquor store and  set it on 
fire. people in the area told of  seeing and hearing explosions  
coming from that store. police, however, tell us that  what they 
probably heard were  bottles of liquor exploding from  the the heat.  
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0:37 7/10/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they say more than 80 high  end vehicles stolen. total value, more 
than 3 million  dollars. police say when numbers of the  ring saw a 
luxury vehicle in a  neighborhood or dealership, they  just took it. 
that made for plenty of  frustrated car owners. >> it's frustrating 
because you  work hard for your money and  some people treated it 
as a  troy. >> they say mercedes, land rover  were among those 
targeted most  often.   

1:42 7/13/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now, a confrontation at an  atm on an aarrest that was made  out 
from. the l.a.p.d. warns what you  think may be the case, there may 
not be the case at all. who actually is the bad guy, it  would appear 
to be the man that  was shot in the back. here at the atm, but look at  
video from news chopper four at  gauge and avalon after 8:00  
tonight, after a single round of was fired and the gunman took  off. 

1:49 7/13/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and happening thousand an  investigation in to a police  shooting in 
a neighborhood  coffee shop, and tonight, we are seeing what 
happened right after the officers opened fire. nbc 4's beverly white 
with more.  

0:31 7/13/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is on  tonight for more victims after  disney employee is 
arrested. accused of trading park tickets  for sex with a minor. 
huntington beach detectives said that he posted a ad on  craigslist. 

0:20 7/13/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a car jacker, picked a  strange target. a large truck with bottled 
water on board. the police recovered the truck a half hour later. they 
said had they had to chase  down the thief who tried to run  away.  

0:24 7/13/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

investigators are hoping that surveillance video will had help them 
identify a man who used a  cell phone to take an up skirt  photo of a 
girl. he was wearing a black and white plaid shirt, was seen by  
witnesses taking the video. he quickly left the mall when he realized 
people had seen him.  

2:18 7/13/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new video that shows  the moments right before a  deadly 
shooting. tonight, four children are left  without parents after two  
separate tragedies. they lost their father in the  shooting and just a 
few days  earlier, their mother was killed when an ice cave 
collapsed in  washington state. 

0:24 7/13/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a norwalk  neighborhood is shot down. los angeles county fire tells 
us that three are still in critical condition, we don't though about the 
fourth person and deputies  are looking for they say a fifth suspect 
this a late model dark  colored chevy impala.  

0:24 7/13/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

meantime, the man is charged  with burning an 18-year-old  
teenager with a blow torch and  forcing her to work as a  prostitute. 
he is facing felony charges,  including human trafficking. 

0:17 7/13/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

home invasion robbery and it was caught on camera as three  
masked gunman break in to a  house and kill the far and  mother as 
their children looked  on. two of the killers were caught,  and a third 
escaped. the motive is unclear. 

1:06 7/13/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details tonight in a bizarre story, first considered a  kidnapping 
and then a hoax, when the woman turned up at her  father's home in 
huntington  beach and now an attorney has  been arrested.  

2:03 7/14/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a police shooting unfolds on video. the police chief defendants the  
officers and why the department  did not want this released. >> 
beverly white joins us live  after speaking with the chief. beverly? >> 
reporter: media outlets  lobbied the courts for the  videos to be 
unsealed. then, the city attorney appealed for an emergency stay.  
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1:21 7/14/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

following more breaking news in norwalk. police are investigating a  
father and son killed. both were discovered by family  members. >> 
reporter: chuck, this has  been an incredibly violent week  in 
norwalk, this neighborhood,  off of volunteer and gettysburg. two 
men found shot to death,  according to neighbors. 

0:18 7/14/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have information about  kerry melvin shot and killed in  
hollywood. tonight, the fbi has joined the  investigation. witnesses 
say that a man with a  one walked up to carrie and her  boyfriend. 
and without saying a word, shot  carrie in the back of the head  with 
a shotgun.  

0:27 7/14/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new tonight, the search  is on for an oxnard mother who  
vanished two weeks ago, just  before the holiday weekend. her 
mother posted on facebook. her daughter dawn van bunker was last 
seen in ventura county on  july 3rd. her car has not been found,  
either.  

0:31 7/14/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police believe they have the crooks. now, all they have to do is find 
their victims. four suspects targeting a home  under construction in 
west los  angeles. lapd detectives say the four on  your screen here 
were found by  officers trespassing at a bel  air home under 
construction, and were drinking alcohol and  swimming in the pool at 
night. 

0:23 7/14/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

no apology from police in  northern california when they  called a 
woman's abduction a  hoax. this man, matthew miller, has  been 
arrested in connection with the kidnapping. but the vallejo police  
department is refusing to  apologize. city officials say they can't  
comment because the fbi is still investigating.  

0:47 7/14/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a burglary investigation  leads to the arrest of four  people, part of 
an identity  theft ring. deputies were investigating a  string of 
burglaries in loma  linda, when they spotted someone who looked 
suspicious. they followed him to a nearby  motel. inside the room 
they found  drugs, stolen checks and  property that belongs to  
hundreds of victims.  

0:37 7/14/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're hearing from the  family of adrian cardona, shot  and killed a 
week after his  children lost their mother. he was making plans to 
take care of the four children when  someone killed him outside a  
bar. his family wants that shooter to understand that four innocent  
children are now orphans. 

0:21 7/14/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

irvine police are looking  for a man who robbed a bank and  got 
away with possibly nothing. he demanded money. but police are not 
sure if he  stole anything. they're looking for a man in his 50s, with a 
husky build and gray mustache.  

0:25 7/14/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a chef who was deported  twice is being sent back to  mexico to 
face murder charges. he is accused of stabbing his  girlfriend to 
death with a sushi knife in the backseat of a cab  in mexico city.  

1:05 7/15/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now out to news in van nuys. police investigating a deadly  shooting. 
we're told the victim stumbled  into a parking lot for help and  died. 
robert kovacik joins us. >> reporter: we just spoke with  lieutenant 
albert gavin of the  lapd. he tells us there is still no  motive. they're 
trying to figure out how  the two suspects with the .9  millimeter who 
they shot twice  here just outside western bagel. 
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1:58 7/15/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, a missing  teenage girl is found inside the  garage. 
shaiv's deputies made the  arrest. beverly white has the story of  
how one phone call helped  deputies find her. >> reporter: the 
missing teen's  parents enabled investigators to  go online and 
access her cell  phone records. it seems she had been  
communicating with a man who is  no stranger to law enforcement. 

0:29 7/15/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now a demand for a civil  rights investigation into the  gardena 
police department. the judge wanted to see what led  to the almost 
$5 million  settlement with the city of  gardena. family attorneys are 
asking the  justice department to create a  unit within the civil rights  
division to investigate these  kinds of cases. 

0:23 7/15/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now this video shows two men  caught on camera stealing mail  in 
van nuys. although this happened last  month, police are releasing 
the  video. they hope someone will be able  to identify the pair after  
forcing open a locked door, they  then pried open a panel of  
mailboxes and grand grabbed a  handful of mail and stuffed in  it 
backpacks. within a few minutes they were  out of there.  

0:28 7/15/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the reward has been  increased for information of the  armed 
robbery of a pawn shop. three men ronald azusa pawn. they're now 
offering a $10,000  reward. the suspects assaulted employees  
inside and broke the nose of one  and made off with several guns  
and a large amount of jewelry. 

0:30 7/15/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

stop! >> las vegas police say body cam  video from a deadly officer  
involved shooting last friday. it shows a man who was upset  
reportedly after being pulled  over for a broken taillight. police say 
he told them he had a  gun. he was going to shoot himself. police 
say he pointed the gun at  them. he fired one shot. that hit an officer 
before he  was shot dead by another  officer.  

0:24 7/15/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

lapd swarmed the home of  singer chris brown investigating  a 
robbery. a relative who was sleeping in  brown's tarzana home said 
she  was awakened when a man came in  with a gun. he wanted 
cash and access to the  safe. when she wasn't able to find the  
items, he told her to wait in  the closet. brown was not home at the 
time. there are quite a few security  cameras on the property.  

1:31 7/16/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news, shoppers  chased out, and inside a target  store. we 
are live from southgate,  where we talked about those  evacuated. 
well, chuck a tip by long  beach police to recover a stolen carened 
here in southgate. terminated at the store behind  us with what 
police like to call a foot bail inside the target  store. 

0:25 7/16/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we had another scare  tonight in a big lots scare in  palms 
where a man was reportedly holding body ar more, and nearby the 
on and off ramps from the 4  on 05 freeway were closed for a  time 
auto, when the police got  there, they chased the suspect  in to a 
nearby parking garage. 

0:31 7/16/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police  arrest a man accused of  targeting cancer patients and  
preying on them with unusual  treatment. he is accused of 
scamming a  thousand oaks woman out of  money. 

2:36 7/16/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

till developing tonight, a  gunman, and four marines killed  in 
chattanooga, tennessee, it is being handled a as a terrorism  
investigation. rob rt has been digging in the  details here. 

0:45 7/16/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

guilty, a dozen times over. that's the verdict in the trial  of james 
holmes that walked in  colorado movie theater. first degree murder 
on all  counts. during the trial, the defense  argued that he suffered  
psychotic delusion.  
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0:23 7/16/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

detectives in chino hills  want you to be aware of two men  breaking 
in to cars in the  middle of the night. video shows them working the  
door handles to see if the cars  are unlocked. 

0:19 7/16/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a major bust for customs  agents at the border. a dog 
discovered a bunch of  diapers and trash bags loaded  with cash in 
the trunk of a car. $457,000 stashed in the diapers. they are now 
being investigated. 

0:51 7/16/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the gardenia police  department is hit with a claim  of excessive 
force and this man  has filed a lawsuit. he said that he will never 
walk  an after being shot by the  police. 

0:37 7/16/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

target store, outside of  fresno is a target of a peeping  tom, an 
employee found a  wireless camera inside a family  bathroom. it 
does live feeds and has a  range of a few hundred feet. 

0:29 7/16/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new to video from a motel 6  where a cnn reporter shot and  killed a 
man. it was captured on body camera. one of the officers 
responding  said he was robbing a long-time  reporter and his wife 
in a motel room. 

0:32 7/16/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

colorado springss police  could soon be hit with a lawsuit after a 
teenage girl said an  officer used too much force  while she was 
handcuffed.  

0:49 7/16/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

vandals caught on  surveillance camera, spray  painting a mural in 
long beach. the police are working to track  down the culprits. you 
can see the extent of the  damage. the city was able to clean up  the 
grafiti.  

0:37 7/16/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a lemon aid stand robbery. police arrested a man. the two 13-year-
olds described  how their summer of fun took an  ugly turn. the man 
passed by their stand  and took off with their money  box and $20 
inside. 

0:28 7/16/15 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, a tip led to  arrest of a boy in sigh press,  after he was 
linked to a vicious assault in a gas station. it happened a couple of 
weeks  ago and was captured on video  and the victim was filling up  
his car in a mobile gas station  there when please say the  teenager 
came up from behind and hit him in the head with a tire  iron. 

2:29 7/17/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and more breaking news, this  time in long beach, where we're  now 
learning power is restored  to most of the downtown area. and now 
it's a waiting game to  see if this power situation  holds up through 
the night. nbc 4's hetty chang is live at  an emergency shelter in long  
beach where some i understand  are just getting power back on. 
they're spending the night  there, 

0:49 7/17/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

those four marines killed  yesterday in chattanooga,  tennessee are 
on the minds of  people here in southern  california. this american 
legion post in  east l.a. lowered its flags to  half-staff to honor those 
four  men. today investigators returned to  both of the crime scenes 
trying  to piece together this tragedy. meantime, we're learning 
some  new details about the gunman's  past.  

0:31 7/17/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

dramatic video you'll see for  the first time tonight. police arrest a 
man in a  wheelchair in downtown los  angeles. some accuse the 
officers of  using excessive force. police say the man was weaving a  
pool stick around.  

0:26 7/17/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

jarring body video shows the  moment that two firefighters are  
stabbed. this is during a call for  medical assistance in san diego. 
this ten-second video clip shows  the chaotic moment when ryan  
jones lunged at the  firefighters. 
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0:19 7/17/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a cyberattack on the  computer system at ucla health  may have 
exposed the records of  some five million people. but so far there is 
no evidence  that any personal or medical  information was illegally  
accessed. 

0:25 7/17/15 11:21p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and breaking news to tell  you about the advantage of  having two 
choppers. gil leyvas. >> hacienda heights. this motorcycle has 
crashed here  on this windy road. this motorcycle 100 miles per  
hour on the northbound 605. it got on the 63 freeway  eastbound. 
now there is a search under way  for the driver. i'm gil leyvas. back 
to you in the studio. >> we'll be right back.  

1:57 7/20/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news at 11:00, one  dead, a suspect on the run, as  
investigators looking over a  bullet riddled cadillac that  slammed 
into two cars p.  >> and beverly. >> reporter: that's right,  chuck. 
we're talking about an active  lapd investigation following a  gun 
violence incident that  occurred against the driver of  that black 
cadillac. 

1:39 7/20/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the lapd founds more two  tons of amo and guns inside  pacific pal 
sades. neighbors watched police bring  out enough guns in that 
house to  supply a small army, goddy. 

0:22 7/20/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the nbc's investigative  unit confirms that authorities  are looking 
into whether at  least two people knew what abzul  azeez was 
planning before the  attack. and they're searching the  apartment 
just outside  chattanooga.  

0:31 7/20/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police believe a suspect is  also wanted for the murder of is  this 2-
year-old boy. friends and neighbors galthered  for a candle light vigil 
for  people found dead in their home.  

0:26 7/20/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and no charges will be fired  following the death of whose  parents 
believe he is a victim  of hazing. he went for a hike in the  angelus 
national fors. he was dehydrated and died after  losing 
consciousness. 

0:22 7/20/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the body oaf an asian  man showed up in a flood  controlled 
channel. it showed up just before noon  today. right now, they're 
looking to  see eif the body mamps the  description of anybody 
missing. 

0:20 7/20/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have breaking news right  now. a driver in custody after a  
pedestrian was hit and killed in  orange. this happened on chapman 
avnigh. they say the man was not in a  cross walk.  

0:22 7/20/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a homeless man in new mexico  is recovering from burns after  an 
suv drove by and tossed  fireworks at him. that was two weeks ago 
and  tonight, he's still in the icu. 

0:41 7/20/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thieves seen taking an  exotic bird on east imperial  highway on 
saturday. they walked around the store  before walking out with a 
pairt  worth about $1,600. zefr is only five months old and  still 
needs special care. 

1:14 7/21/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

nbc 4's gadi schwartz joins  us live from the santa ana  hospital 
where the officers are  being treated. >> reporter: there are a lot of  
officers that are gathering here  at the hospital. you can see behind 
me this  parking lot is packed with  police cars where irvine police  
officers have come to check on  two of their own. take a look at this 
video. 

0:43 7/21/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three men are behind bars. police say they broke into a  home with 
the owner inside. then led them on a pursuit in  the city of orange. 
this video is from the end of  the chase. officers say it all started 
when  the three broke into a home in  chino hills this afternoon. the 
woman inside dialed 911 and  tells us she hid inside the  bathroom. 
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0:19 7/21/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

ask deputies busted two  rowhouses in role andy heights a  few 
miles apart. they uncovered plants worth $2  million. a child was 
turned over to  protective services. deputies were turned over to a  
neighbor.  

0:33 7/21/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two sergeants cleared in the  death of a man who died 12 hours  
after he was in an altercation  in south los angeles. that was last 
year. lament commission now says that  both sergeants acted within  
policy. witnesses claim that he was  beaten by the officers for more  
than ten minutes. the official autopsy showed  cocaine was the 
cause of death.  

2:17 7/21/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 get out. >> get out. now! get out of the car. >> newly released vitd 
shows the  hostile traffic stop of a woman  in texas who later turned 
up  dead in her jail cell. officials ruled it a suicide but  many others 
want to know more  about what happened to the  28-year-old 
woman. nbc 4's beverly white joins us  live in south l.a. where a 
group  gathered to protest her death.  

0:21 7/21/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also, new tonight, police  arrest ad man accused of  following 
children into a home  in menifee and then assaulting  them. michael 
was booked charges of  burglary and sexual assault. this photo was 
taken by a  witness.  

0:22 7/21/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

ventura police hope the  pictures you're about to see can  help them 
find the person  responsible for the vandalism. this shows at least 
three  suspects spraying red paint on  several businesses early 
sunday  morning. 

0:41 7/21/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man convicted of gunning  down a 5-year-old boy on  halloween 
is sentenced now to  128 years to life behind bars. leonard hall, a 
known gang  member, shot and killed aaron  shannon jr. the little 
boy was showing off  his new spiderman halloween  costume in the 
back ground. 

0:25 7/21/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a former professional boxer  was stegsed to 11 years in  prison for 
the 1987 murder of  his manager. the sentencing happened after he  
entered a plea of no contest to  voluntary manslaughter. 

0:37 7/21/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and police desperate to find  a killer after beat a san  fernando man 
to death. then took off with his  18-year-old car. it has been three 
days since  dario rosas was brutally beaten  in his drive way. 

0:30 7/21/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an 18-year-old connecticut  man may be in trouble after  video 
showing a drone firing a  gun. the faa is investigating whether  the 
teenager violated  regulations that pro had i been  reckless 
operation of a model  craft. 

1:45 7/22/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a reality tv star murdered. her co-star and boyfriend now  behind 
bars, accused of killing  her. >> hetty chang had a chance to  talk 
with.  >> more than 15 hours after this  investigation began, you can 
see  we're still nowhere closer to  finding out exactly what  
happened in the couple's home.  

0:26 7/22/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we have new video  tonight of thieves snatching a  woman's 
wallet while she was  shopping inside a store. this all went down at 
the  lululemon store at the americana  in glendale. two of the 
suspects stood on  both sides of the victim as a  distraction.  

0:27 7/22/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a laguna hills woman found  dead months after disappearing  on 
valentine's weekend  apparently died from a drug  overdose. 
investigators say erica alonso  had lethal amounts of alcohol  and a 
date rape drug in her  system at the time of her death. 
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12:12 7/22/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

out at the scene of breaking  news right now, we are tracking  a 
pursuit on a freeway. this car just coming back into  the long beach 
area. gil leyvas in newschopper 4.  >> it's a high-speed chase  that's 
been going on for the  last 15 minutes. this guy has been running 
red  lights. he is being chased by the long  beach police department. 
that's where it started. it moved from the carson area  into the 
torrance area and now  back into the long beach area. they have an 
air ship overhead.  

3:44 7/22/15 11:21p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

as you just watched, chases like  this are totally unpredictable. 
they're highly dangerous, and  they really put everyone who is  on 
the road at risk. tonight we're going to get to  the bottom of what is 
fuelling  this crime, and whether these  pursuits are actually on the  
increase. what we uncovered you'll see for  the first time as we take 
you on  the chase from above. 

0:30 7/22/15 11:30p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now let's take a look at  this video. it shows a new york police  
officer punching a man there you  see accused of stealing a slice  of 
pizza. this confrontation happened  earlier this month in brooklyn.  

0:49 7/22/15 11:30p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

don't talk to strangers. three young girls in san  bernardino say it's a 
valuable  lesson that may have saved them  from being kidnapped. 
10-year-old marissa young says  she and her friends were riding  a 
bike yesterday morning. a man in a gray van came up to  them, told 
them to get inside. as soon as he spoke, they froze  in a moment of 
fear. >> i was really scared. i couldn't drive the bike. we don't know 
him.  >> and he is not safe. >> i am really proud of them. because 
they were in danger. their instinct was to be brave  and come back 
and say something  about it. because a lot of kids won't say  
anything. stay quiet.  >> the driver in the van had  already taken off 
by the time  deputies arrived on scene. the suspect, described as 
man  about 50 years old, bald on top,  gray shoulder-length hair and 
a  mustache that curled up at the  ends. we'll be right back.  

2:27 7/23/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

her friend literally jumped  over her. >> breaking news at 11:00. a 
teacher turned hero after a  lone gunman opens fire inside a  
crowded movie theater. >> robert kovacik spoke with the  man 
inside watching that movie  with his fiance when the  shooting went 
down.  

2:24 7/23/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and you can call this  concert chaos on the sunset  strip. part of the 
boulevard shut down  for a second time after smoke  sends crowds 
spilling into the  street. nbc 4's kate larson is live near  the house of 
blues.  

2:09 7/23/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight the elusive bike  rider, known as the snow bird  bandit is 
behind bars. randolph is accused of robbing  five banks. and 
investigators say members of  his own family helped crack the  
case. hetty chang is live for us with  how and where it all went down. 

0:24 7/23/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

searching for more possible  victims after a youth volunteer  is 
charged with sexually  assaulting children. he is accused of 
performing lewd  acts on two boys. 

0:32 7/23/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new information with the man  arrested for killing his  girlfriend. a 
former lament officer,  attorney and reality tv star. laura dona. the 
boyfriend, rob reagan may  appear in court as early as  tomorrow. 
that's when police in read ondo  beach expect to present their  case 
to the district attorney.  
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0:29 7/23/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

high fashion belt bust to  tell you about. nearly 4,000 boxes of belts 
were  seized by customs agents at the  los angeles long beach sea 
port  complex. the trademark is stamped on each  of the boxes. 
they're all fake. the counterfeit shipment came  in.  

0:20 7/23/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also, a major drug bust in  riverside to tell you about. this photo 
shows more than 50  pounds of meth hidden in a  cooler. it was 
discovered by riverside  police officers after they  pulled over a 
driver for a  traffic violation. 

0:57 7/23/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

strange thing happened in an  l.a. courtroom today. two mothers, 
one who lost her  daughter, the other, a police  officer, going to 
prison, both  trying to bring peace to each  other. >> i would love to 
forgive her. but i have to ask god to help  me.  

0:48 7/23/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details about a homeless  woman who picked up a baton on  
skid row and is now facing life  in prison. community activists raised  
enough money for her bail. she faces penalty under  california's 
three strikes law. a video shows her picking up the  baton after an 
officer dropped  it during a struggle with the  homeless man.  

1:27 7/24/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with breaking news  at 11:00. no longer a random attack. 
an arrest made in the shocking  murder of an aspiring production  
assistant walking down sunset. robert kovacik spoke with  
investigators and who is in  custody and possible motive. 

2:26 7/24/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the video and sound  of a studio city shooter. police opened fire on a 
man with  a gun along ventura boulevard. right now the street is still  
shut down. nbc 4s beverly white live in  studio city tonight where she  
spoke with witnesses who watched  and heard it all.  

0:35 7/24/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man faces murder charges in  the stabbing death of reality  star 
girlfriend this week. but his attorney says her death  was a case of 
self-defense. 51-year-old robert reagan made a  brief court 
appearance. 

0:20 7/24/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the mysterious death of a  man, deputies want to know who  did it 
and why? what we do know-- the body of a  man was found at 
ramsdale and  francis, 1:30 this aftermoon. 

0:51 7/24/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a community searching for  answers after a deadly attack  inside a 
movie theater in  louisiana. a crowd gathered at the  university of  
louisiana-lafayette for a vigil  to honor the two victims and the  nine 
others who were wounded to.  

0:29 7/24/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the fbi says the so-called  snow bird bandit had a heavily  gambling 
problem. randolph adare facing federal  charges for five hold-ups at  
banks in orange county. 

0:53 7/24/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new details tonight  in the shooting death of joseph  
mcmahon, a 25-year-old reality  tv producer killed just a few  steps 
away from his family home  in chapman woods in pasadena.  

0:33 7/24/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there you see it happening  along the side of a road. a pair of good 
samaritans  running to help a deputy in a  scuffle with a 
skateboarder in  the middle of the road. when the deputy tried to  
question him, the skateboarder  then tried to gait way and  that's 
when the struggle  started. 

0:21 7/24/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

investigators shut down a  hidden marijuana grove in sarn  bern 
national forest. 

0:21 7/24/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the exotic bird stolen from a  pet store in brea was returned  to the 
store. 
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0:13 7/27/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

our detectives discovered  the body of a young female  inside of a 
dumpster at the  complex located behind me. >> police have detain 
and are  questioning a 15-year-old boy in  the case. he lives in the 
same community  where she vanished.  

2:02 7/27/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a community on edge after an  education motion of violence. police 
are quashing a social  media scare playing into the  fear. >> there's 
call to action. beverly.  >> reporter: citizens tell us  think don't know 
or care if  social media is correct about a  gang war.  

1:41 7/27/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

to a developing story. a man found bludgeoned to death. no motive 
and no suspect. >> reporter: we just saw the los  angeles county 
coroner's van  leave the scene about 15 minutes  ago. we still do 
not know the  identity of man brutally  bludgeoned to death.  

0:20 7/27/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

shoppers evacuated after  someone reported an armed  robbery 
inside the store. police cleared the store on  victory and fall brook to 
search  for suspects. we have learned there was no  robbery and it 
was all some sort  of misunderstanding. 

0:38 7/27/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the mother of a teenager  arrested for shooting and  killing him 
inside a hotel. he was shot this morning by his  mother. deputies 
found the handgun in  the hotel room the two were  staying in. his 
mother taken into custody  and later arrested on suspicion  of 
murder. 

0:26 7/27/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new video to show  you now of a wild police dhas in  
philadelphia. the chase at one point looking  like a nascar race. cop 
cars in front and behiebds  and right alongside a white van. 

0:31 7/27/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is under way for  two gunmen following a police  shooting 
in south gate. late tonight they observed a  search warrant at the 
home of  the victim. earlier they were not allowing  investigators to 
step in. 

0:33 7/27/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're learning about man who  was beaten and stabbed by a  group 
of a grafitti taggers. the victim is 51-year-old james  blue. he was 
collecting recyclables  when he confronted taggers. 

0:33 7/27/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a mid city shopkeeper  accused of gunning down her  boyfriend is 
said to appear in  court tomorrow. she was arrested on friday and  
we have since learned the victim  had done social need ya work for  
him unless police say there was  falling out over a payment. 

0:29 7/27/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the attorneys for the apple  valley man beaten by san ber nar  dino 
lawyers for francis pew  said they didn't trust county  district attorney 
to prosecute  the case. the three-hour pour institute. 

0:37 7/27/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are working to release  the sketch of whan who attacked  a 
woman. she believes the man was going  to rape her and tried to 
muffle  her screams. the woman spoke to us. 

1:55 7/28/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we showed you this  confrontation between a  kidnapper and his 
victim. the suspect saw the video, too,  and went to his father. what 
happened next? >> reporter: it all happened so  quickly. the suspect 
is 16 or 17 years  old.  

0:17 7/28/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a standoff in west hills  tonight ends with a landlord in  custody after 
allegedly  threatening tenants with a bow  and arrow. s.w.a.t. teams 
were called in  and tear gas was used to force  the man out of the 
house.  

0:19 7/28/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we now know the name of the  gunman killed on ventura  boulevard. 
the coroner identified him as  seth raines, shot and killed by  lapd 
officers last friday after  he pulled a gun and fired shots  into the air 
on ventura  boulevard. no one else was injured.  
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0:21 7/28/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a mexican mafia bust in the  inland empire. this is video of federal 
agents  moving in on a home in ontario. gray joined home boy 
industries  posing as a gang member  interested in turning his life  
around. 

0:15 7/28/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are on the hunt for  two men who ran through the  outdoor 
mall before making their  getaway, stealing iphones.  

0:30 7/28/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a vigil for maddie tonight,  the 8-year-old killed in santa  cruz. a 
crowd gathered in memory of  madison middleton. a 15-year-old boy 
lured maddie  inside his apartment sunday  night and killed her 
before  hiding her body in a recycling  bin. 

0:19 7/28/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are looking for the  man who shot out the windows of  at least 
four businesses. he used a pellet gun to shoot  out the windows at 
two  restaurants. the gunfire appears to be  random.  

0:23 7/28/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

deputies believe the man  accused of attacking a jogger at  a 
claremont park is linked to  another assault in rancho  cucamonga. 
they arrested jacob latham. they found evidence connecting  the 24-
year-old to both attacks. 

3:02 7/28/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are under great  scrutiny for how they use deadly  force. 
gordon tokumatsu and our i-team  have tracked this story. they 
spoke with a veteran cop, a  civil rights attorney and family  of a 
shooting victim. some of the video you're about  to see is graphic.  

0:19 7/28/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, police are  working to identify two men who  stole 
several items from the  bible bookstore on north  harvard. this is 
surveillance taken last  friday just before 11:30. they took off with a 
samsung  tablet and 30 t-shirts.  

0:29 7/28/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an american dentist is  facing poaching charges in  zimbabwe after 
killing a  protected lion on what he says  was a protected trip. he 
didn't know it was a local  favorite until it was dead. palmer paid 
$54,000 for that  trip. the lion was a big attraction  for tourists.  

1:40 7/29/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, a warning for  women to be on alert while  shopping 
after a man was caught  taking photos up women's skirts. hetty 
chang gives us our first  look at the suspect. >> reporter: it's the last 
place  you'd think you have to be aware  of your surroundings. but a 
woman grocery shopping on  a busy saturday afternoon when  she 
noticed someone was watching  her. 

0:19 7/29/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an armed robbery unfolding  near santana. this is cedar avenue and 
valley  boulevard monday morning. one of the men pulled a gun on  
the cashier. they got away in a white nissan  frontier.  

0:30 7/29/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

major developments in a  murder mystery dating back to  2002. our 
i-team was the first to  break this story. three alleged gang members 
were  charged in the kidnapping and  murder of brenda sierra. she 
was kidnapped as she walked  to school 12 years ago. 

1:33 7/29/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thieves are targeting one  specific item -- drones. here's new video 
of the latest  burglary. >> that's right. we have surveillance video 
from  all angles inside ehobby house. earlier tonight the suspect  
walked inside and grabbed a  drone off the shelf much like  this one 
and walked right  outside with it in his hands. 

0:47 7/29/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

100 days of violence  connected to a gang war is  worrying many in 
l.a. >> in this world, there's the  smart, the strong and the weak. the 
smart take from the strong  and the strong from the weak. if you're 
flashing a bunch of  money and what you're about on  instagram 
and facebook stuff you  open up the door for people to  look and 
say, oh, look, there's  my next victim. 
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0:25 7/29/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video shows a teenager  had no shame stealing an ipad  from a 
4-year-old. this all went down while the  little boy was waiting for his  
mom in a salon. 

0:35 7/29/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

go ahead and take your seat  belt off for me. stop! stop! >> body 
cam video shows the  final moments before a  university of 
cincinnati police  officer shot and killed a man he  pulled over for a 
missing  license plate. 

1:02 7/30/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, a vicious  attack on the venice pier. a group lured a 
guard and jumped  him. the video is graphic. call 911! you can hear 
people calling for  help. other lifeguards came running  and broke up 
the fight. a witness described what  happened. 

0:22 7/30/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there is more breaking news to  tell you about. an arrest in the 
shooting death  of a 4-year-old boy. a stray bullet hit daniel mun  oz. 
they spotted two men running  away. 

0:12 7/30/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in walnut are looking  to see a liquor storeowner being  
assaulted. it's not clear how much money  was taken, but they were 
last  seen on valley boulevard. 

0:20 7/30/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an agent stole money from  families. gregory chavez pleaded not  
guilty to charges against him. officials say he received about  
$75,000 from immigrant families,  but didn't provide services.  

0:27 7/30/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details in the case of  san diego teenager hannah  anderson. 
the family of the kidnapper who  agents killed filed a $20  million 
lawsuit. 

0:46 7/30/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there is new video just  released of the gunman right  before police 
said he went on a  shooting spree in a movie  theater in lafayette, 
louisiana  killing two people and wounding  nine others. 

0:19 7/30/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are looking for a  crook who is striking in the san  fernando 
valley. this photo was taken on july  12th in reseda. crimes are on 
the rise as more  people shop online. 

0:22 7/30/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a ninja dress robs a  drugstore in pla centia. the man during the 
robbery  pulled out something no one  expected. a three footlong 
machete knife. the weapon was definitely real. 

0:25 7/30/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police arrested a thief, but  his accomplice is on the run  after they 
made off with  $150,000 in cash. they grabbed a bag of money  
monday after two employees were  at the atm. 

0:39 7/30/15 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

bill brown said the lapd  faces the same challenge as  departments 
across the country. despite tensions between police  and the public, 
he remains  hopeful. a rise in crime and  diminishing respect for the  
police, it has shown why we no  longer trust and why we are  here. 

0:22 7/31/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news out of  compton, it started with a short  car pursuit 
involving two  suspects that ended with both  men running and one 
firing at  deputies. one man arrested inside an  apartment complex. 
and right now, a manhunt is  under way for the second  suspect. no 
deputies were hit by gunfire. we're working on getting more  
information and will bring it to  you as soon as we get it.   

0:41 7/31/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, puppies stolen. it's all caught on camera. take a look. 
this is surveillance video  released at the heist yesterday  in 
compton. you will see two young girls  both believed to be teenagers  
walk up to a cage, reach over a  locked gate and take two french  
poodles. 

1:58 7/31/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a beautiful beachfront  community on high alert after a  series of 
bold home invasion  robberies. the robbers have hit three homes  so 
far. in one incident. >> the victim was home alone. hetty chang live 
in mer hermosa  beach. 
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0:18 7/31/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

glendale detectives tracked  down a pan they say stole drones  and 
laptops. police arrested jose brian  vargas accused of of snatching  
drones from different shops over  the past few months. detectives 
say vargas admitted  to stealing the items.   

0:31 7/31/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a lifeguard attacked in  venice is recovering from a  minor hand 
injury. we first brought you the story  last night. cell phone video 
showing two men  and a woman assaulting the  lifeguard on duty. 

0:31 7/31/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the highland community is  coming together to help the  family of 4-
year-old danielle  munoz who died when a stray  bullet ended his 
life. there is now a growing memorial  near the tree where he was  
playing at the time. 

0:50 7/31/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for the first time, a chp  officer repeatedly stabbed in a  brutal attack 
is sharing his  heroic story. we need to warn you, some of the  
images are graphic. riverside county officer dane  nor rum bass left 
nearly blind  after the assault. he says he was slashed over and  
over again when he refused to  let go of a man who wanted to  jump 
off the la sierra overpass  at the 91. 

0:53 7/31/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there is a warning from  police tonight to keep a close  eye on your 
mail. package theft is on the rise in  orange county. and police say 
thieves are  following delivery trucks in the  area to find their next 
victims. 

1:30 8/3/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the woman who shot this  video lives right across the  street. it's 
astounding that this man  survives as you're about the see  from this 
video. a warning, it's extremely  graphic. when this video starts 
rolling,  angela says the fight has  already been going on for  several 
minutes. >> i heard like people arguing. >> reporter: she was 
recording  from her window. a witness says this older man  had his 
car stolen earlier and  was fighting with a friend of  the car thief to try 
to get it  back.  

1:50 8/3/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two drivers are arrested for  dui after a 6-year-old boy is  hit and 
killed. robert. >> reporter: the father of the  little boy came to the 
memorial  tonight comforted by those who  gather here but 
concerned this  accident could still claim yet  another life.  

0:38 8/3/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a brazen smash and grab at the  west field topanga mall. thieves 
targeted the store with  a sledge hammer in sight. police are on the 
hunt for two  men who walked into the jewelers  and shattered the 
display cases  there.  

0:20 8/3/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a warning from police to  keep an eye on your mail. it shows a boy 
on a scooter. he walks up to the front porch,  grabs the package and 
takes off. 

0:24 8/3/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are looking for man  tonight linked to a home  invasion 
robbery and a  carjacking near the university  of red lands. police 
say this man confronted a  20-year-old woman outside her  home. 

0:32 8/3/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

detectives in manhattan  beach want to know if there's  any video 
from a surveillance  system that may have captured an  attempted 
kidnapped of the two  men who tried to abduct a woman. 

0:22 8/3/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two men are charged with  murder and attempted murder for  the 
shooting death of a  4-year-old boy in highland. delay entered pleas 
of not  guilty. both were charged with one count  of murder and two 
counts of  attempted murder in connection  with last week's 
shooting. 
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0:33 8/4/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news at 11:00, a  high speed chase that had people  
running out of their homes to  catch a glimpse of this one. >> the 
chase started on the 605  freeway, hitting speeds up to  100 miles 
per hour before it  continued on neighborhood  streets in south el 
monte. the driver rolled through  several stop signs nearly  hitting 
another car and ended up  on the wrong side of the road  several 
times.  

1:55 8/4/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a newborn baby alive and  well thanks to a homeless man  who 
founded infant in a stroller  dumped near a church blocks from  usc. 
we spoke with the man tonight  who found the baby. he's alive right 
now in  university park.  

0:19 8/4/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we just saefed this picture  of oscar ramaro shot and killed  by a 
sheriff's deputy,  reportedly drinks and arguing  with family members 
when  deputies were called to the home  last week. 

0:31 8/4/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

dozens of block parties  across southern california  tonight involving 
residents,  police deputies, and city  leaders all with one goal in  
mind. >> it's part of the 32nd annual  national night out to prevent  
crime. 

0:24 8/4/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

major investigation underway  in korea town now after more  than a 
dozen cars stolen in less  than a month. 12 cars reportedly been 
stolen  since july 1st. now, one of the cases was a  carjacking, but 
all the others  were taken from street parking  spaces late at night. 

2:12 8/4/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

massive man hunt still going  on in kern county tonight  after retired 
and beloved  dentist was found shot to death  in his cabin in 
jawbone canyon. we are live with the latest in  the investigation and 
why the  police believe the suspect has  amazing survival skills 

0:36 8/4/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

man recovering tonight after  being run over with his own car  and 
tonight his wife is asking  for the public's help in finding  the 
attackers. this cell phone video shows the  moment 53-year-old 
tracy was run  down in a road rage incident  friday. 

0:23 8/4/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video of a brawl on  venice beach shows another side  of the 
story here. the life guard is pouring water  on one of the attackers 
moments  before the scuffle. now others are questioning  whether 
the life guard is to  blame here. 

0:44 8/5/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

four local officers arrested  are out on bail tonight. they're accused 
of physically  abusing children at a  police-sponsored event. the goal 
is to help at risk  young people. but parents claim the officers  
abused 13 children mentally and  physically.  

0:48 8/5/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they shop  together and steal together and  tonight, this pair is 
wanted for  fraud and identity theft as they  open up lives of credit all 
over  los angeles. they say there may be more than  20 cases. the 
couple is seen here with  karts load would over $1,000 in  goods 
and fillingute new credit  card application with a stolen  id. 

2:09 8/5/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a mother telling us, she  almost became a victim,  believing 
someone had kidnapped  her daughter. and the woman fought 
back. kim. >> reporter: colleen a  frightening experience for that  
mother who did not want tuse  reveal her name but did want to  
speak out to warn about this  scam that prays on parents.  

0:18 8/5/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're getting a look at a  man they say stab ad22-year-old  man 
back in june. medics pronounced him dead at  the scene. >> new 
tonight a wallet lost  then stolen minutes after a good  samaritan 
foundt t at a subway 
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0:21 8/5/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a wallet lost  then stolen minutes after a good  samaritan foundt t at 
a subway. a good samaritan turned in a  wallet left behind at the 
subway  in malibu, then they say this  woman asked about it and 
took  off the wallet. 

0:30 8/5/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police say the 29-year-old  vincent walk under to the movie  theater 
this afternoon around  2:00, armed with a pellet gun  and a hatchet. 
he was shot q killed by the  s.w.a.t. team as he tried to  escape out 
a back door. now, we learn he had been  committed to a mental 
hospital  four times in the past year.  

0:29 8/5/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the area near bakers vill  and remote and an area to  hideout. in 
days, this unidentified  figure, in eight days has killed  a dentist in his 
cabin and tried  to kill others, and shot at  officers. 

0:24 8/5/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are still trying to  find the parents of an new born  aband bd. a 
homeless person found him in a  stroller. they're knocking on doors,  
watching surveillance video,  trying to find the mother. doctors say 
the baby will be  getting out of the hospital in  another day or two.  

0:51 8/5/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, here's an odd  one, bounty hunters mistakingly  raid a 
police chief's home. they say 11 men banged on the  home of the 
police chief and  shined flash lites into his  windows. 

0:59 8/5/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and someone lit a cigarette,  flicked it into the lifeguard  tower. and 
this is one of the men  involved in the brawl, he can't  talk at this 
point, because  doctors had to wire his jaw  shut. his attorney tells 
us this new  video shows the lifeguard as  perhaps the aggressor in 
this  fight. 

0:33 8/5/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a passenger is shocked to  find a camera inside a bathroom  at a 
taco bell. so, far, no description of the  person who put that camera  
apparently under a sink in a  bathroom. police say a customer found 
it  last friday but they don't know  how long the camera was actually  
there. 

0:47 8/5/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a woman says an  exaggerated call to police led  her to be 
ambushed by officers. she was driving her kids to a  soccer game 
on friday, when  suddenly the family was pulled  over and 
surrounded by officers. 

0:22 8/5/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

have you med tar zan? at least.   that's who he said he is. he was 
found dangling from trees  in the zoo. and most likely he he'll be  
sited and released into the  urban jungle.  

0:23 8/5/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the rainbow crew known  for wearing bright colored  clothing 
and police say this  time, nine robbers hit up an  ulta beauty 
department store,  they ran sacked the entire place  and took off 
with bags load  would perfume and cologne.  

0:20 8/5/15 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're just getting this  breaking news out of louisiana,  an officer 
shot and killed while  on doughty. a man hunt is underway. the 
officer was shot while  responding to a report of a  suspicious 
person in a home. and of course, on our nbcla app. we'll cover it.  

0:35 8/6/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news at 11:00, a  wild seen in a city of orange. a hit and 
run driver caught by a  good samaritan. he hit a 9-year-old child and  
two witnesses followed the  suspect and chased him a few  blocks 
where he crashed his own  pick up truck and they were able  to 
catch him and hold on to him  until police showed up. 

1:43 8/6/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for the first time tonight, we  obtained video that police say  tried to 
force his way into a  woman's home. and police are telling people  
toby on alert for the attacker  that got away. >> reporter: he may 
have  attacked another woman down the  street. tonight, for the first 
time,  we're seeing who is the  attacker. 
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0:30 8/6/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we have new details  tonight. police arrested two teenagers in  
a violent road rage attack. the video you're about to sea  graphic but 
the victim survives. this is the moment tracy was hit  by his own car. 

2:00 8/6/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and now at 11:00, a mother  hopes detectives searching this  
backyard will help her figure  out what happened to her  daughter. 
she disappeared in that very  same neighborhood where they're  
digging right now to find a  body. 

0:32 8/6/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a terrifying encounterer, a  woman shares her story after she  
comes face to face with an  intruder. a string of inivations within  
hours of each other last night. one of the victims was sitting  at 
home when she saw a shadow  sliding over the glass door that  she 
had left open. 

0:23 8/6/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and tonight a quarter of a  million dollars worth of jewelry  just after 
6:00 in the  pico-robertson area. they stole something like  $750,000 
in jewelry and $500 in  cash.  

0:21 8/6/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

los angeles residents urged  to be vigilant after a series of  
distraction burglar a ez. he gets them to go in the  backyard, once 
there, a second  person runs inside the home and  steals whatever 
they can get  their hands on. 

0:22 8/6/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and an officer-involved  shooting happened around central  and 
92nd street. we're told officers spot adman  holding a handgun. they 
tried to talk to him, but  he took off. and they hit the suspect several  
times. 

0:37 8/6/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the search is on in long  beach for a man brains enough to  
walk up to a car, took the  american flag from the front  yard of a 
navy vet and set on  the fire. you can see is this flames in  the top 
right corner of your  screen.  

0:22 8/6/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have this new video  tonight. watch as the baby monitor  doubles 
as a security camera. the burglar got in through an  unlocked sliding 
glass door and  took off with watches, purses  and a little girl's piggy 
bank.  

0:29 8/6/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a man charged coning  investors out of thousands. they claim 
he raised about  $24,000 for the bogus project  saying the cowboy 
movie would be  narrated by this man but  documents show he 
never  contacted clint eastwood and  instead, used it for personal  
expenses. 

0:23 8/6/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

spider-man got into a knock  down brawl but was spider man  the 
hero or villain? it happened in the middle of  time square after 
spiredman was  seen hassling a tourist for a  tip and they say he 
was standing  up to a heckler trying to take  his tip.  

0:41 8/6/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and shocking pictures of  dead animals is an l.a. county  animal 
control officer. they're just too graphic to show  you. right now, the 
officer from the  downy shelter is on leave and an  investigation is 
underway. 

0:19 8/6/15 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have an update on a  breaking news story. that hit and run we 
told you  about at the top of the hour, we  have just learned that  9-
year-old has died. it happened in the city of  orange. good 
samaritans chased down  insuspect in their own car and  held him 
until police arrived.  

0:24 8/6/15 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and police aric looking for  a man accused of forcing his way  inside 
a home. and it is not clear if this is  the same man who's been  
arrested. police plan on holding a news  conference tomorrow and 
plan on  releasing more information.  
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1:50 8/7/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news, a stack spree  up the six people injured. the 
accused attacker killed by  police. and nbc 4's kate larsson  spoke 
with investigators. >> reporter: we're learning that  six people taken 
to the  hospital. we're on arti cia boulevard. we're right off the 91 
freeway  and we're going to look at  aerials. 

0:35 8/7/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a series of freeway fire  s trapping drivers for hours. and drivers 
found themselves  suddenly caught in a cloud of  smoke trying to 
escape and  others hunkered down until lanes  reopened. 

0:37 8/7/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 when police arrived on the 91  freeway, they found them inside  of 
their room. >> and it was a homicide,  suicide, what would i like to 
be  disclosed if it was in a  particular room we were staying  at here 
at anytime, yes. >> police are not releasing  details of what kind of 
weapon  was used in the crime at this  time.  

1:55 8/7/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a community worried  about safety after a series of  car thefts 
and break ins. and live in woodland hills where  she spoke with an 
89-year-old  man victimized twice.  >> reporter: he's lived in this  
community for more than half a  century and on the advice of  
police, he did something he  never dreamed of doing.  

0:45 8/7/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

investigators could find out  as early as next week, the  identity of 
human remains found  in the backyard of a home in  belinda. the 
discovery of a skull and  other body parts was found. they say it's 
linked to a  missing person case dated back  some six years. it's 
now a homicide  investigation. 

0:18 8/7/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and after attempting to rape  a woman in her 60s, he's in  jail. he is 
accused of attacking the  house keeper, she fought back  and called 
police, the suspect  then taken into custody, just  three blocks from 
that home.  

0:39 8/7/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and many survives and  relatives of the victims of the  colorado 
theater massacre are  reacting angrily to the  sentence. they could 
not reach a decision,  that means holmes gets life  without the 
possibility of  parole. 

0:18 8/7/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and one killed and another  wounded at maywood boulevard. 
sheriff's deputies say the  wounded man was hit in the leg. tonight, 
we're still working to  learn his condition. the name of the dead man 
has not  yet been released.  

0:36 8/7/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two police departments now  face legal claims in that boot  camp 
discipline case we've been  telling you about and this is  the first 
step towards filing a  lawsuit. 13 teens say they were  physically and 
verbally abused. the huntington park and south  gate departments 
sponsor. 

0:45 8/7/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the whole thing captured on  camera by the suspect. take a look at 
this dash cam  video from inside that suspect's  car. witnesses told 
police the  driver, a form patient was  waiting in the parking lot  
before charging at the dentist  and the driver then posted this  
incriminating footage on his own  facebook page. 

0:23 8/7/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

vandals smashing store  windows but apparently not  stealing 
anything. they responded to eight  incidents since yesterday  
afternoon. 

0:31 8/7/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

not even mail boxes are  safe. they found a sticky substance  that 
prevents mail from going  down the slot and leave you  vulnerable to 
identity theft. 

0:38 8/7/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the city of long beach is  installing more than a dozen  security 
cameras after a wave of  violence. and they're hoping it will curb  
crime in the community. most of the cameras will be at  seaside 
park but the extraeyes  have received mixed views so  far. 
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1:40 8/7/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

six people have been stabbed  in long beach. >> and kate, you just 
spoke with  family members of the victims? >> reporter: we spoke 
with  family members of the suspect. and around 8:15 tonight, long  
beach police responded to a  report of a stabbing, they  opened fire 
on the suspect, he  is now dead and six people being  treated at the 
hospital. we're near downy, the stabbings  happened a few blocks 
away.  

0:41 8/7/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new information on  our break story. six people stabbed 
moments ago,  the suspect's family spoke with  us on the use of 
force police  used to stop him. >> i understand that police have  to 
do their jobs because i work  in mental health but it don't  take five 
bullets. 

0:56 8/10/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with this breaking  news out of long beach, where  reports 
that at least four  people have been shot. let's get to news chopper 
4,  gill, what do you have.  >> reporter: a big crime scene  in long 
beach. we heard of multiple victims  shot.  

1:03 8/10/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more breaking news, the  second helicopter is where a car went 
through a gym. chris christie is live, with  what happened on the 
ground.  >> what a scene, this is major. this is the evolution fitness  
center. there was a two-car crash a half hour ago and you can see 
in the  center of the screen, the yellow tape, one of the vehicles, i  
believe it's a minivan or suv,  went right through the front of  the 
business and well deep  inside this building.  

2:12 8/10/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thought i'm  going to die, i'm 23 and i'm  going to die that movie 
theater. >> they went to see a theater  instead, a hoax sent the 
movie  audience running for the doors  and police looking for the   
pranksters.  >> reporter: police think there  were several people 
involved in  the sick prank. the emergency door that the guy  came 
in to was opened from the  inside and the movie goers  inside said 
they did not think  it was aleve blower. they thought -- a leaf blower 

0:21 8/10/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it is a business monday  night more breaking news and  there's a 
state of emergency in  affect right now. it's for ferguson, missouri,  
hundreds of people are  protesting the death of michael  brown. 
police have arrested more than a dozen people.  

0:49 8/10/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

family members are outraged  tonight after learning about the 
murder of a loved one on inis  that gap, gunned dmoun south los 
angeles. >> i was at a baby shower and my daughter said, mama, 
look at  this. somebody got killed. so i came up here to find on out 
that he is stretched out on the  sidewalk. 

0:34 8/10/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we have new video of an  aerial chase can. a hang glider, 
prompted a  pursuit. l.a. county deputies shared this video from 
merchandise the their chopper while they were chasing  the glider. 
once on the ground, the  67-year-old man apologized  saying that 
high wind blew him  off course.  

0:39 8/10/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he hit that rail. >> and boy did he move it. chopper 4 was over this 
pursuit  this morning. it understanded when the truck  crashed in to 
a concrete  barrier, the driver, jose  ramirez was hauling diesel fuel  
on the back of the truck.  

0:21 8/10/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and there's new details  tonight in a double murder at a  mcdonald's 
this weekend. two suspects behind bars in  connection with the 
crime. 22-year-old angel maurez and  abraham derontez, they both 
face shooting charges. they gunned down a man in the  parking lot 
following an  argument on saturday. 
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0:37 8/10/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more breaking news in  manhattan beach. >> reporter: chuck, it's a  
stick-up robbery at a massage  spa along the 2700 block of  
sepulveda, you can see,  manhattan beach police still on  the scene 
here. 

2:19 8/11/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

i pulled them really hard,  because i didn't want my brother to go. 
now, at 11:00, fighting back, a group of kids put up a  struggle and 
screams and fights  off a kidnapper. we have the police sketch  that 
police want you to see. reporter: the l.a.p.d.  holding an evening 
news  conference tonight. so concerned about this  potential child 
kidnapper and  needing the public's help. 

0:45 8/11/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have breaking news  newport beach. a mercedes hit a young girl 
on a bike and took off. reporter: a sad situation  here in the bay 
area. you can see police on scene of  the hit and run. we 
understand it was a young  girl that was riding her bike in the area 
when she was struck by  a late silver america ease and  it fled the 
scene. it may have had one of the air  bags deployed.  

0:31 8/11/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this just in as police there are now  interviewing four people that  
they believe are connect to the  prank, the one that had movie  
goers running for their lives. 

0:23 8/11/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new developments on a shootout outside of a store in  
south gate. two men got in an argument and  started shooting at 
each other. the whole thing unfolded. 

0:50 8/11/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a well liked apartment  manager is in jail tonight,  accused of 
abusing children. tonight for the first time we  are hearing from 
family members  of a possible victim. the police have arrested the  
manager of grove apartments.  

0:22 8/11/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police released video of the  moment that gunfire broke out in 
ferguson sunday night. officers were shot out, and  returned fire, 
wounding the  shooter. they say the shooter is clearly  seen here 
holding a gun.  

0:26 8/11/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, a suspected  peeping tom is under arrest  after he was 
caught breaking in  to a women's locker room in a  glendale gym. 
workers at the gym told police  she was cleaning the lady's  
restroom and screamed when she  saw him removing a ceiling tile.  

0:42 8/11/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

truth be told, people think  it will never happen to them. we talked to 
a man whose home  was robbed last week. this guy right here, 
came in  through the back door, took  jewelries and electronics and 
a  child piggy bank.  

0:20 8/11/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11, a senseless  act of animal cruelty. we want to warn you 
that the  image is hard to look at. a rabbit found with an arrow  
through its body. it was taken to a rehab center. friends of the valley 
are offer  a reward for information leading to the arrest.  

0:23 8/11/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new video tonight, police looking for two women who say  they 
used a distraction  technique to shoplift and it was caught on tape. 
one of the women cornered the  owner and the other was  
shophistorying. 

0:15 8/11/15 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

to clarify there was no arrest  made in the afford case, active  visits 
did rally tonight, they  are demanding action be taken  against the 
officers who shot  and killed ford during a  confrontation. 

0:24 8/11/15 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we thousand know the name of the man who killed a dentist. 
the sheriff's deputy identified  him as benjamin ashley. he kidnapped 
and killed the  local dentist and wounded two  deputies. 
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2:00 8/12/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're live in baldwin hills  where we spoke with a woman who  
describes what happened. >> reporter: it started with a  robbery of 
an employee at a  pharmacy and ended in the alley  with the woman 
dead. we've been speaking with some of  the neighbors here, 
including a  witness to what happened with a  lot of questions about 
how that  confrontation ended. 

0:15 8/12/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

streets remain closed in hemet. deputies tell us a suspect was  
inside a car and refuse the to  come out, but they have not said  
what led up to the stand off or  caused them to fire.  

2:01 8/12/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there's still no sign of  this young lady, donyetta butts. >> reporter: 
the fresh start  dream has been derailed by the  7th grader's 
disappearance. she had on a pink top and black  leggings when she 
went to dump a  sibling's dirty diaper in the  hotel they call home. >> 
it's three doors down, still  on the second floor. so she didn't even 
have to leave  the second floor.  

1:00 8/12/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

central california woman  tortured, raped and murdered. tonight an 
undocumented  immigrant is behind bars. 64-year-old marilyn farris, 
an  airman who worked at vandenberg  air force base was beaten 
with a  hammer. one of the men charged was a  mexican national 
who was in the  country illegally who had prior  run-ins with the law. 

0:30 8/12/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are hoping new  information about a truck will  lead them to a 
predator who  tried to abduct two children. this is surveillance video 
that  shows the suspect running from  the scene. 

0:43 8/12/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

l.a. county sheriff's  deputies wrestle a man to the  ground in east 
l.a. the incident was recorded and  posted on facebook and it is now  
going viral. now we don't know what prompted  the take down here, 
but you can  hear one of the deputies telling  the man repeatedly to 
stop  fighting. i can tell you we counted. 

0:19 8/12/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, a murder  investigation is under way in  riverside 
county. deputies found a woman's body  inside a home on tilton 
avenue  south of mission. right now we don't know the  
circumstances surrounding her  death.  

0:43 8/12/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it is hard to believe when  you first hear it. a florida mother teaching 
a  toddler how to help her cheat a  breathalyzer. she left her 2 and 
4-year-old  sons in a suv with the engine  running while she was 
inside  drinking at a bar on sunday. someone at the bar saw the kids  
in the suv and called police. and when officers confronted her  they 
noticed that the 4-year-old  boy was blowing into a  breathalyzer.  

0:16 8/12/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

flu video of an attack  inside an applebee's. this started when the 
victim got  into an argument with the men. his injuries were minor. 
the other two were arrested and  charged with battery.  

2:00 8/13/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the outrage is tangible in  the crenshaw district. a woman is killed by 
police. nbc 4's beverly? >> reporter: it was a small but  passionate 
rally led by the  black lives matter organization. the local arm of this 
national  group is wondering why this  unidentified woman had to 
die. sorrow and anger tonight for  marchers in the alley where  
yesterday a still unidentified  woman was shot to death by the  lapd. 

0:32 8/13/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details over a  controversial takedown. l.a. county sheriff's 
deputies  are talking about why they were  forced to wrestle a man 
to the  ground. this happened in east l.a. deputies stay man hit two  
deputies during a patdown and  that happened before the camera  
was rolling.  
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0:29 8/13/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the lapd says what you see  here was a case of mistaken  identity 
that led to a pregnant  woman being pulled over and  handcuffed. 
officers drew their guns on the  woman after telling her to get  out of 
a pickup truck. the vehicle matched the  description of one used in  
several burglaries.  

0:22 8/13/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a driver robbed in  hermosa beach refused to let the  thieves 
get away. police say they pointed the gun  at the driver this morning. 
they took his money, they took  his phone, and then they took  off in 
their own car. the uber driver followed them  and flagged down a 
deputy.  

0:33 8/13/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

gone without a trace. family and friends are desperate  to find a man 
who vanished after  a night out with other friends. jose jimenez was 
seen about a  week ago in echo park. friends posted fliers in the  
area. they stay 31-year-old left his  car at a friend's house and  
never returned. 

0:22 8/13/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an arrest in a series of  burglaries and home invasion  robberies in 
hermosa beach. we've just learned the  huntington beach detectives  
arrested jose delgado. in one home invasion, police say  the 
suspect pretended to be  police. 

0:28 8/13/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is on for the man  who held up three banks. all within one 
hour in the los   felis area. the first two attempts to rob a  chase 
bank ask the bank of  america failed but he did get  cash at his third 
stop. 

0:51 8/13/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a murder case involving an  undocumented immigrant is  heating up 
the immigration  debate once again. outside today's arraignment, a  
sidewalk protest and shouting  match, inside 29-year-old victor  
martinez. an undocumented immigrant with a  criminal record 
entered a plea  of not guilty to charges of  raping, torturing and 
brutally  beating a 64-year-old woman in  santa maria with a 
hammer 

1:03 8/13/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thank you. guilty for what she did behind  the wheel. texting and 
driving 14 messages. finding her guilty of gross  vehicular 
manslaughter, the jury  said she didn't brake, swerve or  even try to 
avoid the accident. a sign she was distracted. prosecutors say that 
she made  several and received numerous  text messages. 

0:36 8/13/15 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 12-year-old girl who was  missing is now safe with her  family. she 
was found near a goodwill  score blocks away from where she  
disappeared tuesday night. police won't say if she was the  victim of 
a crime or if she ran  away.  

0:23 8/14/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three suspects are in custody  for robbing a man at gunpoint  while 
he was walking his dogs in  west hollywood. the whole thing caught 
on video. you can see one of the robbers  pointing a gun at the 
victim. they took off with the man's  cell phone and house keys, but  
he got their license plate. 

0:40 8/14/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a family hopes video you are  about to see will find a  hit-and-run 
driver in ukaipa. they show a car hitting caesar  flores from behind. 
he never stopped or even slowed  down. his wife yolanda and their  
children struggling to  understand, but willing to  forgive.  

0:31 8/14/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

vandales to through a  victorville neighborhood. they found the 
damage on silver  arrow way. the car spray paint and windows  
broken and damage to their  garage doors. 

0:20 8/14/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an identity theft ring bust  that may involve hundreds of  victims in 
orange county. they arrested five people  connected to a series of  
burglaries over the past few  months after serving a search  warrant. 
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0:30 8/14/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it was a major marijuana pot  bust at an unusual place in san  
bernardino county. they served a warrant at the el  rancho nightclub. 
the problem is the nightclub has  been closed for sometime. 
however detectives still found  nearly 250 marijuana plants  growing 
behind an unsecured  fence.  

2:27 8/14/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the stuff means a lot to me  and it's gone. no way they will be able to  
bring it back. in the fight for her life,  she loses all she has left. this 
cancer patient told us how  she is battling back. kate larson has her 
emotional  story live from marino valley. kate?  

0:57 8/14/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he tried to carjack victims  in an attempt to get away and  all caught 
on video. you see the men punch the window  trying to steal the 
right. a mom and her 10-month-old  daughter escape.  

0:24 8/14/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight three chp officers  are under arrest with a man's  mysterious 
death. they found a body dumped in the  stanislaus national forest in  
2013. it started when the victim stole  property from a well-known  
defense attorney. 

1:07 8/17/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a police pursuit that just  ended in crash and some possible  robbery 
suspects may be  involved. >> let's get right up to chris  christy. >> 
reporter: the pursuit came to  an end. it started when the silver 
honda  accord was carjacked a short  distance from here. lapd able 
to track this guy down  and engaging in a high speed  pursuit. 

2:02 8/17/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are telling us this  man put a camera inside a  bathroom.  >> 
reporter: she did agree to  speak with us but didn't want to  be 
identified after what she  experienced here last friday  night. while 
she is relieved to have  found it, she wonders just how  long this 
high-tech public  restroom peeping tom has been at  it and where 
else he may have  set up shop.  >> reporter: she locked the door  to 
use the starbucks bathroom  but she was not left alone. 

0:39 8/17/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new details on a  missing 10-year-old boy from  ventura 
county. he's back safe with his family  after a blood hound tracked 
him  down. we covered this as breaking news  at 5:00 today. his 
mother desperate. the blood hound led search and  rescue crews 
right to sammy  evans less than two miles away  from his house. 

0:26 8/17/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video of burglaries  breaking into a restaurant early  is this 
morning. they hit three businesses within  an about hour. offers say 
they pulled them over  and found cash and crowbars  inside the car. 
police tell us there has been an  up tick in these kinds of  burglaries.  

0:32 8/17/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a van nuys towing company  accused of trying to extort  money from 
drivers by holding  their vehicles until they paid  up. four people tied 
to the valley  impound garage illegally towed  cars and demanded 
cash for  release. 

0:43 8/17/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thank you. torn apart by murder. family is getting some  unexpected 
support from the los  angeles city council. this in the form of a 
$50,000  reward. juan flores and his wife had a  danner date. she 
went inside and he went to  park the car. 

0:26 8/17/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a former lapd detective  accused of carrying out a series  of bank 
robberies pleaded not  guilty. he's the know called snowbird  bandit. 
he's facing charges for five  bank robberies since march that  total 
$9,000. 

2:40 8/18/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now at 11:00, a golden  retriever survives a chemical  attack and we 
learn it may have  happened to other dogs. we are live with new 
details  from the doctors treating that  puppy he has right there. and 
more on the investigation. robert? 
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1:40 8/18/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have breaking news out of  south l.a. where a car crashed  
through fence, coming to a stop  a few feet away from a home  
there. nbc 4 beverly white is on scene. 

0:27 8/18/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a killer is on the loose tonight. somebody stabbed a man in the  
neck and left him to die this  afternoon. doctors were not able to 
save  him and police never found a  weapon. and don't have a 
motive, but  they found another clue.  

0:24 8/18/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is on for three  men that were robbing a house  while the 
people were inside  asleep. the video shows the men running  away. 
one of them got in the home  through a second story balcony. 

0:29 8/18/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight a school teacher  under arrest for taking  inappropriate 
pictures of young  girls at the beach. 28-year-old steven thompson 
is  now charged or booked on charges of child aannoying. 

0:26 8/18/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and this man was sentenced  to nine years for secretly  recording 
video in several  public restrooms in the antelope valley. he was 
ordered to registers a  sex offender for life.  

0:27 8/18/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

hackers made good on a threat and released private information 
from the dating website known as ashley madson. a site for people 
that want to  cheat on their partners. hackers threatened to release  
details about hose using the  site. 

0:49 8/18/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

son of a man who was arrested  for taking video are with a cell 
phone in a starbucks bathroom is  saying he needs help. a woman 
discovered the hidden  video camera  

0:26 8/18/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man arrested because he  left his 6-year-old son in a car so he 
could have dinner with his girl frnd. video shows the girlfriend  
whacking the boy you out of the  restaurant outdoor of atlanta. she 
locked him in the car and  went back to finish the meal. 

0:20 8/18/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are  learning about the arrest of a  man outside of disney land,  
after he tried to get in with a loaded gun. anaheim officers arrested 
the  man from san francisco 

3:05 8/19/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

could it be a gang ritual? shock and out rage and now a  possible 
motive in a series of  disturbing acid attacks on dogs. and nbc 4's is 
back in los  angeles. robert. >> reporter: we turn tonight to  the 
animal control organization,  out los angeles. l.a. county animal care 
and  control tells us that gangs are  a possibility in terms of the  
involvement here.  

0:27 8/19/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news now, an urgent  search for a former firefighter  and 
thousand oaks man who  vanished. he was last seen in the woods  
ranch area last week. they say the circumstances  surrounding his 
disappearance  are suspicious. he's a retired los angeles  county 
firefighter and has  memory problems and may appear  disoriented.  

0:27 8/19/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now a developing story. west covina police and squaut  have a man 
inside, possibly  holding a hostage. they have evacuated homes 
near  lark, ellen and rowen. right now, police say a woman is  still 
inside with a man who may  have a gun. 

1:50 8/19/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the driver hitting several  cars in the midcity area,  shutting down a 
stretch of  venice boulevard. and with the very latest on  this, 
beverly. >> reporter: the 5800 block of  venice boulevard to be exact  
remains closed as we speak.  

0:25 8/19/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in santa fe springs  are now looking for two people  who threw 
a chemical at a person  working for the department of  child 
services. they tossed the chemicals at  her.  
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0:19 8/19/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and surveillance video that  may help solve a murder case. this man 
was seen walking near  the murder scene last june,  aaron mays 
was shot and killed  on linden avenue. 

0:57 8/19/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an ex-l.a. p.d. detective  investigating the death of  biggie smalls is 
now dead. he's seen here in the trailer  for biggie and tupac. they 
confirm, he suffered a  possible heart attack while  discussing a cold 
case with  deputies today. 

1:58 8/19/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

been pretty rough. most nights i cry a myself to  sleep. so. >> 
tonight a distraught mother  desperate for answers after her  son 
and ex-husband are murdered  on the same day. and here for the 
first time the  mother is talking about her  frustration with 
investigators.  

0:38 8/19/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

cruel act of violence caught  on camera at a church. she was 
reading a news letter  when two men ran up on her. one grabbed 
her purse and ran  ooff and the other hit her on  the side of the face. 

0:33 8/19/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and this man is in custody  after accused of attacking his  girlfriend 
with a skate board  and perching her in the face. he also tried to 
kidnap her but  good samaritans stepped in. he was eventually 
tracked down  and taken into custody. 

2:07 8/20/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

all right, a mansion is  searched, the lapd executed a  search 
warrant at gene simmons'  home as they investigated a  terrible 
crime.  >> more on the story.  >> reporter: colleen, they  received a 
statement from the  rock icon's representative, his  wife is tweeting, 
main bullet  point, police believe a crime  against children was 
committed  here but not by simmons or  anyone else in his family.  

1:59 8/20/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and developing news tonight,  witnesses say a teen pointed a  gun 
at drivers before a deadly  confrontation with police  officers. beverly 
white is live in ontario  with the unfolding  investigation. beverly? >> 
reporter: well, colleen, the  person killed in this shooting  is a minor 
so police are not  releasing his name. but his behavior at this fast  
food restaurant led the police  to believe he planned to die  today.  

0:21 8/20/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

uber  using a cover as a drug deal,  that is what the glendale police  
believe a man has been doing. they found hundreds of  prescription 
pills, guns and  nearly 20,000 in cash. they got a tip that he had 
been  selling the drugs while working  as an uber driver for two 
years.   

0:37 8/20/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a crime alert for a popular  shopping mall right next to the  race track 
in arcadia, the west  ville mall is stepping up  security after a woman 
was  robbed at 9:30 and hit with the  gun. two weeks ago a man 
was robbed  at gunpoint in the parking  garage. he was not hurt. 

0:42 8/20/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we're hearing for the  first time from a clerk at the  santa ana 
cell phone store who  had a bizarre run-in with a  thief.  >> first thing 
i thought was i  hope i don't get robbed today  but i got robbed. 

0:37 8/20/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is on for victims  after an orange county barber is  
arrested for molesting a teenage  boy. police say rubin olgen took  
advantage of the person while  his mother was waiting in the  front 
lobby. police say others don't believe  it is true. 

0:21 8/20/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also tonight the search  continues for a man accused of  
inappropriately touching women  in temecula. this is a sketch on 
your screen  of the person they're now  looking for. twice the 
suspect approached  women on foot and then ran off. this happened 
on tuesday night. 
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1:02 8/20/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

los angeles sheriff's  department now investigating the  disturbing 
acid attacks on  several dogs in the antelope  valley. we first 
uncovered the  information, and to find the  person who did it, there 
is a  reward of $15,000. 

0:26 8/20/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a doctor is being held on $3  million bail. temecula police arrested  
44-year-old dr. john mcguire  yesterday. investigators say in april he  
sexually assaulted a patient  after surgery at temecula valley  
hospital. 

0:27 8/20/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and charges for an -- search  for a man who suffers from  memory 
problems. his friends call him the dude  after a character in a movie. 
he was last seen in simi valley. right now police do not suspect  foul 
play.   

2:17 8/20/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and meanwhile, the uproar  continues over the death of  cecil the 
lion tonight. protesters tonight were with a  guest speaker, a south 
african  trophy hunter. rob kovacik has more.  >> reporter: colleen, 
we are of  course talking about that  black-maned lion, lured from a  
park, wounded by a bullet, shot  and skinned for a reported  
$50,000. 

0:33 8/20/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a florida  woman trying to prove a point in  court caused quite a 
scene when  she flashed the judge.  >> by police -- the police also  -
- and also this too. somebody pushed me on the  ground.  

2:09 8/21/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a police chase ends in a  crash almost as soon as it  starts when the 
driver slammed  into several cars after running  a red light. and 
patrick healy is live where  the suspect was arrested for  dui. >> 
reporter: thankfully, no  pedestrians were hit but two  other vehicles 
were struck in  the sense it began after the  very short pursuit, and 
the bmw  allegedly running the light and  crash into the range rover 
you  see behind us. shortly after 9:00 this evening, there was 
enormous concern at  the beating with all of the  vehicles sliding and 
crashes and emergency responders coming out  of the scene 
looking for the  injured, and this began a block  away. 

0:36 8/21/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a father trying to turn his  life around became a victim of  gang 
violence himself. the 38-year-old russell was shot to death around 
5:30 this  evening near east washington  boulevard. his family tells 
us russell  dropped out of a gang weeks ago. >> he continued to 
build  himself. 

2:07 8/21/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and then a dad shares with  us his heartache and disbelief  after his 
son is killed during a confrontation with police. nbc4's beverly white 
is live  where a community gathered. >> herrera is the name of the  
teenager we told you about last  night and he robbed a  jack-in-the-
box and waved a gun  in traffic. mourners and candles tonight  
where 17-year-old herrera was  fatally wounded yesterday. 

0:43 8/21/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new tonight a mother  accusing her son of blackmailing 
underaged girls so they would  send him photos of themselves. we 
talked to his mother tonight  behind the screen door of her  
apartment and she tells us her  son is a good kid and claimed  the 
girls told him they were  older, and neighbors also seem  stunned. 

0:34 8/21/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

anger and frustration  tonight. protesters took to the streets  in 
charlotte, north carolina  following the mistrial of a  police officer that 
shot and  killed a former florida a & m  football player, jonathan  
farrell. at least one person arrested  during the arrest.  
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0:32 8/21/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the fbi is trying to figure  out why it was that a  68-year-old veteran 
open fire  inside a federal building in  lower manhattan. police say 
kevin downing walked  into the lobby of the building  and pulled out 
a handgun as he  approached the building's metal  detecters and 
moments later,  downing turned the gun on  himself ending his own 
life. 

0:22 8/21/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man arrested for rain in  el monte is accused of killing a woman in 
fresno county. he was taken into custody  initially on rain charges 
and  that's when they found the  21-year-old was also wanted by  
police in a separate murder  case. 

0:23 8/21/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight a hollywood  hookah bar hit by a customer  that stayed 
after it closed. he was sizing up the shop and  loading up with loot 
before  taking off. 

0:40 8/21/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight we have video of a  jewelry heist that takes an  interesting 
twist for a  family-owned business in chula  vista. the thief is strolling 
through  the store and then grabs an  entire display case of jewelry  
and runs off with it, and that's when the store owner and members 
of his family chased after the  guy. 

0:25 8/21/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the lapd remains quiet, a  day after gene simmons house was rated, 
and simmons and his  family are not suspects. they have been 
asked not to talk about the case, at least during  the investigation.  

1:57 8/24/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a murder arrest in burbank. a woman found dead. a homeowner 
behind bars. the motive remains a mystery. >> ron kovack joins us 
live. >> police have been here before. been here to the house 
where the  suspect lived. and tonight, nbc 4 has learned  he's not 
just had run-ins with  the law. since 2014, he spent twice in  jail for 
two separate different  violations. now if he's convicted of this  
crime, he won't be coming home  any time soon. 

1:57 8/24/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

dramatic new video released  in the shooting death of a  lakewood 
man by sheriff's  deputies. it comes after the man's family  filed a 
lawsuit against los  angeles county and the sheriff's  department. 
nbc 4's beverly white in  lakewood with more from the  family. >> 
reporter: the family tells us  that the killing of this  lakewood imagine 
by the  sheriff's department is an  outrage. the cell phone supports 
their  outrage over an incident that  happened just last night outside  
the family home. 

0:17 8/24/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an investigation into a  triple stabbing in fullerton. this happened a 
few hours ago. threaten teenage boys who were  stabbed were 
rushed to the  hospital. police are still searching the  area for the 
attacker. 

0:15 8/24/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

news chopper 4 capturing tend of  a pursuit for a reckless driver. 
police catching their culprit in  a matter of minutes as he pulled  into 
a motel in south los  angeles and simply cornered  himself. the 
suspect was cuffed and taken  into custody without incident.  

0:24 8/24/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a driver facing  manslaughter ask dui charges in  a deadly hit 
and run was tackled  by neighbors before he could get  away. they 
said joseph cantrell was  behind the wheel when he hit a  pedestrian 
crossing the street  in camarillo last night. 

0:41 8/24/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an argument between  neighbors turned into a rescue  and recovery 
as more than three  dozen dogs were found living  under one roof. a 
neighbor complained the people  inside had too many dogs. 

0:27 8/24/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

still no sign of two men who  pulled off a high end robbery of  rolex 
watches in century city. the two men were dressed all in  black 
wearing ski masks and  armed when they walked into the  rolex 
store. 
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0:25 8/24/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the catholic priest will  spend a year in prison for  sexually acosting 
a woman on a  flight. father marcello de jesumaria was  arrested for 
groping a woman  next him to on the u.s. airways  flight to los 
angeles. 

0:25 8/24/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

under arrest and you  understand investigation for  trying on lure a 
teenage girl  into his car several times. 24-year-old allegedly 
followed  girl as she left centennial high  school last week. 

0:46 8/24/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there is nothing usual about  this particular traffic stop. cell phone 
video captured a  driver being threatened in  philadelphia. >> $10 
each man. either you buy these or i take  your car. >> there it is. the 
driver who didn't want to be  identified said the officer  bullied him 
into buying tickets  on a public safety fund-raiser. 

0:35 8/24/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an ohio man's video of an  erratic driver who can't keep  her car on 
the road has gone  viral. this video was shot by sam  haines. he said 
that he had to pull out  in front of her. he later shared the video with  
friends. 

0:47 8/24/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a dispatcher honored for  hoping the give new life on the  405 
freeway. the parents of this baby girl  were on the 405 when they  
realized they were not going to  make it to the hospital in time  them 
called 911. and frantically pulled over on  the freeway on the 
shoulder of  the freeway.  

0:27 8/24/15 11:20p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

stevo could be facing jail  time after a stunt. he was charged for five  
misdemeanors for climbing up a  crane this month. he's been 
charged with creating  a false emergency. 

1:56 8/25/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

i want an explanation. >> home owners shocked when  police find 
body buried five  feet deep in their backyard. >> gadi. >> reporter: 
so far, no motive  or how detectives knew the body  was buried in 
the backyard but  the home owners are terrified. for six years the 
body of maria  chavez was buried in the  backyard and the family 
had no  idea. 

1:41 8/25/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a developing story. a new arrest in a murder mystery  in 
burbank. police releasing one and taking  another one into custody. 
robert. >> reporter: you know we told  you last night at the top of the  
nbc news at 11 that more  arrested could be coming but we  didn't 
know that the man  arrested yesterday would be  released a free 
man. 

0:35 8/25/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're hearing from a erapper  who was shot. he goes by the stage 
name forau. and he says he was on his way  home when somebody 
opened fire  in his car and now recovering  from graze wound to his  
shoulder. 

2:02 8/25/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a gruesome discovery was  made. a woman's decomposing 
body was  found in the backseat of a car. and beverly joins us live 
from  wes cuvenau. >> reporter: they smelled the  stench of rotting 
flesh. shoppers who typically duck in  and out of west covina  
individual, found this in the  parking lot. >> somebody noticed a 
body in  the backseat of a car slumped  over. 

0:20 8/25/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a shooting at a gas  station in carson. paramedics rushed one 
pursen on  the hospital. we don't know if this was a  customer or 
someone who worked  there.  

0:22 8/25/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and three bicycle thieves  caught on camera in the middle  of their 
crime. the group breaking into a garage  and using bolt cutters to 
steal  bikes.  

0:21 8/25/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

detectives have now released  this video. who stole cell phones 
when  people step away from the desk. he usually strikes during the  
lunch hour.  
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0:21 8/25/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police looking for two  involved in a snatch and grab  burglary in 
calabasas on friday  night and took a purse.  

0:29 8/25/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a series of vicious  chemical attacks on dogs. over the past 
couple of months,  fooichb dogs have been found  with chemical 
burns, four in  lancaster and one in kern  county. 

0:30 8/25/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

let's again get you on to  the scene in carson, a shooting  at this gas 
station. cris. >> this is a scene at avalon at  the vulairo gas station 
where  one person has been shot. 

0:40 8/25/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a home intruder, a woman  wants caught before he does this  
again. this is a sketch of the man she  says broke into her riverside  
home. when she lifted up the sheet, he  was there touching himself. 
>> this is where the finger  prints because he touched the  side of 
the door. 

0:34 8/25/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man actually turns his  small dog into something of a  weapon. he 
was apparently ineebriated. when an officer tried to stop  him, he 
started swinging the dog  by his leash. 

0:41 8/25/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, we're learning that  a dog may have lead to the bust  of 
fogle. it's one of only five dogs in  the world and she's trained to  
sniff out electronic devices  like sd cards and flash drive. 

1:51 8/26/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now at 11:00, an amber alert for a missing toddler taken at gunpoint 
in a supervised visit. robert spoke with investigators and joins us 
live. you will will hear this for the first time. the amber alert is over. 
lieutenant bob long, take us through.  

2:30 8/26/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new developments from the story making headlines across the 
country today. two journalists ambushed and shot to death on live 
television. we are hearing from the father of allison parker hours 
after she was murdered. beverly white joins us in studio. 

0:27 8/26/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a chase through downtown los angeles. this is part of the video just 
in. police trying to stop a suspected dui driver before she hurt 
anyone. they used the spike strip not once, about twice and tried to 
tip the car. the woman did come to a stop in the parking lot and 
taunted officers with a little dance. 

0:49 8/26/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are trying to figure out if the same man is responsible for two 
attempted abductions all within a month. two weeks ago the lapd 
said the suspect attempted to grab two totalers playing in a 
courtyard on southwest mooreland. 

0:29 8/26/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two drivers involved in a deadly hit-and-run in beverly hills. we got 
surveillance video. hard to see, but police say a 58-year-old man 
was hit by a sedan and a minivan as he was getting out of the car 
on crescent drive last night. the man died at the hospital. 

1:05 8/26/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, a predator waiting for women to drop their kids off at 
school and then he strikes. nbc 4's gotti schwartz is live in arcadia.  

0:29 8/26/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

happening now for the second time this week, a louisiana officer 
died. only hours ago he was shot when a domestic dispute went 
bad. the suspect stabbed three women in a house and shot and 
killed a police officer as he arrived on scene. 

0:29 8/26/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they hope that incredible video is the lead they need to identify a 
man who tunnelled his way into two businesses in san clemente. 
orange county sheriff said he cut a hole in a wall on tuesday and 
crawled through to enter two businesses. 

0:15 8/26/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

four teens were seen vandalizing a park in corona. they were in 
santana park when police say they tipped over and broke cement 
trash cans and benches. they knocked down fencing and it cost 
about $2600 in damage. 
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0:23 8/26/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

eep a close eye on your purse when you are out for dinner. three 
people are targeting women who hang purses on the back of the 
chair. they hit several restaurants in west l.a., santa monica, 
glendale and lax. 

0:23 8/26/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new evidence uncovered in a home invasion that happened in la 
canada flintridge. parents went out for a walk leaving their daughter 
in the house. three robbers broke in and tied up the daughter at 
gunpoint and made off with designer purses and weapons. 

0:42 8/26/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the small drones that carry video cameras are a hot item. one store 
in studio city has been robbed twice in a month. they cleared out the 
drones in two minutes early this morning. a surveillance camera 
shows three people in white cover alls from head to toe. 

2:06 8/27/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news at 11:00. a busy intersection comes to a  stand still 
after a suspicious  package is found chained to a  fence.  robert 
joins us live from the  scene in studio city. 

0:27 8/27/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video just in as a violent  case of road rage in korea town  
leaves a man hospitalized. they released the footage of the  incident 
near fourth and  ardmore. you can see one slams the other  in the 
head. 

0:17 8/27/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

flying over the scene where the  car went off the cliff in malibu  on 
malibu canyon road a few  miles north of pch. one person was found 
dead.  

2:04 8/27/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a mother murdered and found  in her car. there is a sense of justice 
for  her loved ones as her killer is  behind bars. beverly white has 
details on the  arrest that hit all too close to  home. 

0:26 8/27/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details on a series of  kidnappings. a man linked to two cases 
may be  connected to a third. a man approached a woman walking  
in harbor heights and told her  to get into his van. 

0:39 8/27/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a city official is attacked by a dog  in san bernardino. they show a 
code enforcement  officer in the back of the  ambulance. she went 
to check on a motor  home that was illegally parked  and bit by two 
dogs tethered  under the rv.  

1:46 8/27/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a terrifying scene in an east  l.a. neighborhood. they swarmed a 
house after a man  sitting in his car was gunned  down. nbc 4 is live 
at the hollenbeck  station where they took several  people into 
custody. 

0:29 8/27/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two men using stolen gift  cards. they are trying to identify  these 
men seen walking into a  target store in inglewood. they may be tied 
in the harbor  city leaving the parking lot in  an older light-colored 
chevrolet  monte carlo and a cadillac.  

0:24 8/27/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a child predator in riverside  county. take a look at this man who  
tried to lure a child on the way  to a school. it happened around 8:30 
this  morning. police say the child refused to  go with the man and 
alert their  parents after school. 

0:25 8/27/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search continues tonight  for the gunman behind a triple  
shooting that left man dead in  south l.a. a man shot at two people 
outside  vermont vista and a 30 man in a  nearby car who died a 
short time  later. 

0:26 8/27/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are getting the first look  at a predator waiting for women  as 
they drop off their kids at  school and that's when he  strikes. it's a 
story we brought you last  night at 11:00. 

0:29 8/27/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man is facing molestation  and child porn charges after he  was 
caught trying to solicit sex  in rancho cucamonga's library. he 
approached a boy and offered  him money in exchange for a  sexual 
favor. 
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0:22 8/27/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a good sized pot bust in sun  valley netted thousands of  marijuana 
plants worth about a  half million. the care givers had a permit to  
sell the pot, but not to grow  it. 

0:22 8/27/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this courtroom turned into a  boxing ring as the motion spun  out of 
control in detroit. the father of the 3-year-old  victim got up and 
punched the  man convicted of killing his  daughter. 

2:32 8/28/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now, new at 11:00 nbc 4's  along for the ride as officers  raid a shop, 
guns, cash,  marijuana, and more, and right  now it's all evidence. 
kate larsen was there. >> reporter: police say on  friday and 
saturday night  there's often a line of people  right here outside this 
auto  repair shot, people waiting to  buy tanks full of nitrin. they were 
selling it to young  people as a recreational drug, a  drug which can 
cause drug  damage, coma and even death. 

1:57 8/28/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the owner, we talked to the  homeowner who essentially did a  play 
by play. >> reporter: this burglar's  biggest mistake was ringing the  
doorbell. greg garfield shows us how he  gets an alert on his cell 
phone  anytime someone rings his  doorbell. it's exactly ha 
happened while  he was at work around 10:30 this  morning. he 
sees this man at his door,  and watch what happens next. 

0:22 8/28/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this happened at cypress,  just northwest of houston. a deputy was 
shot while filling  up his patrol car. a gunman walked off and fired  
off several shots and several  more while the deputy fell to  the 
ground. the motive is not known and the  shooter is still on the 
loose.  

0:22 8/28/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, a dog that was  repeatedly stabbed is now  recovering 
after being found. we want to warn you, the images  may be 
disturbing. animal rescue says the terrier  was bleeding profusely 
when it  was brought in late today. 

0:25 8/28/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

meanwhile, we have new video  of a woman stealing a package  
from the front porch of a home  in woodland hills. police say she 
may have been  following a u.p.s. truck. she gets out of a light-
colored  car, walks up to the houses and  takes the package. 

0:26 8/28/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

some patients are calling  him the candy man. today the doctor is 
facing a  long prison sentence after he's  convicted of truck 
trafficking. a jury in santa ana found julio  diaz guilty of nearly 80 
counts. 

0:23 8/28/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a nursing home in montrose  is charged with involuntary  
manslaughter in the death of a  patient there. the state attorney 
general's  office filed the charges against  the verdugo valley 
wellness  center. 

0:46 8/28/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for a torrance woman, the  break in was simply terrifying. the victim 
was an 89-year-old  woman. an intruder covered her mouth  and 
pinned her down for some  time. then he asked her about her  
medications and went through  bottle by bottle, one at a time  and 
ended taking less than $30  in cash and a few coins. 

0:15 8/28/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and police want to find the  man seen here walking into an  
apartment building. once inside, he beats a man with  a cell phone 
in a robbery. the apartment unit is in west  lake. 

0:35 8/28/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details are coming out  now about the live on tv  shooting in 
virginia. investigators are saying that  the shooter, vester flanagan 
had  contact with police before the  murder. one of the occasions 
was a  well-being checkup of flanigan.  
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2:08 8/31/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, the search is  intense for this missing mother  from santa 
clarita. the family of kristin gillardi  is worried her kindness may have  
led to her disappearance.  >> reporter: robert, her brother  and 
parents tell me tonight this  single mom would never leave her  child 
stranded after school. so when it happened after last  week they 
reached out to the  sheriff's office and the police  department.  

2:16 8/31/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a postal break-in, a  hit-and-run case, a 17-year-old  
skateboarder has been hit,  police say they know who hit him  and 
the driver has a criminal  past. more on details.  >> reporter: colleen, 
detectives  here in the city of bell says  that the person of interest,  
charles garcia has a history of  criminal charges, including dui. 
several called into police  saying they may have spotted his  car.  

0:20 8/31/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new tonight, a  17-year-old stabbed in camarillo  at a taco bell 
tonight. we are told he should survive,  he is in critical condition. 
detectives say he was involved  in a fight on flint road this  
afternoon. 

0:24 8/31/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 17-year-old boy who was  struck and hit in oxnard tonight  died. 
police want you to take a good  look at the car they are looking  for. 
it is a light colored four-door  sedan with dark wheels and a sun  
roof. 

0:38 8/31/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we're hearing from those  closest to a football player  arrested 
for robbery. 21-year-old ishmael adams was  arrested after taking a 
cell  phone from an uber driver who  suffered minor injuries. tonight 
we spoke with ishmael's  coach who believes it could be a  
misunderstanding.  

0:29 8/31/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a police officer  thinking he was responding to a  house with a 
burglar inside,  apparently got the wrong house  and was shot by 
the homeowner. this happened near atlanta. police say the officer  
responding to the 911 call about  a burglary in progress, but the  
location was apparently vague. 

0:16 8/31/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the l.a. county  coroner's office trying to  identify human remains 
found in  a river bed. news chopper 4 flew over the  area there near 
bouquet canyon  road. a worker cleaning the area found  the bones 
tonight.   

0:28 8/31/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we still do not know who  pulled the trigger and killed a  man 
tonight. flowers laid out in memory of  jason warren, witnesses say 
he  was shot dead while trying to  break up a fight near the  cadillac 
hotel sunday morning. 

0:30 8/31/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a former doctor under  arrest tonight for stealing  medical 
equipment from an irvine  hospital. irvine police arrested roy long  
on sunday morning after they say  he was caught stealing $25,000  
in surgical equipment from  kaiser permanente medical  center. 

1:08 8/31/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, a confrontation  between a group of bike riders  and a 
driver is now prompting a  police investigation as well as  a social 
media firestorm.  >> hey, hey --  >> you're looking at youtube  video 
that was reportedly taken  during a large bike ride in san  francisco 
known as critical  mass.  

0:30 8/31/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a wig, a dress and jacket, a  burglar's disguise didn't stop  the 
woman in the laundry room to  fight back although she was  
survived. witnesses say the person walked  into the covina 
business, and  tried to open the machine with a  crow bar.  
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0:25 8/31/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and customers were at a  church's chicken when all of a  sudden 
they were part of a  robbery folding in front of  them. the armed man 
-- parked his blue  car, and demanded money, later  he fired a shot 
towards the  kitchen.  

0:19 8/31/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there is an alert in  torrance where police are  looking for a smooth 
criminal. the woman just walks away with  stolen goods. police are 
releasing the photo  as a warning as people start to  shop on line for 
the holidays.   

0:24 8/31/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a decision is expected  tomorrow on whether ten san  bernardino 
county sheriff's  departments will be charged in  the videotaped 
beating of  francis bucamp. he was charged in that suit but  reached 
a settlement with the  county for the beating. 

0:45 8/31/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is truly an amazing  rescue, a police officer climbs  into a 
burning car to save a  woman who is trapped. dash cam video 
captured the  whole thing. the officer in texas says he was  on his 
way to court when he  spotted the firey crash. the woman is 
screaming, you can  hear her, and the officer says  he knew he had 
to act quickly.  

0:27 8/31/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and this definitely  qualifies as a brazen robbery. thieves rammed 
their way into a  clothing store and the entire  thing was caught on 
camera. you can see they smashed an suv  into the front door, 
rushed in  with trash bags. 

0:20 8/31/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and for the first time some  lapd patrol officers are now  equipped 
with body cameras. multiple officers are wearing  the cameras, but 
the footage  will not be released to the  public because it's 
considered  evidence under their policy. 

2:03 9/1/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with this breaking  news. a standoff on a roof. a suspected 
car thief tracked  down using a low jack is now on  the roof unwilling 
to come down.  >> nbc's gadi schwartz is there  in fullerton.  >> 
reporter: well, the suspect  is up above us, all eyes on him. he 
shouted down to us, tell  somebody i love her. you can see him, he 
has his  hands above his head but is  right there above that roof. 

0:25 9/1/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we have breaking news, a  los angeles firefighter attacked  
inside the medical center in  boil heights. an er patient stabbed the  
firefighter in the arm and  threatened other staff members. 

2:02 9/1/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a warning tonight for  all drivers. police are looking for a man  
posing as a cop and pulling  people over. nbc 4's john klemack has 
more on  how this police impersonator  could fool even you, john? 
>> reporter: yeah, you can't  blame some people. you pull over 
because you see  the flashing lights behind you. but when it 
happened here on  saturday night there was a woman  who was in 
the car. a man came up to her window. 

0:29 9/1/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this just in, a seven-hour  standoff in echo park has  finally come to 
an end. a s.w.a.t. team using tear gas  to get the man out after he  
barricaded himself in the garage  located behind a home. 

0:22 9/1/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we have this new video  tonight. this waterfall is a result of a  
hit-and-run crash in costa mesa. the police say the silver car  you 
see here involved in a  collision with another car and  wound up 
clipping a fire  hydrant. 

0:49 9/1/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a football player is  being remembered after a  confrontation in 
a camarillo  parking lot. two vigils were held for daniel  morales. he 
was killed by ostertag. morales was a football player at  newbury 
high school where he had  just started going to school  there. 

0:20 9/1/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new, police say the  thief hit not one but two places  on august 
13th. first say they he hit a store on  figueroa street, then stole  
items from an employee break  room.   
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0:26 9/1/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a man did not get far  thanks to eyes in the sky. the sheriff's 
department  launched the air ship when a  call came in about a 
break-in in  santa ana yesterday when the man  apparently saw it 
hovering  above, he jumped into a getaway  car. 

0:49 9/1/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a music teacher wanted  in the u.k. for assaulting  minors found 
dead in sherman  oaks. tonight the hunt is on for other  
investigations, chris lane shot  himself after they tried to  serve him 
with a search warrant. he was wanted for assault on  minors. he 
escaped to los angeles where  he opened a talent agency. 

0:47 9/1/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a $25,000 reward has  been offered to help crack an  animal 
cruelty case. nbc 4 learned it is a dual  investigation. this dog had 
been taken to an  animal shelter suffering from  severe burns on his 
neck and  back.  

0:33 9/1/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and police are desperate to  find the gunmen involved in the  
shooting death of a police  officer. loot charles gliniewicz was shot  
this morning. and the search is going on  outside the fox lake police  
department.  

0:46 9/1/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three deputies went too far. that is the word in the beating  case. the 
san bernardino county  district attorney has charged  nicholas 
downey, michael phelps  and charles foster with felony  assault. 
news chopper 4 is overhead as  they punched and kicked the man  
60 times after a horseback  pursuit in the high desert in  april. 

0:50 9/1/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new  tonight, a post on instagram  shuts down a fresno school and  
gets a person arrested. san joaquin memorial high was  closed 
today after a 15-year-old  boy allegedly posted lyrics from  an 
eminem shock that reference  ed columbine on a social media  site.  

1:49 9/2/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, targeting young  girls. new clues in the hunt for a  
suspected child predator. we go live to montebello with  new video 
just released to us. john? this happened twice in  montebello. the 
second time outside this  liquor store. both times the two young girls  
got away. 

1:43 9/2/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, neighbors  stunned by the nightmare next  door. an 
explosive drug operation  uncovered. gotti schwartz has the outrage  
after a honey oil bust that had  hazmat on the scene. the crews are 
still inside  finishing up and there were two  men arrested here and a 
lot of  upset neighbors angry after they  saw what was going on 
inside  this home. 

0:19 9/2/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a los angeles cop is  recovering after being hurt  during a foot 
pursuit in south  l.a. a suspect ran during a traffic  stop and an 
officer ran into a  clothes line after chasing him. the officer had to be 
taken to  the hospital and they are  looking for the suspect.  

0:27 9/2/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the atf confirms late tonight  that thieves have targeted at  least four 
orange county gun  shops in the last four days. the alarm went off in 
fountain  valley. 

2:07 9/2/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the two young brothers are  putting out an alert to try to  find them. 
live from lax where the boys  were last seen. their mother may have 
abducted  them? this may be an interesting  incident. the fbi and 
police are looking  for the mother traveling with  children. 

0:23 9/2/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new information. an arrest in the case of a man  who was beaten 
and stabbed after  he confronted a group of alleged  taggers in 
anaheim. they arrested these three men  and a hunt is on for the 
fourth  suspect. he is accused of initiating this  attack and a warrant 
out for his  arrest. 
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0:30 9/2/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

no sign of a burglary on the  run in l.a. county. he led deputies on a 
chase in  diamond war and went down four  freeways and off road 
near santa  fe springs. 

0:21 9/2/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a scare for folks in the  valley wasting a lot of tax  dollars. nbc 4 said 
a woman called 911  claiming she shot her child at  an apartmenta 
havenhurst. they never found the victim. they determined it was a 
hoax.  

0:23 9/2/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man who teaches the game  chess is charged with child text  
abuse in torrance. police arrested michael purcell  sr. on saturday. 
he faces seven counts of lewd  acts with children under 14. 

0:44 9/2/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a driver hits a toddler  tossing him hundreds of feet and  keeps 
going. family members are hoping  surveillance from a nearby  
church will lead to an arrest. 

0:24 9/2/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

34 people busted a rate on  illegal marijuana operations. they 
spread out through new bury  springs and there they found  more 
than 11,000 outdoor plants  as well as processed drugs and  guns. 

0:55 9/2/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more on this breaking news  story. the search for a suspect after a  
traffic stop. he took off. a perimeter has been set up in  watts where 
the officer was also  hurt because he ran into a news  line. 

0:20 9/2/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, a florida  grandmother is accused of hiring  a hit man 
because her grandkids  got life. the woman ordered a contract  hit, a 
killing on a homeless man  who she believes gave her  grandkids 
life. 

0:43 9/2/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

if you see something, say  something. that's what a high school  
student did when she saw a  disturbing threat on snap chat. 
planning a school shooting  popped up on the teen's phone. 

2:01 9/3/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a death defying crash and  out of control driver slams into  not one, 
but two storefronts and  it unfolds on camera. patrick heely is live in  
valley village with how  customers survived. colleen and robert,  the 
owners are grateful no one  was hurt. it was like parking lot pinball. 
that was the uncorrupt and  initial impact into the liquor  store behind 
us. ghraib rielle should know.  

2:19 9/3/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

what you are seeing here is an  emotional reunion. this worried 
mother and dad find  their missing son. the family reunites for the  
first time. you are never leaving my  sight again, ever, ever, ever,  
ever, ever. the freshman and athlete  vanished 24 hours ago. 

1:58 9/3/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we know the identity of a man  killed in a shooting in south  l.a. he 
was a well-known activist who  happened to have been outspoken  
against violence in the  neighborhood. beverly white is live outside  
the newton station with the  latest.  

0:28 9/3/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new information on a deadly  hit-and-run in bell and a reward  is 
being offered to find the  driver who hit the teenage  skateboarder. 
the person of interest is the  prime suspect. 

0:43 9/3/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one of the street racing  drivers behind a deadly crash in  rancho 
cucamonga. a video shows two cars racing  near rochester avenue 
when one  slams into a silver nissan,  killing 46-year-old julio lopez. 
a 16-year-old has been arrested 

0:42 9/3/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a toddler in san bernardino  remains in a coma tonight. the family is 
praying for a  miracle two days after a driver  hit the boy and kept 
going. 2-year-old jonathan montez  darted into the street and was  
hit by a driver who allegedly  was speeding. 
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0:27 9/3/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in powers we will know the  verdict of tobias sommers who  
kidnapped and raped a  10-year-old northridge girl in  2013. they are 
accused of breaking  into a northridge home chosen at  rant om and 
taking the young  girl from her bed. he could face in prison.  

0:33 9/3/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

still developing tonight out  of sacramento, three students  shot and 
one killed on a campus  of sacramento city college. the gunman is 
still on the run. witnesses say a handful of shots  fired at 4:00 this 
afternoon  prompted a campus lockdown and a  classroom by 
classroom search  for the shooter. 

0:22 9/3/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

right now you could be  walking around with counterfeit  money in 
your wallet and it  might be linked to a bust  throughout l.a. county. 
more than $100,000 seized in a  sweep called operation money  
wash. 

0:31 9/4/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a san bernardino toddler  struck and hit by a driver is  still able to 
help others as a  community mourns his loss. dozens turn out to a 
vigil where  jonathan montez was hit earlier  this week. they are 
standing with the  family during this difficult  time. 

2:10 9/4/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

los angeles police are  dealing with the deadliest  august in nearly a 
decade. it comes as a man who was  fighting to end the violence is  
gunned down. beverly white is live with what  the lapd is doing to 
stop the  surge in violence. 

0:18 9/4/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is on for two  masked men responsible for a  violent take 
over robbery. they stormed into ka telea  avenue with a gun. they 
didn't fire shots, but they  did use pepper to terrorize the  people. 
they caught a glimpse of the  faces before they put on the  masks.  

0:44 9/4/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a grieving father is  frustrated because it has been a  week since his 
teenage son was  hit and killed and there have  been no arrests. the 
17-year-old student was hit  and left to die on saturday  night. 

0:17 9/4/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are following a developing  story where one person is dead  after 
this motorcycle crash. you can see the bike near  manchester and 
broadway. police are saying that one  person has died. we are 
working to get more  information for you about what  led to the 
crash.  

0:49 9/4/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an out pouring of emotion  said the distracted driver who  killed a 
young southern  california woman learned her  sentence today. the 
mother of 23-year-old  deanna mauer broke down in tears  during 
the sentencing. 

0:20 9/4/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a santa ana teacher is  accused of having sex with a  student. they 
want to find out if there  more victims. the teacher had sex with a  
16-year-old student during lunch  breaks and kissed a second  
student. he is no longer a teacher at  that school.  

0:45 9/4/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a wild scene in santa ana. turning the tables on a pair of  home 
invaders. the amount of force i put on  his head and he was still 
going  and fighting. nbc 4 said when two people  broke into his 
house, he didn't  cower. 

0:39 9/4/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

as the search is ratching up  for the second driver involved  in the 
street race that left a  rancho cucamonga father dead. that father is 
being honored. family and friends are  remembering the life of  
tricks-year-old julio lopez. 

0:21 9/4/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man who police say preyed  on multiple girls in montebello  has 
been caught after they  showed this surveillance video  of that 
suspect. investigators say a viewer saw  this story on our news and  
alerted police to his location.  
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0:27 9/4/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

students were put on lockdown  after a pursuit ended on their  tamp 
us. students were told to stay  inside after drivers tried to  hide 
inside of their school. the driver was wanted for  carjacking nearby. 

1:19 9/7/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now at 11:00, armed and  dangerous a gang member wanted  for 
killing a man in a bar  fight. >> new details about this case. >> 
reporter: that stabbing  happened right outside of this  bar. that 
suspect is craig tanber,  wanted for murder and a known  gang 
member. it's still unclear why he killed  a regular patron here or what  
led to the altercation. 

2:20 9/7/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it was a somber gathering  tonight for family and friends  comforting 
the home where this  officer was killed by her  firefighter husband. 
>> reporter: the chalk outline  reads end of watch 9/15. her friends 
tell us they're  focussed on her orphan son. they found one of their 
own had  been murdered. >> they received a phone call of  a 
woman screaming.  

0:30 9/7/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a mother is sharing her  heart ache tonight after her  husband died 
for trying to stop  a fight. they say he was stabbed several  times by 
a teen in an alley  saturday night. he was taken to the hospital  
where he later died. 

0:37 9/7/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 30-year-old was shot while  he and his wife were trying to  get out 
of the way of an  argument between rival gangs. people in this 
neighborhood say  this is another example of why  they want 
officers on the bus. 

0:31 9/7/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, breaking and  burglaries are becoming so often  at 
family businesses and in some  cases the same stores have been  
hit multiple times in the past  few weeks. 

0:28 9/7/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, police are trying  to figure out why a woman  stabbed her 
own mother to death  in an assisted living facility. she was arrested 
for allegedly  stabbing to death mother, 

0:42 9/7/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a tense police stand off  in westchester. they quickly ditched a 
car and  ran into this office building  near manchester avenue,  
barricading themselves inside. at one time, they thought a  woman 
working at a nearby gas  station was involved in it. 

0:23 9/7/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this happened in rowland  height and she swerved and then  gets 
and the car keeps go and  crosses a median and hits two  other 
vehicle. they arrested her on suspicion  of dui but released her.  

0:39 9/7/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a family is heart broken  after losing nearly everything  they own. 
somebody stole a u haul right  from in front of their house. and 
things stolen from precious  heirlooms. 

0:52 9/7/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a family found a squatter  living in their house and  selling all of their 
stuff. he thought something wasn't  quite right when he saw 
someone  in the driveway and then he came  face to face with a 
stranger who  said he was there to buy the  microwave. 

0:25 9/7/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and police in san antonio,  texas are now investigating two  football 
players accused of  attacking a referee during a  high school game. 
take a look as the player hits  the referee so hard the hat  flies off 
and another player  dives into the ref hat first. 

0:37 9/8/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the family of a man killed  outside a pub hopes a $1,000  award will 
help to capture his  killer. 22-year-old matzeroy was  standing 
outside a pub. they moved to laguna for the  good weather, and that 
the place  was a neighborhood hangout. 

0:25 9/8/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is on tonight for  a man who came into a cvs  pharmacy 
in san clemente. he was there to rob the place,  but not after cash, 
just  prescription drugs. 
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0:19 9/8/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the police want you to  take a good look at this picture  of the 
man who is armed and  dangerous. he shot and killed a man on  
stewart street on august 14th. 

1:51 9/8/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now new at 11:00, funds  raised for an anti-gang activist  who was 
murdered last week in  south los angeles. tonight there is still no  
arrests in this murder case. nbc's beverly white was there  where 
loved ones came together.  >> that is right, chuck, he  co-founded 
this motorcycle club  and lived to defy stereotypes  and defeat 
games. tonight, the celebration of life  for the man they called  
bodacious. 

0:41 9/8/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

$75,000, the reward that has  been offered to find the wanted  killer 
of a 19-year-old in south  los angeles. the mother of jose escobar in  
tears today regarding the  announcement of that reward. this was 
the case we followed in  january while escobar was shot  and killed 
while collecting cans  near 57th and crenshaw. he has been giving 
the police  slips for months.  >> he walks away coldly and  calmly 
and doesn't care what he  did.  >> investigators believe the  shooter 
may have ties with gangs  but they do not think that  escobar was 
involved with a  gang.   

0:31 9/8/15 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

dangerous situation in  phoenix, someone shooting at  cars on the 
10 freeway there. arizona state police say there  were nine incidents 
in just the  past ten days. they confirm that five vehicles  were hit by 
bullets, in fact, a  13-year-old girl was cut by her  ear. 

0:20 9/8/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

speaking of rewards, it  climbs to $50,000 to find the  person behind 
the acid attacks  on the dogs in antelope valley. we followed this 
story last  month when fergus, a golden  retriever was brought to the  
shelter with severe burns, since  then we found out several dogs  
were found with severe burns.   

2:43 9/9/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

relatives and community  members gathering tonight to  remember 
three young brothers,  found stabbed to death together  in a suv this 
morning. their father also stabbed. he's in police custody facing  
murder charges. robert kovalcik is live where he  has been talking to 
relatives  sharing new details about what  happened here.  

0:18 9/9/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

undercover agents seized  more than 400 marijuana plants  with a 
street value of $400,000. our camera was there after  deputies 
served a search warrant  on birch tree lane. 

0:21 9/9/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a gang of burglars continues  to target gun stores in orange  county. 
investigators said over this  surveillance photo, several of  them, six 
people making off with  firearms from four separate  stores in 
fountain valley, yorba  linda, all of this over the past  two weeks. 

0:25 9/9/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tomorrow a 17 year old  skateboarder killed by a  hit-and-run drover 
will be laid  to rest. tonight the man investigators  say was behind 
the wheel is in  custody. police searched for charles  garcia for 
almost two weeks. he was arrested today after he  turned himself in. 

0:27 9/9/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

fake weddings and a  honeymoon in las vegas. investigators say 
jason shiou  paired americans with fake  spouses. they charged up 
to $50,000 to  stage the weddings and photo  shoots. 

0:22 9/9/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one man was arrested and  police are still on the hunt for  two more 
suspects. we showed you these surveillance  videos in may. 
detectives are searching for the  get away driver and this map,  jose 
jesus harmino.  

0:20 9/9/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, a home invasion  in anaheim sends a person to the  
hospital. the man inside the house was  tied up and injured. we don't 
know the extent of his  injuries just yet. 
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0:49 9/9/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a story still develop being  in ontario as police try to  discover what 
happened to a  mother of three who vanished. this is sally. she was 
last seen leaving her  home after a fight with her  boyfriend's 
brother. police say she picked up her  clothes and left in they think a  
maroon colored car. 

0:30 9/9/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

traffic stop turns very ugly  in florida. a woman is caught on a dash 
cam  speeding in a school zone and  her reaction to the ticket has  
everyone talking. >> you are being cited for  speeding. 

2:33 9/10/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's actually still  unfolding here. we have an investigation going  
underway with downy pd as well  as the chp. hundreds of officers 
remain here  outside of chris and pits  barbecue. we're waiting for 
the coroner to  arrive. you heard on our news cast how  this finally 
came to an end. that loud flash bang that  signalled a dangerous 
hostage  situation was finally coming to  a conclusion. we told you 
for the first time  during that news cast, a  description from the 
sheriff's  department of an armed man that  let some hostages go 
and kept  others inside this restaurant in  downey.  

2:13 9/10/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now, dozens of customers,  many with families and young  children 
at the restaurant when  the suspect ran inside firing  shots. and nbc 
4's beverly live at the  mcdonald's where some of the  hostages are 
now.  reporter: that's right. we're talking about in fact a  tail of two 
restaurants. and right now, the hostages who  escape and many of 
the witnesses  are hauled up as we speak inside  the mcdonald's.  

0:41 9/10/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one of our photographers just  obtained new cell phone video of  
those final few seconds. just watch. all of this happened in front of  
hundreds of people. some from the restaurant itself  and others from 
out of their  homes. many of you called live  during our coverage, 
believing  the suspect had slipped out with  hostages and they even 
pointed  him out and some of us felt the  same way. police 
confirmed for us, the  suspect is dead. he was killed in that stand 
off.  

0:50 9/10/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now, before tonight's tense  stand off, a suspect led police  on a 
extremely dangerous  high-speed pursuit, followed by  news 
chopper four. this began in downey and at  times reaching speed in 
excess  of 100 miles per hour and they  came extremely close to at 
least  a dozen others and narrowly  missed people out walking as 
he  blew right through almost every  intersection and then a  
perfectly executed pit maneuver  and then the driver drove off  and 
he saw the restaurant and  that's when he darted inside.  

0:59 9/10/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is a large crime scene  and still a lot of activity, as  you can see, 
out there. this is a live are look for  you of the chris and pits  
restaurant. and after this terrifying ordeal  ended, the area around it 
is  still essentially a frozen zone. and that mcdonald's is where  
many of the witnesses are. and there are dozens and dozens  of law 
enforcement officers  flooding the area. and police presence is 
pretty  intense and traffic is  essentially locked down. i can pan over 
to the freeway  and so show you that lake mead  boulevard is also 
shut down.  

0:20 9/10/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

you're now looking at the  live picture from the ground  from our 
photographer there. that's the mcdonald's where the  hostages are 
being interviewed  now. and we're going to stay there  until all of 
those folks are  able to go home. luckily, no one was injured. no 
doubt, they'll have  incredible stories to tell.  
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2:07 9/10/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

investigators believe there  are more victims of a man  accused of 
sexually assaulting a  woman in fullerton. they say he was posing as 
a  police officer. and patrick. reporter: you know the old  saying 
about returning to the  scene of the crime? well, detectives believe 
the  assailant did just that,  returning here. but before that, they 
believe he  victimized others as well.  

2:43 9/10/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we've got a live press  conference underway about  tonight 's pursuit 
and hostage  drama. let's listen and this is a  representative of the 
sheriff's  department. simultaneously, it there's  additional s.w.a.t. 
officers  making entry through the door  and they encounter the 
suspect  in the initial area where he was  shot. he's crawling around 
and armed  himself with a gun. looks like he's trying to stand  up and 
because the s.w.a.t.  officers weren't sure if there  were other 
officers in the area,  fearing for their safety, they  fired at the suspect 
and the  fact that he was carrying a gun,  they shot again. he was 
treated but pronounced  dead.  

0:19 9/10/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search continues for a  man who broke into a vape shop. that's 
on 6th street last  weekend. and he spends about 15 minutes  in the 
store, taking merchandise  and stuffing it inside his hoody  before he 
takes off.  

6:35 9/10/15 11:27p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're going to take you out  to the scene of more breaking  news in 
compton. possible dui suspect. chris. reporter: what a busy night  for 
l.a. county sheriffs. they're in pursuit of this guy  turning off of -- just 
north of  alameda. he started on the 405, or at  least, that's where 
we first  picked it up, northbound 405 and  lakewood and now we 
find  ourselves in the heart of  compton.  

1:55 9/11/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the man behind the wheel  in last night's wild pursuit,  and that 
came to a dramatic end. kate larson is live where she  talked with 
the man's family. >> reporter: we also trucked  down his criminal 
record and  discovered he has been in and  out for prison for years 
and his  family lives just a few miles  from here in bell garden and  
this is the restaurant where he  was shot and killed by s.w.a.t.  
deputies last night. 

0:27 9/11/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 19-year-old man found not  guilty of murdering a father who  
answered a ad on craigslist  about a cell phone. the 41-year-old 
valbuena was  shot and killed when he took his  son to buy the cell 
phone.  

0:19 9/11/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man who police say  threatened to set a gas station  on fire is 
behind bars tonight. officers took victor cruz into  custody, and they 
believe he may  have been under the influence of  drugs when he 
made that threat. police say nobody was hurt.  

0:30 9/11/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are getting our first  look at the person of interest  being held for 
the frightening  series of shootings on the i-10. oscar munes. 
shootings have many drivers in  phoenix avoiding the interstate  
altogether, and police are not  saying why they have munez, and  
they are saying they may have  multiple shooters involved.  

0:24 9/11/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and then shot during a  traffic stop, and the officer  was rushed to 
the medical center  early this morning and  investigators tell us a 
man open  fire on the officer, and the  officer did fire back, but the  
suspect got away, and he was  later captured in fontana where  he 
was attacked and bitten by a  police k-9 and taken into  custody.  
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0:46 9/11/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

another dog turned up at an  animal hospital with those  terrible 
chemical burns on its  back. a 5-year-old chihuahua mix is  
recovering after he was found in  apple valley with severe burns  
down the middle of his back. the wounds are similar to ones  found 
on nine other dogs. police believe somebody is  torturing the 
animals. 

0:39 9/11/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

stealing money and identity  with just a swipe. it's happening at gas 
stations  across southern california and  anybody can be a victim, 
even  somebody's job who is to expose  that. >> after this, i am 
going to be  hesitant about where i go.  

0:26 9/11/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the newly released video  showing a tennis player being  tackled by 
a police officer. the nypd commissioner saying  blake was mistaken 
by an  identity theft suspect. blake wants to use the incident  as a 
catalyst to change the  relationship between the police  and public. 

2:28 9/14/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

ferrari fury, a neighborhood  turned into a racetrack as  luxury cars 
take over. >> nbc4 tracked down this video  and can tell us why this 
is now  becoming a federal  investigation. robert? >> that's right, 
chuck and  colleen. beverly hills police department  confirmed 
tonight the state  department is now involved. the reason? the man 
who owns the cars and  lives in the house behind me for  a reported 
$45,000 a month told  police officers he has  diplomatic immunity.  

2:20 9/14/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're investigating a  horrible case of animal abuse  tonight. family 
dog tortured and killed  and remains were dumped in a  park in simi 
valley. cait larson talked to the dog's  owner tonight for the first  
time. kate? >> the dog's family lives just  down this street and they 
are  still trying to figure out how  pepper got out of the house. only to 
end up dead in this  park. dog owners holding their leashes  close 
tonight.  

0:17 9/14/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also new video tonight from  news chopper 4. carjacking leads to a 
police  chase and a crash in long beach. the suspect hit that white 
truck  you see right there. this is on the 405 near  magnolia. but kept 
going.  

0:21 9/14/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man found dead inside a  sun valley refrigerator is  identified 
tonight. the body was discovered  yesterday morning. he was 30 
years old. investigators suspect the body  had been there for at 
least a  few days. 

0:29 9/14/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details tonight on the  murder of a professor on a  college 
campus in mississippi. police say the suspect, a fellow  professor, is 
now dead. police also say shannon lamb  shot himself following a 
chase.  

0:34 9/14/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, four dogs are dead  and the search is on for seven  others 
still missing after a  break-in at a riverside county  animal shelter. 
this is a story that nbc4 broke  over the weekend when someone  
cut the locks of 22 kennels and  let the animals loose. employees 
did manage to coral at  least some of the dogs but four  did not 
survive. 

0:40 9/14/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the mother of a riverside  man is speaking out tonight  after he was 
hit by a police car  while crossing the street. 20-year-old anthony is 
now on  life support. realto police say he was  responding to a call 
when he hit  him running a i cross the road  with his brother-in-law. 
his mother says she is praying  for a miracle. 
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0:24 9/14/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

south l.a. community wants  to find out who vandalized a  memorial 
dedicated to three  young brothers who were  murdered. they built a 
memorial, they  recently found broken glass and  damaged photos 
at the memorial  site. 

0:24 9/14/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new york city police are  looking for a woman accuse of  punching a 
boy in the face. surveillance video caught the  confrontation. the 
woman became angry because  the 10-year-old was making faces  
at her. 

2:02 9/15/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a deadly shooting involving  the lapd might be captured on  video 
and for the first time we  hear from the mother of the  suspect who 
was killed. kate larson is live in panorama  city with the developing 
story.  

0:27 9/15/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a los angeles county surgeon  is charged as the ringleader in  one 
of the biggest medical fraud  cases. the doctor charged insurance  
companies $150 million for  operations he never performed. 14 
others were charged in this  case including the doctor's  assistant, 
kelly sue park.  

0:26 9/15/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

you may want to keep an eye  on your wallets and purses. there is a 
man walking into  offices and walking out with  items he is taking off 
the desk. this is happening in the san  fernando valley. he walked 
into this office and  walked out with a wallet.  

0:20 9/15/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

atm machines are disappearing  in riverside county and they  
believe they have the men behind  it. nicholas me lends and ryan  
mason. they tried to drive off with an  atm and they believe they are  
behind missing atms in the  county.  

0:25 9/15/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

marijuana plants were  discovered in a business  tonight. here's a 
look in the bus in  costa mesa around noon. sheriffs deputies were 
serving  an eviction notice on airway  drive when they discovered a 
pot  growing operation inside.  

0:34 9/15/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now caught on video from the  palm of his hand, a man watches  ug 
burglars stealing from his  home. they showed him what was  
happening inside. a motion sensor in the apartment  sent the alert to 
his home and  he was able to access security  cameras in his barmt. 

0:27 9/15/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a new jersey teenager is  accused of plotting an  isis-style attack on 
the pope. he drew up plans to attack pope  francis during his east 
coast  visit to the united states next  week. that was planned for  
philadelphia using guns and  explosives and the boy turned to  
contact for help.  

0:19 9/15/15 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news out of kansas  city. one person is dead and six  
children critically hurt after a  car accident that happened in a  car to 
car gun fight. the occupants of the two  vehicles were exchanging 
gunfire  and a seventh person was also  shot. we will have more on 
"today in  l.a."  

1:24 9/16/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news. a firefighter busted. it happened near an elementary  
school. let's get on hetty chang. >> reporter: a number of  concerns 
here tonight. police believe there are other  victims out there 
because they  tell us the suspect, an l.a.  county firefighter was 
around  here. the school even hours after the  reported assault on 
top of that. 

0:23 9/16/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now we have new information  on the man who led deputies on a  
dangerous high speed pursuit  ending with hostages in downey. 
deputies tell us the man they  were after was a person of  interest in 
the death of a woman  who was shot and then burned in  an east los 
angeles house fire. she was shot and killed in  downey after holding 
diners  hostage.   
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0:25 9/16/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a major development. police are naming the suspect at  a 
break-in at a riverside county  animal shelter. 42-year-old jason 
johnson is the  person who broke into the  shelter at the juropa 
valley  shelter over the weekend. three dozen dogs ended up on the  
loose and four dogs died. 

0:23 9/16/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a multimillion-dollar  movie investment scam. they are accused 
of biling  investors out of $21 million. investor say seward convinced  
her clients to invest her life  savings into several films  including one 
she directed.  

0:27 9/16/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news in south l.a.,  police looking for a gunman who  
ambush ad mother and her  children in front of their home. this is 
video just in from the  scene. the mother and her two kids  drove up 
to their home. then all of a sudden, someone in  the car opened fire. 

0:41 9/16/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a murder mystery out of  riverside county. the search is on for a 
man who  might be related to two women  found dead inside a 
home in  hemet. officers found the two bodies on  south buena vista 
street during  a welfare check. 

0:26 9/16/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

surveillance video leads the  highway patrol to a driver  accused of 
hitting and killing a  toddler in san bernardino. officers arrested jose 
vazquez. the chp said he ran over  5-year-old jonathan montez two  
weeks ago and then took off. 

0:23 9/16/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, a scandal in  the sky. two air marshals are accused of  
using government phones to film  sex acts with a prostitute. sources 
tell nbc news, it  happened while the two were on  duty in europe. 
there are reports they shared  the racy videos through e-mail. 

0:17 9/17/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we're following breaking  news in corona. that's where a 
neighborhood is  shut down. they found a man dead inside a  home 
east of macbeth avenue. and right now, we're gathering  information 
from the police and  we'll bring you an update as  soon as we get 
the information.  

0:42 9/17/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have video now from the  scene. this is around 6:00 this evening  
and the woman seen there  comforting the seriously injured  animal 
is the owner. >> he's on the side of the road  and they say the driver 
was on  the cell phone, they were waving  him down and he didn't 
even look  at them, wasn't paying attention  lat and just plowed right 
into  the camel. 

0:50 9/17/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

she is a straight a student  and now you can add hero to her  
resume. she was shot after finding  herself in the middle of gun  fire. 
>> i felt something hit me and  it was blood. it hurts like i could 
barely  move it. >> she's the teenager we  reported on last night at 
11:00. 

0:45 9/17/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they believe there are more  victims of a dental assistant. he worked 
at oc kids dental for  the last three years. police say that's where he  
assaulted two young girls in a  private room. and residents say the  
accusations are shocking and  they hope it forces parents to  have a 
conversation with their  children. 

0:21 9/17/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this video of several  robbers who broke into a parking  garage in 
downtown l.a. in may. they just drove off with the  cars. and the day 
before, police say,  they attempted the same thing  only this time the 
owner showed  up and they chased him away with  a knife.  

0:25 9/17/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this footage shows an armed  robbery. they're working to identify a  
man in a hoody on tuesday. they say he was armed with a  metal 
pipe and shoved employees  around the store in it. 
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0:37 9/17/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a series of home and car  burglaries, targeting several  
neighborhoods there. they say the burglars work in  teams. just a 
few days ago, they romed  this area in marietta and got  into a few 
cars. >> the car door was unlocked. 

0:19 9/17/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and burglars caught on  camera breaking into a home last  month. 
the burglar took out one  security camera but missed one. they 
captured him on video. he stole clothing and a home  entertainment 
system. 

1:20 9/17/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new information now  in our breaking news story. 
neighbors stunned after police  shut down their seat. and jane, 
what's the latest? >> reporter: crime tape  surrounds this 
neighborhood. and that is the home at the  center of a death 
investigation  right now.  

0:43 9/17/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00 tonight,  controversy over a teenager's  arrest in 
stockton goes viral. take a look. the video shows at least four  
officers throwing a 14-year-old  boy to the ground and you can  see 
one of the officers appears  to take a swing at the teen.  

0:33 9/17/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a family is still searching  for justice weeks after an  18-year-old 
father is gunned  down. they're hoping someone will  recognize 
these people running  away. detectives say that the  18-year-old 
was shot after an  argument.  

0:43 9/17/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two men tried to break into  the warrior one using an ax but  
apparently could not get inside. we talked to the owner who said  he 
watched the whole thing on  security camera.  

0:17 9/17/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a pot bust in burbank. this is what detectives found  after a search 
warrant was  issued. it's part of a sophisticated  illegal marijuana 
grow  operation. three men were arrested.  

0:20 9/17/15 11:20p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this bus driver from new  mexico is basing a lawsuit for  distracted 
driving. eating and drinking just before  he plowed into a line of cars. 
it happened when he took his  eyes off the road to put down  his 
burrito. the driver was disciplined.  

2:15 9/18/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

jane is live in san  bernardino where the 215 freeway remains shut 
down. jane? >> reporter: chuck and colleen,  a portion of the 215 
closed  tonight. this is the reason why. two vehicles still here on the  
northbound side. now part of an investigation  into an officer-
involved  shooting after a sheriff's  deputy opened fire from a  
helicopter. a shattered windshield on the  suspect's tan chevy tahoe. 

1:16 9/18/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news now. a fight at a restaurant spills  out into a mall 
parking lot. possibly several people stabbed  before police move in. 
nbc 4's robert is live in mont  bell lo for us tonight.  >> reporter: 
trying to figure  out what went down here. there are a number of 
montebello police officers here outside a  b.j.'s restaurant. 

0:44 9/18/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have breaking news  tonight. police say they have caught the  
interstate sniper who has been  terrorizing drivers on the 10  
freeway in arizona for weeks. in the past two hours, the  authorities 
arrested a suspect  they think is responsible for at least the first four 
shootings  on the i-10 in and around  phoenix. there's been a total of 
11  confirmed shootings so far. they're not identifying the  suspect, 
but say forensics  linked to a gun he owns 
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0:45 9/18/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for the first time, held  against their will. new video shows the 
frightening  moments as a pair of restaurant  employees are 
confronted by an  armed robber. tonight those employees are  
sharing their account of the  terrifying encounter with nbc 4. here's 
what happened. one woman told us that they were working late at 
the dan's scott  crab restaurant. a man forced his way in. 

0:39 9/18/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a parolee is a person of  interest in a hit-and-run that  killed a tree 
trimmer in santa  ana today. we showed you this photo of a  man, 
20-year-old alejandro re  vice. they believe he was behind the  
wheel of this car when he hit  the victim. 

0:27 9/18/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the killer of a 33-year-old  ontario mother is likely someone that she 
knew. police releasing some new  information on that case  tonight. 
the body of sally matias was  found at a homeless camp in  pomona 
this week ten days after  she went missing. 

0:48 9/18/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a major crime scene in  corona, a man who once played  
professional sports is accused  of killing two people. police have 
been looking for  22-year-old brandon willy martin since yesterday. 
he's a former baseball player,  off-duty officer spotted him in  a truck 
this morning that  belonged to one of the victims. 

0:49 9/18/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight it is no longer in  doubt where cameron brown will  be 
spending the rest of his  life. the man who brutally murdered  his 
own daughter was sentenced  to life in prison without  parole. he 
had no reaction as his  sentence was handed down. it was 15 years 
ago when he  threw the 4-year-old down a  120-foot cliff claiming 
that the little girl tripped. 

0:32 9/18/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a dental assistant is said  to have sexually molested their  children. 
he's sexually assaulting two  girls under the age of 10  working at 
the oc kids dental. police say the assaults occurred in 2013-2014 
during office  visits. 

0:39 9/18/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

investigation still going on after an intruder was shot and  killed in 
san pedro. this appears to be a justified  shooting. neighbors tell us 
they heard a  lot of yelling around 3:00 a.m.  this morning moments 
before they heard gunfire. 

2:41 9/18/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a high school football  player rushed off the field. in fact, as you can 
see, they  had to flush his face with water after a so-called dirty play. 
now a call to action to get to  what happened on the field. kate 
larson has more on the  story new at 11:00. kate? >> reporter: 
colleen, witnesses  say it looks like a star player  from salisian high 
school  sabotaged a player in the middle of the game. the mother 
told me she and her  family are discussing pressing  criminal 
charges. 

0:20 9/18/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, one of the men that deputies say is involved in a  cyber 
stalking case has now  turned himself in. we've been following this 
case  since last year. edward feinstein is accused of  stocking three 
women at their  homes in west and north  hollywood after fake 
sexual  solicitations were posted about  the women online. 
investigators are still looking  for a second suspect.   

0:55 9/18/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a football fan punched and  kicked repeatedly at san  francisco's 
49ers game. now santa clara police say  they've arrested three men 
and a teenage girl in connection with  that attack. the cell phone 
video shows a  minnesota vikings fan punched  and kicked to the 
ground then  kicked by fans wearing 49ers  jerseys. after monday's 
game at levi  stadium. 
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0:40 9/18/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a murder mystery solved as  police are finally able to  identify the 
body of a child  that washed up on boston harbor. late june, 
massachusetts law  enforcement launched a  nationwide effort to 
identify  the body, and today they know  that she was 2-year-old 
bella  bond found in a trash bag on the shores of deer island. 

0:22 9/18/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

west hollywood apartment  building, they were not after  jewels and 
electronics this  time. video captured a woman and two  men 
walking into a building on  north croft avenue last month. they grand 
15 skateboards that  were hanging in the lobby as  part of an art 
display 

0:25 9/18/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

here's something you don't  see very often, a brawl breaks  out 
inside a holding cell. this is in ohio. this all started when a guard  
accidently left a murder suspect on trial alone with a man who  was 
testifying against him. as you can see, this goes on for a few 
minutes before deputies  get in there and break it up. a judge later 
denied the defense request for a mistrial after the fight. even 
allowed this video to be  shown to the jury.  

0:30 9/21/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

that's her running into the  gas station. she has run into a chevron  
station where the pursuit is  coming to an end. tonight this dramatic 
end to  a chase that was cut by news  chopper 4. the driver from 
long beach to  compton and back again after 30  minutes. she 
jumped out of the car and  ran into the chevron station and  
witnesses took out cell phone  cameras as she was taken away.  

0:19 9/21/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

diners beware. police are alerting you about  purse snatchers in 
malibu. the two men in these photos took  a woman's purse from 
under her  boor stool and the pair used her  stolen credit cards at 
stores in  the santa monica area.  

0:22 9/21/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new pictures of the special  needs student found murdered  over the 
weekend in lakewood. the family sent us these photos. he went to 
school on friday and  was found shot to death in the  san gabriel 
river bed on  saturday. police are still looking for his  killer.  

0:38 9/21/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a young father was hit and  killed by a driver who sped off  and then 
ran. we are hearing from the victim's  girlfriend for the first him. he 
was a tree trimmer who  dreamed of becoming a truck  driver. he 
was picking up safety cones  on friday 

0:21 9/21/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a shopping center shootout,  gunfire outside a target leaves  two 
people dead and two police  officers still recovering. they were 
serving warrants in  the parking lot when that  shooting began. both 
suspects died in the  parking lot. 

0:24 9/21/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is a wild end to a sunday  night football outside a buffalo  wild 
wings in downey. they are looking for the men  fighting this this 
video. witnesses said the melee started  with one football fan 
attacking  another and as bad as it looks,  there were no serious 
injuries.  

0:39 9/21/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a cancer, survivors com  ban yon service animal is  missing. he 
is a vet at the pet clinic  and she said her dog escaped  from a pet 
sitter. the gray pit bull is a greeter  of sorts. she puts patients at 
ease and  more importantly lucy was by her  side when she battled 
breast  cancer.  
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2:02 9/22/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now, breaking news at 11:00. a sorority sister murdered. revealing 
for the first time now that they're searching for a  killer.  >> robert is 
live in westwood  where he spoke with detectives  about the 
investigation that's  intensifying tonight.  >> reporter: carolyn and 
chuck,  she was found dead monday  morning. we witnessed it 
firsthand, the  lapd doing what they can to find who is responsible 
for killing a student and then apparently  trying to cover it up.  

1:52 9/22/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're hearing from a  disabled woman targeted by  vandals in 
redone do beach. the tires on her car slashed and swastikas carved 
on both doors. this has left her absolutely  traumatized. gadi 
schwartz is live in redondo beach for us. 

0:25 9/22/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, a peeping tom  is accused of planting a hidden  
camera in a restroom. a woman asked to use the  restroom and 
when she got inside her attorney said she saw an  iphone recording 
her through a  roll in a box.  

0:16 9/22/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in corona are hoping  that you can identify one of  these men. 
they held up for convenience  stores in just six hours. all of the 
locations were within a one-mile radius. in one case they hit the 
same  store twice. no one was hurt.  

0:27 9/22/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is a rare look through  the eyes of police. a potentially life-or-
death  standoff caught on a body camera with two men who appear 
to have  guns near salt lake city. it turns out they were teenagers 
with air soft toy guns. 

0:22 9/22/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

case dismissed. a judge dropped a lawsuit  against the border patrol 
agents in this deadly car explosion. agents surrounded this car and  
fired a taser. that caused an explosion, and  martin died. the judge 
said the agents acted  reasonably given the situation.   

0:23 9/22/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is under way for  a man who sexually assaulted a  14-
year-old girl saturday  afternoon near strong and  fairmont 
boulevard. the man approached the girl and  assaulted her. 

0:14 9/22/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

ventura police are searching for this man caught on camera. 
slashing the tires of more than  a dozen cars. all the vehicles parked 
on the  street between palm and lincoln  drive. 

0:51 9/23/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news at 11:00. news chopper 4 at the end of a  strange 
pursuit. the driver refusing to give up  until just a few moments ago.  
>> chris christie live for us in news chopper 4. chris, are you there? 
>> reporter: a relatively  slow-speed pursuit, the suspect  fighting 
police every step of  the way. eventually that vehicle coming  to rest 
just east of a park  where he was eventually tackled  by police 
officers, subdued and  pulled out of the vehicle.  

0:25 9/23/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news as two men are shot and killed at a marijuana  
dispenary on east compton  boulevard. no one called 911 until just  
after 7:00 tonight. detectives verified the time of  death, or how the 
men are  connected to the shop, they  haven't done that yet.  

1:33 9/23/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a developing story in the  san bernardino neighborhood. a body 
found in the trunk of a  car, and now residents want  answers. scott 
is live in the  neighborhood with what tipped  off homeowners 
something was  wrong. scotty? >> reporter: carolyn, it was  really 
the smell, and it's still lingering here in the air. this is a family 
neighborhood. 

0:20 9/23/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, two parents  are in jail tonight accused of  locking 
their children away in  deplorable conditions for at  least a year. 
deputies say emily and steven  crane confined their children to a 
room without access to a  toilet or other basic needs. 
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0:24 9/23/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

lapd detectives are back at  the site where the body of a  ucla 
sorority sister was found  after a fire. now new developments are  
emerging. nbc 4 getting new video tonight  as police search the 
westwood  apartment complex of andrea  delvesco. 

0:20 9/23/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 15-year-old boy is shot  dead in an alley in south los  angeles. and 
police believe today was his birthday. we're told that the teenager  
started arguing with two men  over graffiti. that was in an alley near  
broadway and florence. 

0:20 9/23/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the first look at a couple  arrested for breaking into a  home. a 
surveillance camera captured  the couple around 6:00 p.m. a little 
hard to see here, but  deputies say that the pair  ransacked the 
house and stole  several items.  

0:24 9/23/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man wanted for attacking joggers in palmdale is in jail  tonight. 
they caught up with him last  night. they believe he attacked a 
woman back in january. at the time there was not enough evidence 
to make a case. 

3:48 9/23/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there's a spike strip that  worked. when it comes to pursuits,  there's 
no place like southern  california, the pursuit capital  of the nation. 
when police chase, we watch. through every twist and  dangerous 
turn, we see innocent  lives put at risk. tonight for the first time, nbc  
4 reveals new technology keeping thousands out of harm's way.  

0:31 9/23/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, an l.a. county  sheriff's deputy fired after  arresting mel 
gibson for drunk  driving is getting his job back. he leaked gibson's 
comments  after that arrest. he said he was singled out for  
harassment and eventually fired. 

0:18 9/23/15 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

el camino college issued a  campuswide alert after a student was 
robbed at gun point. the advisory includes a sketch  of the suspect. 
the student said he was sitting  in his car at a campus parking  lot 
when a man came over, pulled out a revolver and demanded  cash. 

1:59 9/24/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now at 11:00, a high school  hero after a student breaks up a fight 
and it's all caught on  camera. >> she just spoke to the mother  of 
the student who said he just  stepped in to help. lolita. >> and guys, 
his mother tells us her son is extremely overwhelmed by all at 
tension he is getting  after this video posted. thousands worldwide 
have been  looking at this video and then  commenting all across 
social  media. we've also learned of another  major development. 

0:24 9/24/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new tonight a lot of lights  down there, an indication of a  major 
traffic backup in anaheim  after a police pursuit on the 91 freeway 
ends with a driver shot  and killed. news chopper 4 was over the  
freeway near the brookhurst  exit. this is where it ended with the  
vehicle going the wrong way. police say the suspect dumped  the 
car there and then a shot  was fired and the driver ended  his own 
life.  

2:18 9/24/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also new tonight, shocking  allegations against a basketball coach in 
alhambra, arrested for  having a sexual relationship  with a teenage 
girl. nbc 4's kate larson live there  now where she spoke with a  
student who knows both the  victim and the accused coach. kate. >> 
reporter: carolyn, the  captain of the girl's basketball team says that 
there was talk of favoritism between the coach and the player but 
she never  expected anything like this.  

0:25 9/24/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we're getting our first  look at a man caught on camera  inside a 
playa vista business  just moments before it burst  into flames. here 
is a closer look at that  suspected arsonist. shirtless, wearing jeans 
and  tennis shoes. 
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0:26 9/24/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we have new information  on a suspect wanted for a  gunfight 
with deputies in  bellflower. he is now in custody. new video shows 
deputies  searching near woodruff and  foster. that's where they say 
the man  fired at them and then ran.  

0:42 9/24/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for the first time we're now hearing from the man -- or from  the 
family of the man found dead inside the trunk of a car in san 
bernardino. miguel evora jr. went missing  last saturday, but it wasn't  
until neighbors reported a bad  smell coming from a car that  officers 
made the shocking  discovery yesterday. 

4:29 9/24/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

lapd's criminal gang unit is searching for a killer. the victim, a young 
woman just  starting life on her own, shot  dead in baldwin village. 
police say someone knows  something. and tonight force first time  
detectives are laying out the  evidence for nbc 4's john cadiz  
klemack. >> i don't know what's wrong  with her. she's [ bleep ] not 
breathing. the window's broken. i don't [ bleep ] know what's  wrong 
with her. >> reporter: it was raining that night on nicolett avenue 
near  mlk in south los angeles.  

1:55 9/25/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now at 11:00, we begin with  breaking news in orange county,  it's 
the end of a high speed  pursuit, we were over the suv as it sped 
through the disney area. we have been following the chase and the 
maneuver that ended it. >> pursuit ended here. you can see the suv 
in the  center of the screen, it's a  stolen suv, we have tape from  
earlier, as it came to an end,  as the police pitted him in the  middle 
of a construction zone.  

2:38 9/25/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and another news story at 11:0 on 0, this one, a brutal beating and 
it's caught on  camera. a 83-year-old grandfather was  out for a 
walk, sucker punched,  attacked and knocked  unconscious. we are 
live in santa ana where  the search is on for the  attacker. >> we 
should start out by is  saying the video you will see is graphic. it's 
matches an equally horrible story. we are talking about a  83-year-
old man who had the same routine, he comes to the  shopping 
center every morning,  buys a newspaper and goes home  and 
takes his wife to church. 

3:00 9/25/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

live this evening in  fountain valley. >> more breaking news now at  
11:00, another chase in the san  fernando valley, it ended when  the 
suspect car t-boned on  coming traffic and spun out of  control, 
taking out a light  post. sparks were flying inside a  woman, a child 
and the male  driver. we have been talking with the  witnesses out at 
the  intersection.  

0:33 9/25/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 you are doing everything  right and just like that, you  are involved 
in an accident,  it's a busy friday night and it  continues in downey 
where police think that these two are the men responsible for a 
brawl that  occurred in a family restaurant. now we first showed you 
the cell phone video of the fight at the  buffalo wild wings last  
wednesday. 

0:28 9/25/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there were more allegations of a saudi prince accused of sexually 
assaulting a made. there are claims that they were  sexually 
harassed. the police arrested the prince  after a house keeper said 
he  tried to force her to perform  sex acts on him. he is due back in 
court next  month for that case.  

0:43 9/25/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera, stolen  pickup slamming in to a car,  three 
people scrambled out of  the pickup, they did not get  far. police 
arrested all three, we  were told they are teenagers,  two boys and a 
girl. the homeowner was having the  morning cup of coffee when the  
truck came in the house. 
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0:31 9/25/15 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a quick update now on the  chase that injured several  people and 
took out cars in van   nuys, the intersection is still  closed. several 
cars were slammed in to  waiting at an intersection, and  the 
suspect car spun out of  control. a woman and a child were also in 
the car. the police were after the  vehicle, they took the woman and 
driver in to custody 

0:25 9/25/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonigh chiropractor is  facing theft charges. he is accused of 
submitting  bills for visits that never  happened those bills totaled  
$300,000. he slipped off to israel and is  now a fugative.   

2:16 9/28/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now at 11:00, a break in the  case of the ucla murder, two  college 
students arrested for  murdering a sorority system and robert 
kovacik has more  on the unfolding story.  >> reporter: chuck and 
colleen,  the investigators were searching  for additional witnesses 
and  evidence, but lapd commander  andy smith tells me tonight 
they  are not looking for any other  suspects than the two college  
students now in custody. 

0:36 9/28/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a manhunt now on for the  driver who led officers on a  wild 
pursuit that ended with  several people injured. l.a. sheriff's deputies 
were  chasing a stolen car when one  side swiped the other, and hit  
two other vehicles. he got out and made a run for  it. 

0:18 9/28/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now the search is on for a  hit-and-run driver after a woman  was 
struck and killed in  whittier this evening. we just learned the victim 
was  an 84-year-old woman, we don't  know if she was in a cross 
walk  when she was hit.   

2:04 9/28/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for the first time we  learned there will be step-up  patrols to protect 
students in  l.a. all of this after a violent and  deadly summer. nbc's 
gadi schwartz has more on  the safety measures that start  
tomorrow.  >> reporter: well, chuck, we  have been covering the 
violence  in the so-called hot zones. police are trying to get an  
upper hand but now as the school  year begins there is concern  
over students' safety. los angeles is dealing with an  upswing in 
deadly violence and  now the concern the children are  increasingly 
getting caught in  the cross fire.  

2:13 9/28/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new tonight, a vigil to  republican iranian-american  killed in a 
bar fight. but many out there tonight say  they showed up to call 
attention  to another serious issue. nbc 4's beverly white is live in  
santa ana to tell us why they  believe the stabbing crime was a  hate 
crime and should be  prosecuted as one.  >> reporter: that is right's  
colleen, activists and loved  ones tonight say that if orange  county 
will not pursue this as a  hate crime they tell us the feds  will.  

0:18 9/28/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new information on a  deputy-involved shooting in  compton. we 
first brought you this story  at 5:00. the authorities say the man was  
rushed to the hospital, no word  on his condition. right now there is 
no other  information. deputies were not hurt.   

0:37 9/28/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video of thieves  stealing from a drone store, the  store in studio 
city. they made off with about $35,000  in the much sought-after 
aerial  camera platforms. they got into drone plus on  ventura 
boulevard overnight  using power tools and a blow  torch. 

0:26 9/28/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new at 11:00. a former west hills resident  caught in the middle 
of a bust  for smuggling rare fish. isaac zeimerman has been the  
subject of a four-year manhunt. investigators say he smuggled  the 
world's largest fish, saying  he was already in trouble for  selling 
stingrays. 
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0:41 9/28/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the police are trying to  figure out the motive behind a  rampage 
happening in riverside  county that left two people dead  and a 
former firefighter now in  jail. james diaz is at the center of a  case 
we have been following  since the weekend on saturday. police say 
he opened fire on  people at random killing  benjamin johnson and 
paul leash.  

0:27 9/28/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and sources say a couple  tortured a relative after  deputies found 
the woman locked  up in a lancaster shed. this woman and a man 
were  charged with assault and false  imprisonment. deputies found 
the 54-year-old  woman locked up and malnourished  and injured. 
she was assaulted by her brother  and his girlfriend. 

0:38 9/28/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and an officer-involved  shooting that left a woman dead  now 
raising questions about the  use of force. 37-year-old norma 
guzman was  shot and killed by police after  officers say she was 
raising a  knife at them over the weekend. the family and friends say 
she  has a history of mental illness  and that they should consider  
that before they open fire. 

0:22 9/28/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

what you just heard there  was the sound of a bullet going  through 
the window after school  bus loaded with children,  happening in 
florida. this is one of two buses that  was fired on while dropping off  
children from an elementary  school last friday. 

0:54 9/28/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

wow, talk about a bizarre  sight. this is in victorville, a naked  man 
running around the streets  on a rampage all caught on  camera.  >> 
he was trying to get into the  cop car. cop car just tasered him.  >> 
deputies arrested 19-year-old  daniel england. he is seen walking 
not far from  the school.  

0:37 9/28/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and residents say the party  in the hills has got to stop. these were 
pictures taken during  the party, a lot of people, even  a caged lion 
outside the house. neighbors say these parties are  noisy and a 
safety hazard with  so many cars parked on the road. how are 
emergency vehicles  supposed to get through? 

0:20 9/28/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have a quick update on  deadly violence in los angeles. the city 
has seen murder rates  rise some 10% year to year, and  violent 
crime has gone up even  more. tomorrow, police will step up in  hot 
zones to ensure students'  safety.   

1:53 9/29/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a shootout in long beach  tonight. robert just spoke with  
investigators out there, and  witnesses. he joins us live right now. 
robert? >> reporter: neighbors tell is  right now the two men who are 
in surgery are best friends,  grandfathers, who went to  elementary 
school together and  lived in this neighborhood their entire lives. so 
why tonight here on delta  avenue around 8:30, a look down  this 
residential street from the ground, now from news chopper 4, why 
would someone walk up and  fire round after round while the best 
friends stand outside  talking.  

0:18 9/29/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have breaking news right  now. an innocent bystander in  critical 
condition after a  drive-by shooting in santa ana. new video from the 
scene. west second street, several gang members hit both the 
bystander  and another gang member. right now police are looking 
for those shooters.   

1:36 9/29/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, mysterious  discovery. detectives find three human  
skulls at a palmdale home as  investigators tonight look for  an 
explanation. nbc 4's gadi schwartz is live  with what we know so far. 
>> reporter: chuck, this has  turned into a very bizarre case. we 
know the three human skulls  were found on this property  earlier. 
detectives say the property  owners told them it was some  part of 
their religion. 
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0:22 9/29/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

meantime, a plea from the  pope could not save the georgia  woman 
on death row. kelly rene danner whose case  drew a call for mercy 
from pope  francis was executed tonight. several last-minute 
appeals were also denied. she was sentenced to death for  the 
murder of her husband who  was killed not by her, but by  her lover. 
he apparently took a deal and  got life in prison.  

0:24 9/29/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details in the murder of a man gunned down on a sidewalk  in 
mont bellow. at least three people are being  questioned by 
authorities. police detained them shortly  before 6:30 tonight.   

0:36 9/29/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two college students accused of killing a ucla co-ed entered  not 
guilty pleas today. eric marquez, who is also a  student at ucla, and 
alberto  mania were charged with murder  during a burglary. 
investigators say medena stabbed and killed the 21-year-old at  her 
off-campus apartment and set it on fire. 

0:38 9/29/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're also learning more  about a woman's final moments  with her 
granddaughter before  she was hit and killed by a  hit-and-run 
driver. the 83-year-old was crossing  telegraph road in whittier when  
she was hit last night. she just dropped off her  granddaughter 
michelle at a  dance class.  

0:35 9/29/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

coach is being benched after  video appears to show him  fighting 
with a high school  player. take a look. this video coming to the  
attention of the oakland unified school district through social  media. 

0:35 9/29/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search continues for a  killer after a man who had been  stabbed 
dies on a sidewalk in  lake balboa. detectives are still reviewing  the 
video of what happened after the man was stabbed in the  chest. 
he's seen walking and pointing  at cars and two men rush over to 
help him. 

0:27 9/29/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight a man who police say was caught on camera beating a  man 
in his 80s in santa ana  claims he didn't do it. barns is now pleading 
not guilty for this attack that we showed  you last week. barnes is in 
jail accused of  beating and kicking the  82-year-old victim, so badly,  
the man has broken facial bones  and may lose sight in his one  
eye. 

0:21 9/29/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video tonight catching  an arsonist in the act. it looks like the 
suspect is  making a deposit in a drop box  at a colorado wells fargo  
branch. 

0:35 9/29/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera, he's being called the maxi pad bandit. after 
seeing the surveillance  video, you'll understand exactly why. police 
say the crook broke the  glass door of an auto parts door last night 
and used the hygiene  item to cover his face while he  stole items 
from the store. 

0:41 9/30/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now, new tonight and  speaking from her hospital bed a  75-year-old 
describes the moment  when a man attacked and brutally  beat her. 
>> she was attacked from behind,  thrown to the ground, dislocated  
her shoulder. at this point, her eyes are  swollen shut. 

1:54 9/30/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man heading into a family  home. they're trying to warn others. 
beverly white live in pasadena  where she just spoke to that  family. 
>> reporter: that's right, this  brazen noon time burglar didn't  seem 
to notice or care that his  actions were captured on four  surveillance 
cameras, so the  victims are sharing this. victims of yesterday's east  
pasadena burglary show us  clearly the surveillance camera  caught 
what appears to be a  school age kid with a backpack  on.  
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0:40 9/30/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the lapd has released new  surveillance video as  surveillance 
videos show three  roughing up young lee who follow  him out on to 
the street, they  knock him to the ground and then  started punching 
and kicking  him. 

0:32 9/30/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they learned a set up by a  gunman looking to steal a gold  chain. 
they show 25-year-old garcia  running with the assault rifle  after 
they say he killed  28-year-old brian gomez on  monday night. 

0:23 9/30/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and take a look at this  newly released surveillance  video. it may be 
the key to a series of  burglaries. he's breaking into the barkley  
restaurant in pasadena, it's one  of eight in the pasadena areas  this 
month alone. 

0:33 9/30/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police taking issues to the  streets literally. neighbors and police 
talking  about crime on melrose right on  the street corner. instead of 
the traditional  community meeting, they want to  connect with 
residents directly  and talk about public safety  issues that they're 
concerned  about in their neighborhood. 

0:52 9/30/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new video tonight as  a husband trying to get his  pregnant 
wife to the hospital  winds up in handcuffs instead. [ sirens] >> video 
of the arrest that  happened in 2012 is just being  released. the 
family said at one point, an  officer even pointed a gun at  their 
mother p. >> i thought is this happening? it's like pinch myself am i  
dreaming.  

0:41 7/6/15 11:08p deaths 
hollywood is mourning the  legendary movie producer and  promoter 
jerry weintraub. he produced the ocean 11 series  and many, many 
more. he was 77 years old. 

0:28 7/10/15 11:17p deaths 

tonight, barbara streisand  is among those remembering omar  
sharif. this shows him and sharif in  "funny girl" she says, the  
chemistry between they are two  characters transcended  
stereotypes and prejudice.  

0:26 7/21/15 11:33p deaths 

tonight hollywood is  remembering tony nominated  theodore. he 
played the original role of  captain von trapp when the sound  of 
music premiered on friday in  1959. his publicist confirm he died of  
natural causes at the ucla  medical center this morning.  

0:22 8/18/15 11:09p deaths 
the loss of a crime fight  ing hero is being mourned. she appeared in 
batman and and   startrek, she died after a long  battle with breast 
cancer.  

0:24 9/28/15 11:16p deaths 

and a man was killed in a  freak skydiving accident. eric roner died 
after he hit a  tree during the opening of a  charity golf tournament. 
authorities say the 39-year-old  was trying to land and became  
caught in the air. had he regularly appeared on  mtv's nitro circus.   

0:26 7/9/15 11:08p diversity 

right now the confederate  flag is still flying in south  carolina. that 
will not be the case in  less than eight hours. governor nikki haley 
banned the  flag from the state comment. at 7:00 our time, officers 
will  34 flag and take to it a museum. we will bring it all to you  
tomorrow. plus, south carolina's governor  will make a special 
appearance  on the "today" show.  

0:53 7/10/15 11:10p diversity 

for the first time in 54  years, when the sun comes up  tomorrow 
morning, there will bow  no confederate battle flags on  the grounds 
of the south  carolina state capital. it was quiet at first and in the  
cheers as thousands looked on as  the flag was permanently 
lowered  and taken away. in the crowd were family and  loved ones 
of nine people who  were slaughtered in church in  south carolina. 
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0:40 7/10/15 11:33p diversity 

she served as the mc of  watts50. hundreds gathered for a night of  
free entertainment. there were musical performances  and guests. 
>> out of the watts writers work  shop and we saw the beginning of  
a really important poetic,  literature, music hibrid. >> it's mend to 
encourage  artistic expression and how  music and dialogue can 
help a  community address important  things.  

0:24 7/27/15 11:06p diversity 
the boy scouts of america  ended its ban on scout leaders. local 
troops will decide whether  they will allow openly gay  volunteer 
leaders. the vote comes two years after  the organize lifted its ban.  

2:16 8/3/15 11:15p diversity 

we have freedom of speech. you're the proof of it. we want that 
freedom. >> cultures clash in koreatown  at a restaurant rant goes 
viral. for the first time the man who  says he kept his cool to prove a  
point speaks out.  

0:51 8/10/15 11:33p diversity 

the story of modern day los  angeles is incomplete without a  
reference to an event that  occurred in 1965 that scarred  the city 
and shows how par we  have come. on a hot august day, police  
pulled over a driver. and a scuffled ensued, and the  story of the 
watts riot was  told. 

2:08 8/11/15 11:05p diversity 

we have an arrest on the  one-year anniversary of ford, as the public 
is calling for the  disciplines responsible to be  disciplined. reporter: 
they call it turn  up tuesday. a full day of activism in memory of the 
ford. he was killed one year ago by  the l.a.p.d.  

0:21 8/11/15 11:07p diversity 

and happening right now,  dozens of people are protesting  in 
ferguson there tonight on the streets and the state lifted in  the next 
few hours. tonight, there are about 100  protesters out there. the 
group smaller and calmer  than what we have seen in the  past four 
nights. 

0:39 8/18/15 11:07p diversity 

and mysterious posters are popping up  around lincoln heights and  
people believe they are racist  in nature. the posters started to 
appear on broadway avenue recently. they show stylized 
characters. 

0:42 8/27/15 11:33p diversity 
a rally in front of warner  brothers studio in burbank  challenges the 
accuracy of  stonewall. they claim it misrepresents the  role of 
transgender people and  people of color during the  riots. 

0:36 8/28/15 11:16p diversity 

racially charged notes  threatening an elementary school  principal 
in san bernardino. the latest in a series left on a  staff feedback 
board. the notes started turning up  about a year after crecia sims  
became the principle there. 

0:32 9/15/15 11:32p diversity 

thousands of people flocked  to city hall for the fiesta  celebration to 
commemorate  mexican independence day. the crowd waved flags 
and  proclaimed viva mexico as they  took to the stage. yell in 
spanish marks the  beginning of the call for  mexican independence 
from spain  in 1810. mexican independence day is  celebrated 
tomorrow, september  16th.  

0:34 7/1/15 11:07p education 

and a man who diedoon  fraternity centered hike is  suing the 
fraternity. he collapsed and died while he  was on a hike with the  
phi kappa phi and they are  suing. no one has ever been arrested or  
charged in his death.  

0:34 7/20/15 11:14p education 
still no decision in  removing the name robert e. lee  from a school. 
some parents and more than a  dozen civil rights leaders are  
demanding they changing the name  of the elementary school. 

0:21 7/29/15 11:21p education 

controversy over a school  district's decision to monitor  the social 
media activity of  students and teachers. orange county public 
schools in  florida are tracking social  media posts with snap trends. 
they'll be hunting for key words  that's could raise a red flag. 
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0:38 8/26/15 11:32p education 
the shock waves from the deadly tv news crew hitting home with 
journalism students at usc. not in the way you might think. the 
shooting itself i was desensitized to. 

0:20 9/25/15 11:17p education 

apple will write a big check to the los angeles unified  school district 
for the botched  roll-out of the student ipads. they reached a 
settlement with  apple, after the ipads did not  work. it was part of 
the district's  effort to make sure that every  child had access to a 
tablet.  

2:07 8/17/15 11:12p 
Elderly-Seniors-

Retirement 

they are hot and miserable  and for them there's no relief. some of 
the people most at risk  are suffering without  air-conditioning at a 
senior  living facility in van nuys. we got into one sweltering  
apartment belonging to cancer  patient.  >> reporter: that's right. 
we're talking about 12 stories,  some 200 units where residents  with 
stood the heat wave. 

0:41 7/10/15 11:16p employment/labor 
it would be, can you clock  out oo --  >> culissau johnson and two  
others at hertz have filed a  class a lawsuit.  

0:31 7/21/15 11:18p employment/labor 

and a pay raise coming for a  lot of people in l.a. county as  
supervisors vote to increase the  minimum wage. the board of 
assume visors voted  to gradually raise the minimum  wage in 
unincorporated areas  over the next five years. reaching $15 an 
hour by the year  2020.  

0:15 7/27/15 11:33p employment/labor 
need a job. some of the positions include  correctal officers, auditors 
and  certified nursing assistants.  

0:52 8/28/15 11:15p employment/labor 

first they were in. now they're out. three cal trans executives  pulled 
out of an orange county  golf tournament after a state  oddity found 
that one of their  engineers had been playing golf  on the taxpayers' 
dime. he was out on the links for part  of 55 workdays over 19 
months  while management approved his  time sheets. 

0:18 9/7/15 11:33p employment/labor 

a tightening job market may  add a new wrinkle to holiday   hiring 
plans. they say they're having trouble  filling position in their  
warehouses. if this continues, it could  prove problems during the 
peek  holiday season.  

0:21 7/2/15 11:33p entertainment 
and one of the kings of  motown kicked off the hollywood  bowl 
tonight. got a great voice. if you missed out, smokey robson  will be 
back.  

0:19 7/2/15 11:33p entertainment 

and tonight, hundreds of  fans joined for a concert in  long beach. 
today would have been jenny  vive's birthday. fans gathered for the 
grand  opening of her memorial park. she grew up in the long beach  
area.  

0:23 7/3/15 11:33p entertainment 
and today, the olympic torch  is already for real. they unveiled the 
new design. brazil will host next year's  olympic games. and all 
leading up to the  opening ceremonies on august  fifth, 2016.  

1:14 7/6/15 11:05p entertainment 

we want to show you, these are  the documents that bill cosby  
never wanted unsealed. tonight we've read through each  page of 
this document as it  refers to a 2005 deposition. in it bill cosby 
admits to  purchasing seven bottles of  quaaludes, something he  
classified as a hypnotic. 

0:57 7/6/15 11:07p entertainment 
a lot of talent on that plane  ride. the u.s. women's soccer team  
back here in southern  california. their luggage, perhaps, a little  
heavier with gold after winning  the fifa world cup.  

0:30 7/7/15 11:07p entertainment 

tonight walt disney world  removing a statue of bill cosby  this 
coming after recent cosby  scandal. the bronze bust of cosby in  
disney studios will be gone  before the park opens in the  morning. a 
family member started petition  for its removal several months  ago. 
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2:20 7/7/15 11:13p entertainment 

he is one of hollywood's  mega stars and tonight a local  water 
district says it's own  private investigators found tom  selleck swiping 
public water for  his own use. >> the water district here will  tell you 
it didn't have to come  to this, they say in-court court  documents 
said soon as they were  aware that public actor sent  seize and 
desist letters to him  in 2013 but several months ago  say he's at it 
again. 

2:26 7/8/15 11:00p entertainment 

breaking news, fallen star. hollywood decides if cosby will  stay on 
the walk of fame.  let's get you right out to  what he's learned from 
the  hollywood chamber. >> reporter: the hollywood  chamber of 
commerce says they  have received numerous inkwries  of removal 
of the star. tonight, we can confirm, the  star stays. millions come 
here every day to  gaz and gawk at the more than  2500 stars 
glitering on the  walk.  

0:41 7/8/15 11:10p entertainment 

and tom selleck may be in a  war with his local water  district. the 
sheriff's department told  nbc news that investigators  looked into 
the case but could  not establish that selleck  committed a crime. but 
the water district is suing  selleck claiming it hauled  public water 
back to selleck's  ranch in hidden valley. 

0:30 7/8/15 11:33p entertainment 

fall out tonight for that  towinate shop where singer  ariana grande 
licked several  donuts. it's been dock adleter grade by  the health 
department. tmz first showed goran day at  the wolfy donuts. and 
they lowered the shop's  grade from an a to a b. goran day appall 
jds for licking  the dough ntsz and appalls jd  for saying, she hated 
america.  

0:28 7/9/15 11:06p entertainment 

new video release of the  deadly car crash on pch  involving caitlyn 
jenner. cameras mounted on an mta bus. it left one woman dead in  
february. jenner driving the cadillac suv  appears to rear end a white  
lexus that has slowed down.  

0:54 7/9/15 11:16p entertainment 

and an apology from ariana  grande. >> behaving poorly, you have 
no  idea that was taken is such a  rude awakening. i'm going to 
come forward and  own up to what i did and take  responsibility. and 
say i'm sorry.  

0:30 7/9/15 11:33p entertainment 

fans are seeing more  carings like would not woman  taking the 
lead. the managing editor of fandango  said strong female 
characters  are a major point of the  industry. in fact they're on the 
uptick as  are characters of color. people not only want to escape. 
they also want to relate to them  as well.  

0:27 7/9/15 11:33p entertainment 

i was looking to see if there  were any minions. they took over the 
five tower  stage. they were seen dancing and  spinning. some 
tunes to celebrate the  opening of the highly  anticipated film 
minions out  this weekend comcast is the  parent company for nbc  
universal. 

0:44 7/13/15 11:09p entertainment 

more fall out from bill cosby women say they came forward  today 
after cosby admitted to  giving qualudes to women, they  say they 
want the release of the entire transcript of their case, despite a 
confidentiality  agreement. 

0:37 7/15/15 11:09p entertainment 

some of the greatest  athletes in the world were in  down los 
angeles for the espi  awards and much of the attention  was on 
caitlyn jenner. >> this has been harder on me  than anyone could 
imagine. for that reason alone,  transpeople deserve something  
vital. they deserve your respect. 
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0:27 7/15/15 11:10p entertainment 

 new details in the water  fight involving tom selleck, a  local water 
district second the  actor's settlement offer. the directors of the 
diation as  municipal water district voted  to accept his $21,000 
offer. the district sued tom selleck  earlier this month after a  private 
investigator said a  truck was taking water from a  hydrant and 
bringing to it tom  selleck's ranch in hidden hills.  

0:29 7/22/15 11:08p entertainment 
a riverside woman who  accuses bill cosby of molesting  her when 
she was 15 has won a  major case against him. judy hughes says it 
happened at  the playboy mansion in 1974. 

0:29 7/24/15 11:14p entertainment 
wrestling superstar hulk  hogan out of a job tonight. wwe terminated 
his contract,  where hogan is reported using a  racial slur. hulk 
hogan's lawyer says the  tape was secretly recorded. 

0:32 7/27/15 11:04p entertainment 

thieves target the home of  rob schneider and the get away  with 
rare willie mays baseball  card worth thousands. more than 75,000 
dollar in  jewelry and electronics were  stolen. the intruder smashed 
through a  back door. 

0:24 7/28/15 11:08p entertainment 
a new information about a  new lawsuit filed against bill  cosby. the 
state supreme court declined  to hear a challenge in the case  
involving judy huff. 

0:25 7/28/15 11:08p entertainment 
bobbi kristina houston will  be laid to rest at fairview  cemetery in 
engine. she died in an atlanta area  hospice nearly six months after  
she was found unconscious in her  home.  

0:23 8/3/15 11:04p entertainment 
just in, a former reality  star for the real housewives of  beverly hills 
arrested for  shoplifting. he's accused of stealing $600 of  
merchandise from the target  store. 

0:37 8/3/15 11:09p entertainment 

it's been a music icon in  west hollywood for more than 20  years but 
tonight the house of  blues is closing its doors for  good. right now, 
the final act is on  stage playing before a sold out  crowd. the 
building is set to be  demolished and pushed aside for  another 
residential hotel  development. 

0:23 8/6/15 11:33p entertainment 
and we now know the cause of  harrison ford's plane crash in  
march. a problem with the carberator. the vintage plane hit a tree  
just shortly after take off. and the pilot suffered serious  injuries.   

0:28 8/6/15 11:33p entertainment 

dr. dre is going to donate  the royalties from his new album  to the 
city it's named after,  compton. it's going to be used to build a  
performing arts studio. and the its rar universal  pictures release, pat 
of the  comcast, nbc universal company  family.  

0:47 8/7/15 11:07p entertainment 
and a lawsuit filed today  against bobbi kristina's  boyfriend. it 
accused her boyfriend, nick  gordon, of giving her a quote  toxic 
cocktail back in january  that made her unconscious.  

0:46 8/7/15 11:12p entertainment 
that was the trailer from  the indee horror film. it has not yet been 
released but  they're saying the killer too  closely resemblees elliott 
roger  who killed people lash year.  

2:18 8/10/15 11:14p entertainment 
like  father, like son, ice cube and  his son share the spotlight on  
the red carpet for "straight out of compton." the biopic reveals the 
story of  nwa, painting a rivoting story  of a life in compton. 

0:31 8/12/15 11:06p entertainment 

we have new information  about a possible bid for the  2024 olympic 
games. the olympic committee is in talk  with the city and will 
announce  the decision within the end of  august. they will put it in 
writing  before it's submitted to the  international committee.  

1:31 8/13/15 11:00p entertainment 

a wealthy los angeles  businessman taken away in  handcuffs. >> 
live in sherman oaks with the  serious allegations against him. >> 
chuck and colleen, moments  ago he arrived home bailed out  on 
$300,000. he lives here on sunny slope  avenue. i've been talking to 
people who  live on the street and all of  them in disbelief their 
neighbor  was arrested.  
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0:31 8/13/15 11:07p entertainment 
some movie athleters are  stepping up security for the new  film 
straight out of compton. a spokesperson says the studio  is working 
with the theaters who  requested support.  

0:39 8/18/15 11:08p entertainment 

rosie o'donnell's daughter is  safe after disappearing more  than a 
week ago. right now they are in the  process of taking her back 
home. this is video of the officers  escorting the teenagers in to a  
black suv.  

0:24 8/19/15 11:33p entertainment 

the regal entertainment  group will begin a search of  bags and 
backpacks. we don't know if it's random or  every back. they operate 
in 34 states and  many right here in southern  california under the 
name  edwards q united artists. this comes after recent violence  in 
theaters in tennessee.  

0:22 8/20/15 11:33p entertainment 
and detectives say caitlyn  jenner was driving at an unsafe  speed 
when a woman was killed in  the crash. jenner is facing another 
charge,  the case is now heading to the  district attorney for review.   

0:28 8/21/15 11:33p entertainment 

the princess of pop, taylor  swift taking the stage at  staples center 
for the first of  five sold out shows. swift had a crowd of nearly  
20,000 tonight as she performed  her play list of number one  hits, 
and also there, superstar  kobe bryant was lucky enough to  get 
onstage and get a hug.  

0:44 8/21/15 11:33p entertainment 

not too far away from the  taylor swift concert, nbc4 took  home a 
big honor at the imagen  awards. nbc4 among one of the big  
winners there tonight. the annual event recognizes  positive 
portrayals of latino  and latino cultures in tv and  film. >> to be in a 
room and to have  so much positivity. >> the foundation works to  
create and enhance opportunities for latinos in the entertainment 
industry.  

0:23 8/25/15 11:32p entertainment 
prosecutors now reviewing  evidence from the deadly crash  
involving caitlyn jenner. jenner, who was then known as  bruce 
jenner, rear ended two  cars on the pch last february. 

0:21 8/26/15 11:20p entertainment 
jeannie rivera has a shoe collection in her honor. a collection of 
heels and other footwear. according to her family, the late singer 
had dreams of launching her own line of heels and footwear. 

0:35 8/26/15 11:33p entertainment 
the day after tomorrow, friday we could learn if los angeles is ready 
to bid for the 2024 summer olympic games. delaying the vote over 
concerns about cost and how it would affect tax payers. 

0:14 8/31/15 11:34p entertainment 
all right, i just want to  say the dodgers have now gone  through 12 
innings out at the  stadium, they are still tied,  bottom of the fourth 
with the  giants. if the game is over by 6:00 a.m.   

0:30 9/1/15 11:33p entertainment 

an actor makes a desperate  attempt to save a woman from an  
apartment fire. dylan baker, who you may  remember from "the good 
wife." he opened the neighbor's door to  check on her and was met 
by a  wall of flames. so he dialled 911 and alerted  firefighters that 
she may still  be inside. 

0:20 9/2/15 11:09p entertainment 

tonight the only man arrested  in connection with o.j.  simpson's 
stolen heisman trophy  claimed he is innocent. he pleaded not guilty 
in an l.a.  county courtroom. he is accused of trying to sell  the 
heisman stolen from usc in  1994, but only recovered last  
december. 

0:23 9/3/15 11:33p entertainment 

happening now, the folks in  burbank lining up to feel the  force from 
"star wars." in about 30 minutes or less,  they are launching when 
you can  buy the new toys and the  merchandise from the upcoming  
film called "star wars," the  force awakens. 
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0:20 9/9/15 11:10p entertainment 
new developments about the  ucla allegations against p  diddy. he 
was accused of hitting  someone with a kettle bell.  

0:30 9/11/15 11:12p entertainment 

a plane crash in columbia,  and the plane was being used in  a new 
tom cruise movie. one of those that died in the  crash was allen 
perwin, a  well-known hollywood pilot that  worked on "transformers" 
and  pirates of the caribbean. the plane ran into bad weather  after 
takeoff and that could  have been a factor in the crash.  

0:33 9/11/15 11:17p entertainment 

o.j. simpson's appeal for  a new trial has been denied. o.j. simpson 
claimed he was  taking back sports memorabilia  that belonged to 
him, and a  three-judge supreme court  rejected his argument that 
the  attorney mishandled the case. simpson is not eligible for  parole 
until 2017.  

0:21 9/15/15 11:33p entertainment 

if you took an uber card,  there is a chance jay leno might  have 
been your driver. he picked up uber passengers  around los angeles 
between 5:00  and 10:00 tonight. jay who is well-known as a car  
enthusiast is premiering jay  leno's garage on cnbc next  month.  

0:25 9/17/15 11:03p entertainment 

quincy jones was taken to  the hospital complaining of  pains. he 
said had a little shortness  of breath, but all is good. still much to do, 
god bless. his career includes  collaborations with whitney  houston 
and michael jackson on  his most popular album,  "thriller." .  

0:34 9/18/15 11:33p entertainment 

not too early to start  thinking about halloween. just a little over a 
month away. but tonight, here at universal  city, they got in the mood  
early. >> oh, my god! >> the familiar screams. kicking off the annual 
halloween horror night. 

0:23 9/22/15 11:15p entertainment 
a bachelor who appeared on a reality show is charged with  beating 
a woman. john appeared on an episode of  the show last year. 
police say he beat a woman early this month in beverly hills. 

0:41 9/22/15 11:32p entertainment 

rapper on a rant and things  get heated aboard a plane from  new 
york to l.a.x. a passenger told tmz azalea  banks tried to squeeze 
past a  french couple once the plane  landed. the french man put out 
his arm  and she reportedly spit in his  face and punched him 

0:21 9/25/15 11:33p entertainment 

love disney land? get ready for it to make room  for the star wars 
attraction. you have until january the 10th  to get your fill and after 
that, the rides will had close for a  while. >> be conscious of the kids 
and  pets being exposed to outdoors,  just to make sure. >> the heat 
comes back again? >> it will cool off, but not  completely cool. >> 
okay. tonight show is next. have a great weekend.  

0:29 9/28/15 11:17p entertainment 

and the daughter of actor  paul walker is suing porsche  over the 
crash that killed her  father. walker died two years ago, he  was a 
passenger in the porsche,  his daughter claims the sports  car had 
several design defects  that kept her father trapped  during the fire. 

0:53 9/29/15 11:02p entertainment 

it's a big night for the  dodgers. and dodger fans. the boys in blue 
headed back to  the postseason, happened in the  past hour. let's 
go live to fred ro gan in  the newsroom for details.  >> no more math 
needed for the  dodgers, tonight they clinched  the nl west. and they 
did it on the giants  home field. here's your final out. clayton kershaw 
pitched a  one-hit shutout.  

0:42 9/30/15 11:33p entertainment 

exclusive, never before seen  photos from the o.j. simpson  trial 
revealed. a photo journalist covered every  day and every detail of 
the  trial of the century. among his 18,000 photographs are  images 
of simpson at home with  his boys after his release, in  court with 
johnny cochran and  simpson with his heisman trophy. 
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0:29 7/2/15 11:05p Environment 

it was a frightening siting  off of manhattan beach. a man saw a fin 
and quickly  realized this was no dolphin. he also yelled at surfers  
telling them to get out of the  water. we talked with lifeguards who  
confirmed the siting. 

0:22 7/2/15 11:16p Environment 

if you're headed to the  beach you might find small tar  boil balls. 
we're told it's normal as water  temperatures rise. if you're going to 
the beach and  you see a tar ball, don't touch  it and notify a 
lifeguard.  

0:49 7/9/15 11:02p Environment 

one is scary enough. but tonight it is a swarm of  earthquakes 
rattling nerves in  fillmore and it is not over yet. more than a dozen 
small  earthquakes tonight in the  ventura county community and at  
least 90 since wednesday. our seismograph capturing the  activity. 

0:23 7/9/15 11:17p Environment 

you may remember that  incident in april when 17 sea  lions 
undergoing rehab were  sickened by chlorine in their  pool. too 
much chlorine, in fact. it turns out it was an accident. so the laguna 
beach police  department finished its  investigation at the pacific  
marine mammal center. they all recovered and they were  released 
into the pacific last  month.  

0:19 7/16/15 11:33p Environment 

crews cleaning up the oil  spill, just norg of santa  barbara, they say 
they are now  just about done. it is 98% finished. a ruptured 
pipeline, dumped  almost 105,000 gallons of tar  like goo in the 
ocean and on  beaches. 

0:22 7/20/15 11:04p Environment 

many on the west side  reported feeling a small  earthquake 
centered near  redaundo beach and about 100  people reported 
feeling it. our seismograph captured the  movement and seconds 
later a  smaller quake, less than a 2.0.  

2:01 7/24/15 11:07p Environment 

what would you say if you  saw this? a shark sighting to close for  
comfort had some people on edge  in huntington beach. a school of 
nine sharks spotted  not far from where a huge  surfing competition 
set for this  weekend. 

0:27 7/29/15 11:08p Environment 
tonight we're learning the  oil sheen is the result of  natural seepage. 
the three-mile wide oil sheen  was spotted this morning. kayakers 
arrived to shore with  oil on their boats and legs. 

0:35 7/29/15 11:20p Environment 

a minnesota dentist said he  had no idea he killed the loved  and 
protected lion in zimbabwe. he remains in hiding after  international 
outrage has forced  him to temporarily close his  dental practice. he 
claims he hired guides and  obtained proper permits for this  hunt. 

0:28 7/30/15 11:13p Environment 

federal officials trying to  track down the minnesota dentist  who 
killed a beloved lion in  zimbabwe. he said he paid to obtain the  
proper permit. the director of the fish and  wildlife service said efforts 
to  reach palmer have been  unsuccessful. 

0:22 7/30/15 11:16p Environment 

protesters have left portland  after a federal judge ordered  green 
peace to pay $2500 for  every hour the protesters  continued to 
block it from  leaving. protesters were trying to keep  shell oil's ship 
from heading  out on a drilling operation in  the arctic. 

0:19 7/31/15 11:20p Environment 
officials still trying to  determine the cause of a large  oil sheen than 
first appeared  wednesday off the coast of san  bernardino county. 
the fish and wildlife department  are testing water samples. 

0:34 8/4/15 11:08p Environment 

a baby gray whale that's  been in marina del ray for  several days 
now made its way  back out to the ocean. we're told the whale is a 
calf  less than a year old likely  separated from its mother, and  
animal rescue organization is  now trying to track the whale's  
movements. 
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1:22 8/5/15 11:02p Environment 

happening right now, a scare  in the sand on santa monica  beach, 
it's suddenly evacuated  after mysterious substance comes  ashore. 
and gadi.  >> reporter: we're told it is  safe, it is not toxic but  
definitely smells really bad. it is apute ruified fatty acid. we're not 
sure how it got  ashore. but here's video as it was  washing ashore 
about 100 yards  in each direction of the pier. 

2:20 8/12/15 11:13p Environment 

new at 11:00, a bear on the  prowl. the back yard visitor got caught  
in a pool. robert? >> reporter: it's the first day  of school here. and 
children were told to not go  outside. residents told to stay indoors  
by a sheriff's helicopter flying  overhead issuing the warnings  over a 
loudspeaker. it sounds like a very stressful  situation.  

2:24 8/13/15 11:12p Environment 

the juvenile cat nobody as  p-32 is a big loss. >> robert? >> when it 
comes to the  challenges, our wildlife faces,  certainly co-existing 
with man  in our ever shrinking  environment must be at the top  of 
the list. though a human was involved in  what happened, we have 
also  learned the natural laws of the  jungle. urban or otherwise, 
apply as  well. 

0:20 8/14/15 11:16p Environment 
new video showing where a  shark was caught on camera  
swimming close to shore in  massachusetts. fortunately no one was 
swimming  nearby, but you can hear them in  the background.  

0:42 8/14/15 11:16p Environment 
a warning over sting ray  sightings on a weekend when  large 
crowds are heading to the  beach. warmer waters and calm waves 
are  attracting more sting rays to  county beaches. 

0:26 8/19/15 11:17p Environment 

and ox nard may be more  vulnerable to a tsunami than  first 
thought if a major quake  hits on the coast. the u.s. geological 
survey found  that flood waters could reach  inland areas. they could 
be slammed by 20-foot  waves. and could penetrate things  beyond 
the state's tsunami flood  zone.  

0:23 8/21/15 11:16p Environment 

tonight a beach is shut down in santa barbara county after  large 
amounts of oil washed up  onshore and it's six miles south of santa 
barbara, and the oil  could be coming from abandon oil wells off the 
coast. 

0:31 8/27/15 11:17p Environment 
it is working. water use is down in many cities  across southern 
california as  millions heed the call to  conserve. several cities in the 
viewing  area beat the state's target. 

0:30 8/28/15 11:32p Environment 

a big cat encounter knocked  a man receipt off his feet. he wasn't 
expecting to be  encountering a mountain lion,  but that's exactly 
what  happened. >> he came out of a cubbyhole,  knocked me 
down and took off. 

0:26 9/4/15 11:00p Environment 

breaking news, a shallow  earthquake jolts hundreds in  southern 
california. it struck near marina del rey  around 9:55 this evening. it 
was felt in north  hollywood, venice beach and lax. it is too small to 
pinpoint a  fault. it was felt widely because it  was only a few miles 
deep.  

2:22 9/4/15 11:01p Environment 

it was hard to get to the  whale. developing news, the rescue  to 
help a tangled whale halted  crews forced to abandon their  mission. 
we spoke with rescuers trying  to free the whale and what makes  it 
so unusual.  

0:23 9/7/15 11:06p Environment 
it was good conditions for  surfers but they've and you can  learn 
how to stop a rip tide by  contecting thunderstorms. >> check out 
these intense  flames, from an empty wear  house. an nbc 4 viewer. 
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0:29 9/7/15 11:16p Environment 

and and now the dentist who  killed cecil the lion is  planning to 
return to work  tomorrow. he said that had he known how  important 
cecil, the lion was,  to the country, he wouldn't have  taken it and 
that he's just been  staying with friends and family,  not in hiding.  

0:26 9/7/15 11:16p Environment 

a boat off the coast of  mexico has spotted that elusive  blue whale 
that's tangled in a  fishing net. we've been following the story  since 
friday. there's not much that the u.s.  coast guard can do unless it  
heads back to u.s. waters.  

0:27 9/9/15 11:32p Environment 
just in. the west nile spring for  mosquitos have been called off. 
pilots were unable to get  permission to fly over  restricted airspace 
over  disneyland. 

0:23 9/11/15 11:03p Environment 

an earthquake rocked the  inland empire tonight, but  people took to 
social media to  say they felt it over a wide  area. it measured 3.1 
and hit just  after 8:30 this morning. people from rancho cucamonga  
reported feeling this quake, but  no reports of damage or anybody  
hurt.  

0:19 9/16/15 11:05p Environment 

two earthquakes in the  big bear area today. the second one in fact 
hit right  after the chile quake. a 2.8 rattled the big bear area,  
shortly before 8:15 this  evening. it followed a 4.0 quake that hit  in 
the same area earlier this  morning. there were no reports of 
damage. no one hurt.  

2:21 9/17/15 11:04p Environment 

he was just following me and  then my buddy says, hey, you got  
company and we padled in and  said, whoa. >> this was a company, 
a shark  encounter in orange county is  caught on camera.  this is a 
hammer head shark and  yet another shark siting today  in 
huntington beach which is now  under a shark advisory. and now 
details on why these  sharks are showing up a lot more  often these 
days.  

9:57 9/21/15 11:00p Environment 

the fallout from this accident  is worse than they exhibited. joel? 
colleen, you might be  wondering why should they care  about a 
nuclear accident that  happened more than a half  century ago. 
thousands of people in the san  fernando and simi valley have  been 
secretly exposed to  radioactive fallout and there is  evidence if you 
live close to  the hot zone, you could be  exposed or even get sick. 
behind this fence, the  government kept a secret. a secret this 
mother thinks  killed her son.  

8:08 9/22/15 11:06p Environment 

more than half a million  southern californians now live  near one of 
the most  contaminated sites in  california. >> 60 years, and they 
haven't  started cleanup yet.  >> a toxic mess in the hills  between 
the san fernando and  simi valleys. one that may be putting the  
health of thousands at risk.  >> you are choosing to move your 
family here when there's poison. >> they live near the field lab. >> a 
former nuclear and rocket  testing facility. tonight the eye team 
reveals why this research site is still  contaminated with dangerous  
chemicals and radiation. 

2:28 9/23/15 11:01p Environment 

this breaking news, a beach  warning, medical waste washes up on 
local shores.  >> robert is at the beach now  with the potential health 
risk. robert? >> reporter: chuck and carolyn,  there are crews still 
here  behind me. they'll be back first thing in  the morning, not only 
to clean  up, but to see what else may  have washed ashore. 
meantime, the county of los  angeles department of public  health 
wants you to stay out of  the water. into the night we are still on  the 
trail of trash. 

0:16 9/30/15 11:00p Environment 
now at 11:00, breaking news,  a 2.5 earthquake in fontana. it was 
felt about 30 minutes ago  including in riverside. and so far, no 
reports of any  damage. >> hey, hey.  
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0:21 7/10/15 11:03p foreign news 

and a developing story out  of egypt. the blast caused extensive  
damage and ruptured underground  water pipes and that's causing  
flooding. cause of the explosion, too  early to tell at this point. and 
no word on casualties.  

2:10 7/14/15 11:05p foreign news 

we have video of el chapo's  escape. he goes down into the tunnel  
that was under his shower. we look inside at this very  sophisticated 
setup, used inside the prison break. >> he has done it before. and 
you're about to see before  the first time the great escape  part two. 
mexican officials say the  infamous drug lord could not  have gotten 
away without the  help of those on the outside and the complicity of 
prison staff  on the inside.  

0:29 7/27/15 11:13p foreign news 

a dramatic scene unfolds in  china. it shows a mother and child  
riding up the escalator. as she steps off a metal panel  collapses 
under her feet and a  big hole opens up. the woman is able to push 
her  son to safety before she falls  down the escalator shaft and  
dies. 

0:23 7/29/15 11:04p foreign news 

the associated press is  reporting olympic athlet'ses  could be at risk 
in rio. the water is on par with raw  sewage. that could make 2016 
athletes  seriously ill. they'll be swimming and boating  when they 
compete here next  year. brazilian officials insist the  water will be 
safe.  

0:19 7/29/15 11:06p foreign news 
boeing tonight says debris  found off the coast of the  indian ocean 
could be from the  malaysian jetliner that crashed. the piece found 
on la reunion is  from the same type of jet as the  malaysian aircraft.  

0:24 7/31/15 11:12p foreign news 

this just in. the american dentist who sparked  outrage after killing 
cecil the  lion in zimbabwe reached out to  u.s. authorities. a 
representative for walter  palmer voluntarily contacted the  u.s. fish 
and wildlife service. 

0:24 7/31/15 11:16p foreign news 

we could learn as early as  tomorrow whether the plane  wreckage 
that washed ashore is  that of missing malaysia flight  370. the 
wreckage turned up on an  island in the indian ocean  nearly a year 
and a half after  the flight vanished. 

0:26 8/3/15 11:17p foreign news 
man in china lost his foot  after it got caught in an  escalator. footage 
shows the janitor  walking on to the escalator. he's going to mop the 
step and  within seconds he slips as his  left foot gets caught in gap. 

0:20 8/17/15 11:16p foreign news 

deadly explosion caught on  camera in the streets of  bangkok, 
thailand. 18 people are dead. more than 100 were hurt when the  
bomb went off in a popular  shrine in central bangkok. so far no one 
has claimed  responsibility for the  explosion.  

0:31 8/18/15 11:05p foreign news 

a teenager  from oxnard was ambushed and  shot with three family 
members  in mexico. the brothers were in a car with  their father and 
uncle nearly  three weeks ago when they were  attacked. the uncle 
was killed the  teenagers and the dad were taken to a hospital in 
san diego where they spent weeks recovering. 

2:39 8/21/15 11:00p foreign news 

terrorists takedown. >> came to see my friends on my  first trip and 
stopped  terrorists. >> a college student among  american heroes 
on a train. >> as a father i will be more  comfortable. >> his 
incredible first-hand  account and his family's message for the first 
time. and robert kovacik is live  for us in mid city where he just 
talked with anthony's family.  

0:26 8/27/15 11:17p foreign news 

now to the big video. they have no idea what's about  to happen to 
them. it opens up and swallows all  five people in this large  
sinkhole. this happened in china. the video is from a camera at a  
bus stop. 
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0:31 9/17/15 11:16p foreign news 

the official death toll  after the 8.3 magnitude  earthquake in chilly is 
up to 11  and expected to rise. the quake generated a 15-foot  wave 
along the coast and that  accounted for most of the damage  where 
there was also a tsunami  advisory for california. that has now been 
canceled.  

2:12 9/24/15 11:02p foreign news 

new at 11:00, a saudi prince accused of sexually assaulting  one of 
his employees at his  hollywood hills mansion. nbc 4's robert 
kovacik live in  benedict canyon with details on  this investigation 
that's still  unfolding. robert. >> reporter: this is at this  hour, carolyn. 
what we know for right now is  that we are outside of one of  the 
entrances to this gated  community. about 1:30 this afternoon when  
the lapa followed a neighbor  when the gates opened, went down 
into a property that the prince  owns, and arrested him there. that is 
where the alleged sexual assault took place.  

0:23 7/3/15 11:10p 
funerals and 
memorials 

and paying tribute to lapd  officers killed in the line of  duty. and the 
wall of tribute filled  with dozens of led lights.  

1:56 7/27/15 11:13p 
funerals and 
memorials 

an emotional tribute to a  young man killed in a freak  lightning storm 
along venice  beach. gadi is live with friends and  family. they are 
keeping his memory  alive.  >> reporter: very emotional  where their 
son was struck by  lightning. they are surrounded by friends  and 
relatives and a life guard  who tried to save their son's  life one year 
ago. 

0:35 8/25/15 11:09p 
funerals and 
memorials 

a popular d.j. dead. and tears and memories were  shared at the 
blue moon hookah  lounge. known as d.j. steels was beaten  into a 
coma during a fight  inside the cashmere night club  on friday night. 

0:18 8/26/15 11:04p 
funerals and 
memorials 

thoughts and prayers for the victims pouring in from around the 
country. lester holt tweeted we stand with our friends at wdbj 7. a 
coworker is asking people to wear turquoise and maroon to 
remember and honor them.  

0:45 8/27/15 11:09p 
funerals and 
memorials 

people gathered to remember  the journalists murdered on live  
television yesterday morning. it began in front of the tv  station 
where they worked. the gunman was a former reporter  for the 
station. 

0:29 9/1/15 11:07p 
funerals and 
memorials 

family and friends gathered  in victorville tonight for a  candlelight 
vigil to remember  two young men killed in a car  crash over the 
weekend. hundreds turned out to support  the families of johnathan 
chavez  and his best friend, matthew  potts. 

1:10 9/11/15 11:32p 
funerals and 
memorials 

tonight at pepperdine  university, a flag for each  person killed in the 
9/11 attack  including pepperdine alumnus  thomas burnett jr. that 
was on  flight 93. in new york city, a tribute in  light. twin beams 
shining on the 14th  anniversary of the terror  attacks on america. 
the theme of the city's  commemorations today, never  forget. 

0:29 9/14/15 11:08p 
funerals and 
memorials 

family and friends stopped  to share memories of a special  needs 
student found dead on a  school bus in whittier. the family of 19-
year-old paul  lee held a vigil at their home. lee was found 
unresponsive on a  hot school bus on friday. 

0:36 9/22/15 11:05p 
funerals and 
memorials 

the family of a special  needs student found dead on a  school bus 
in whittier are still looking for answers. people gathered for a vigil on 
a night that would have been his  20th birthday. tonight's vigil drew 
family  friends, even strangers coming  out to show their support. 

0:20 7/2/15 11:32p 
Government and 

Politics 

you know what they say. sometimes you just have to know  when to 
the fold. and from glendale, he's giving  up his push to legalize 
online  poke oer. it's been facing strong  opposition.  
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0:21 7/2/15 11:32p 
Government and 

Politics 

and a plan to replace a  statue is on hold. until after u.s. visits the 
u.s. he plans to canonize the  missionary a saint. father has faced 
criticism for  his treatment of native  americans.  

0:44 7/3/15 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

earlier today, dozens of  parents and activists rallied to  protest a 
new law that requires  all children to be fully  vaccinated. >> our 
kids, our choice. >> the law will go into effect  in january. 

0:21 7/3/15 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

and a first come first serve  service rebait program, $2 a  square 
foot to convert their  lawns into no water  alternatives. maximum 
rebait, $19. and.   

0:31 7/3/15 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

the city's successful  conservation method. crews forced to dump 
550,000  gallons of waiter. they say it wasn't being used  because of 
water conservation. and they will have to take a  close look to make 
sure it  doesn't happen again.  

0:26 7/3/15 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

you are likely to see an  increase in your electricity  bill, thank toosz 
a new measure. they creates, two tiers for  customers, there used to 
be  four. this impacts about 10 million  residential customers in the  
state. this is the first change since  brown outs.  

0:45 7/6/15 11:32p 
Government and 

Politics 

 local water company is  taking drastic measures to make  sure its 
customers are not  wasting a drop. starting july 13, the virginia  
religious a water company will  start visual inspections. 

0:28 7/7/15 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

tonight the city counsel is  considering proposal to extend  tax break 
next year in june, a  portion of the investment would  create plans to 
create 5,000 new  parking spots to help ease  traffic in the area.   

0:22 7/7/15 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

firefighters couldn't prove  firefighters were trained to use  
defibrillator. and the department was stripped  of those life-saving 
devices. it may take weeks to train them. meantime most 
paramedics will  continue to carry defibrillator.   

0:33 7/7/15 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

l.a. is looking to replace  grass soccer fields with  synthetic turf in an 
effort to  save money and water. the department of parks and  
recreation said the change would  save millions of gallons of  water 
every year and actually  improve the quality of the  soccer games  

0:39 7/7/15 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

a very exclusive park of mal  but dubbed billionaire's beach  is now 
open to the public  putting an end to a ten-year  battle between the 
public and a  high-profile couple who refused  to build a path to the 
beach. the couple along with other  beach front home owners tried 
to  build a wall and post a fake no  parking sign but a new 
agreement  was finally made and the new  carbon beach path will 
be open  an hour before sunrise and close  an hour after sunset.   

0:25 7/8/15 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

we have breaking news right  now from south carolina where  house 
law makers just voted to  take down the confederate flag. tonight's 
vote came after more  than 13 hours of debate and came  with an 
overwhelming two thirds  majority 

0:23 7/9/15 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

it is huge. we're talking about the hack in  the government 
computers. over 21 million social security  numbers were 
compromised. on top of the 4 million that we  first reported to you 
last  month. 

1:51 7/9/15 11:13p 
Government and 

Politics 

donald trump is coming to  los angeles tomorrow and it does  not 
look like the golden state  will be rolling out the red  carpet. >> 
donald trump is coming to  california and the eye of the  storm is 
here in brentwood. already preparing to protest the  presidential 
candidate, the  coalition for immigrants. >> they're going to relieve  
their tension from all those bad  comments that donald trump made 
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0:22 7/9/15 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

the circus is back in town  and it might be the last time  elephants 
are part of the act. ringling brothers barnum and  bailey had a six-
week run. the city of los angeles will  implement a ban on bull hooks  
and similar tools used to  control the elephants and that  will prevent 
then from using  elephants in the country.  

2:23 7/10/15 11:00p 
Government and 

Politics 

now, at 11:00, the  presidential candidate dishing  out new 
controversy tonight. he's just finished up a meeting  with 
conservatives. >> and that's where robert's at  with the bold 
statement. >> reporter: this private  meeting followed public 
remarks. he refused to answer my question  about a propose oed 
state senate  resolution calling on california  to invest in all things 
trump. he had plenty to stay and held  nothing back.  

0:41 7/10/15 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

donald trump's visit drew  protests tonight. dozens of people drew 
outside  the lux hotel where he spoke. protesters are calling to dump  
trump. they held pinatas designed to  look like the gop candidate. 
not everyone out there felt the  same way. some of trump's 
supporters  showed up to let him know,  they're behind him all the 
way. >> he spoke the truth and it lit  a fire under this nation and i  do 
hope he's elected president. >> he's expected to give a  speech 
tomorrow afternoon.  

0:19 7/10/15 11:11p 
Government and 

Politics 

just hours after the flag  was removed, the flag  controversy moved 
to los  angeles. and she wants mayor to stop a  civil war museum 
from selling  confederate flags in wilmington. retailers like amazon 
and sears  have already stopped selling the  flag.  

0:25 7/15/15 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

president george h.w. bush  is in the hospital. he fell and broke a 
bone in his  neck. he is said to be in stable  condition but he will 
have to  wear a neck brace. bush who turned 91 last month  has 
parkinson's's and uses the  wheelchair because he can no  longer 
walk. he spent a week in the hospital  last christmas after he had  
trouble breathing.  

0:26 7/15/15 11:32p 
Government and 

Politics 

the u.s. senate passed a  bill. we brought you the story of this  girl 
who died from injuries  caused by a defective tackata  airbag in a 
rental car. opportunity bill, company would  have to fix problem 
before  renting out a car but it  requires congressional approval.  

0:22 7/20/15 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

and the today, assemblyman  and senator ted gains introduced  
new legislation that would allow  first responders to damage  drones 
that get in their way and  they waut the increase fines and  possible 
jail time for this type  of drone use.  

0:25 7/20/15 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

and if you need medical  attention from the fire  department in long 
beach, it may  cost you. they are thinking about patients  evaluated 
the additional fee and  that's on top of other charges,  like the fee for 
being  transported by an ambulance. 

0:23 7/20/15 11:32p 
Government and 

Politics 

and the nixon library  getting a renovation. they're pumping millions 
into  audio upgrades and educational  activities. the library will close 
in saept  september and reopen in the  falloff 2016.  

0:20 7/21/15 11:04p 
Government and 

Politics 

now just in. if you live in long beach and  you need medical 
attention,  you'll soon be charged hundreds  of extra dollars. the city 
council has voted 8-1  to charge a first responder fee. that means 
those treated and  evaluated will be charged $250  on top of any 
other existing  costs.  

0:26 7/22/15 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

a photographer covering the  vice president is under arrest  tonight 
for having a loaded gun  outside the business vice  president biden 
was scheduled to  visit. police arrested 62-year-old  larry ira esprin 
near this  business in north hollywood  where the vice president was  
meeting with the employees. 
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1:01 7/23/15 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

strong allegations against  the mayor of murrieta. a woman filed a 
claim against  the city accusing the mayor of  sexual assault and 
harassment. kathleen smith, a form he radio  station employee, said 
she met  the mayor at a chamber of  commerce mixer last january. 
she said it was there that he  began to grope her.  

0:40 7/24/15 11:13p 
Government and 

Politics 

the mayor is firing back at a  woman accusing him of sexual  
assault. this is such a blatant and  disgusting attack on my  
character and family. i have never, never, ever  sexually assaulted 
ms. smith.  

0:24 7/27/15 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

an important update for you. if you have business at the  pasedna 
courthouse court. parts will be off limits because  of an early 
morning fire. matters involving anyone in  custody will be moved to  
downtown l.a. most other manners will be  handled in the west wing 
of the  courthouse. 

0:25 7/27/15 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

there's still no decision  from the up land city council  about budget 
cuts for the animal  shelter. supporters took to the streets  to protest 
$350,000 in cuts that  would go to the city's police  department. the 
shelter has one of the  lowest youth youth niezing  rates.  

0:34 7/28/15 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

ban fracking now! >> protesters rallying outside  carson city hall. 
they are urging the planning  commission to regulate oil  drilling and 
consider three  amendments. they are considering a ban on  
fracking. 

0:13 7/28/15 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 
there will be no vote on the  fracking tonight. protesters are urging 
the  planning commission to regulate  oil driling in the city.  

0:23 7/30/15 11:20p 
Government and 

Politics 

california cut water use nearly  30%, but there is still a lot of  work 
yet to do. june was the first month a  mandatory cut back and the  
overall reached its mark. different cities were given  different goals. 

0:46 8/3/15 11:04p 
Government and 

Politics 

los angeles county could  impose a ban on music festivals  on 
county property after the  death over the weekend of two  young 
women. late tonight we confirmed their  identities. 19-year-old katy 
dix and tracy  nguyen. both died after the hard music  festival. 

0:44 8/4/15 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

new tonight, swimming pools  are back. the laguna beach lifted a 
ban  that prevented anyone from  installing a pool or spa in the  
backyard during the drought. they were the first to place a  45 day 
moratorium on new  construction, but a few hours  ago, the city 
counsel repealed  the moratorium in unanimous  vote. 

0:25 8/5/15 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

there was a gathering in  anaheim as they're in an uproar  for a new 
homeless shelter. it calls for a new homeless  shelter on the 
anaheim-orange  boarder. people have signed a petition  opposing 
that location. they talked about wanting to get  through to city 
leaders. 

0:19 8/5/15 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

and sources confirm that the  ontario airport is for sale. they're set to 
make some sort of  announcement tomorrow. no other details have 
been  released at this point,  including possible impact to  travellers 
if any.  

2:31 8/6/15 11:01p 
Government and 

Politics 

they send the bad ones over,  because they don't want to take  care 
of them and why should  they? >> donald trump dominating, not  
backing down in the first  debate. firing off insults and not  
apologizing for anything. >> and here is how all ten  candidates tried 
to win a  spotlight. >> who is formidable and who is  forgettable. the 
focus, though, on donald  trump. and it was trump who made  
headlines right off the bat,  vowing to keep running for  president, 
even if he loses the  republican nomination. 
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1:59 8/10/15 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

while donald trump continues to defy expectations as the  current 
gop front-runner. the democrats have their own  phenom non, who 
is drawing  record crowds. he is here in los angeles and  thousands 
have followed. the candidate is bernie sanders. we are live in 
exposition park. >> reporter: the post energy  raleigh spilling 
outside. bernie sanders has brought his  can campaign to southern  
california 

2:04 8/11/15 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

and a republican showdown. jeb bush takes center stage,  after fell 
on oh, contender,  donald trump fired a line of  insults. jeb bush 
supporters had  something to say about it  tonight. 

0:48 8/11/15 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

a newport beach city  council, rying to distance  themselves from a 
council man,  they voted to disassociate  himself from the comments 
he  made in an e-mail sent last  month with a picture of the  city's 
seal on it.  

0:22 8/11/15 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

a meeting over the coyote  problem in long beach is under  way 
expected to go well in to  the night. it could push the city closer to 
trapping coyotes. pet owners have said that the  coyotes have made 
their  neighborhoods dangerous, but  wild life activist do not want  
on see the animals killed.  

0:37 8/12/15 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

a rowdy ending to jeb bush's  town hall meeting in las vegas. >> 
black lives matter! black lives matter! >> after the republican  
candidate answered questions  about racial inequality he  started 
shaking hands when this  crowd of protesters started  chanting.  

0:26 8/12/15 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

former president jimmy  carter will begin cancer  treatment after 
learning that  the disease has spread  throughout his body. doctors 
removed a mass from his  liver. the 94-year-old president's  family 
says he has a history of  pancreatic cancer. 

0:27 8/12/15 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

and another coyote sighting  in long beach, a day after an  
emotional meeting over coyote  problems. there he is running 
through a  neighborhood. long beach city council is  giving animal 
care services  about 60 days to come up with a  more proactive plan 
to deal with  the problem there. solutions may include trapping  and 
euthanizing the coyotes.  

0:23 8/14/15 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

al gore for president? a source said the rumor is  simply not true. a 
buzz feed report on thursday  linked the former vice president  to the 
2016 presidential race,  saying his supporters were  trying to figure 
out if there is  a path financially and  politically, but a top source  
with the democratic party said  it's not true.  

0:52 8/17/15 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

tempers flare over the  citizenship of two commissioners  in 
huntington park. >> usa, usa. >> that's a group of residents  
opposed to the hiring of julian  and francisco medina. both men are 
undocumented  individual who is are recently  appointed without pay 
to the  city's parks and recreation  commission.  

0:26 8/17/15 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

the los angeles department  of water and power overcharged  
thousands of customers. now they may get a small piece  of a $44 
million settlement. the dwp settled the lawsuit  accusing it of 
overbilling  customers during a system wide  upgrade. 

0:44 8/17/15 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

neighbors fighting to keep  hollywood out of sun valley. the first 
constructed from the  ground up in some 23 years. the problem is 
it's going up 40  feet from homes in foothill  trails. the developer said 
it will bring  a lot of jobs.  

0:25 8/17/15 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

with wildfires scorching  thousands of acres, the cost of  fighting the 
fires is burning  through the budget at a record  pace. nearly 107 
fires. u.s. forest service is spending  more than $100 million a week 
to  fight the wildfires. at this rate they'll blow  through the entire 
budget in a  week.  
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0:37 8/18/15 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

and disturbing images of  dirty cages triggers an  investigation in to 
shelters. an animal rights activist took  these video and photos, 
some  take that there were in their  own feces in a shelter earlier  
this month 

0:48 8/21/15 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

and then a massive crowd  gathering in mobile, alabama,  and he 
commented on his stance  on immigration. >> it doesn't work that 
way. mexico doesn't do it, and other  places don't do it, and very few 
places do it and we're the only  place just about that is stupid  
enough to do it.  

0:28 8/21/15 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

and then more fallout for  the scandal that extends  including into 
the white house. assistant u.s. attorneys and two dozen people 
associated with the obama administration were  members of the 
cheating website  and the associated press  uncovered these and 
other high  profile clients use the internet connections in their federal  
officers to access and pay  membership fees.  

1:17 8/25/15 11:04p 
Government and 

Politics 

the presidential candidate,  snapped at univision anchor in  iowa for 
launch nothing to  question about immigration. >> excuse me, sit 
down, you  weren't called. go back to univision. >> you cannot deny  
citizenship -- don't touch me,  sir. >> well, trump eventually  allowed 
ramos to come back in  but then the exchange became  heated 
once again. 

0:28 8/27/15 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

nbc 4 is learning about  efforts to overhaul an area that  is a haven 
for the homeless. the focus is on alvarado street. residents have 
voiced concern  about this growing encampment. 

0:21 8/28/15 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

the possibility of los  angeles bidding for the 2024  olympic games is 
looking good. the city's committee advanced  the plan to the full city  
council and the council will  vote next tuesday, and if it's  approved, 
the next step would be  po send paperwork to the u.s.  olympic 
committee 

0:33 8/31/15 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

we're getting a look at  nearly 7,000 e-mails of former  secretary of 
state hillary  clinton tonight. about 150 of those e-mails were  heavily 
censored because they  contain information that is now  deemed 
classified. 

2:16 9/1/15 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

the olympic torch burning  once again tonight in los  angeles. right 
now mayor garcetti and  other city leaders are on their  way to 
switzerland to officially  present los angeles to the  international 
olympic committee. nbc 4's beverly white joins us  at the olympic 
coliseum where  the olympic flame is lit for  just about another 45 
minutes. 

0:17 9/2/15 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

the l.a. city council is  legalizing back yard bee  keeping. that would 
give them a right to  own beehives. santa monica and new york it's  
already allowed. it will be brought back for  final approval. 

0:32 9/3/15 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

follow-up to a disturbing  story we brought you a couple of  weeks 
ago about the conditions  of six animal shelters. more rescue groups 
have come  forward with their own  experiences of unsanitary  
conditions and inadequate vet  care and inhumane euthanasia. 

0:41 9/8/15 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

tonight, people in  huntington park are fighting  over a decision that 
allows  undocumented residents to hold  government positions.  >> 
it boggles the mind that you  would allow this. as american citizens 
how can you  allow this? 

0:22 9/8/15 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

chewing tobacco is part of a  culture, and today, the city  council 
took steps to remove. they banned smokeless tobacco at  all sports 
venues, banning  chewing tobacco at dodgers  stadium. the council 
will take a vote  next month. this ban is expected to take  effect in 
january. 
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0:23 9/9/15 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

donald trump who knows a  thing or two about making money  has 
made a bold proposal about  the debate. in this letter, trump is  
requesting that all the money  that the cable network makes  from 
running commercials during  the next debate be donated  instead to 
veterans' groups. 

0:35 9/11/15 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

donald trump has been  criticized for not apologizing  for some of 
the moore  controversial statements he has  made. in less than 30 
minutes on "the  tonight show", trump tells jimmy  fallon why that is. 
>> you have ever apologized? 

2:26 9/11/15 11:13p 
Government and 

Politics 

beach access in malibu. fake garages being put up to  keep people 
from parking. and roberts live in malibu. >> reporter: you know, we  
learned tonight that one little  parking ticket could have  enormous 
ramifications from the  woman that created the app, our  malibu 
beaches. they are curious as to the  result. it would not just affect 
what is  dubbed billionaire beach, but  getting to any beach from 
pch. cars blocking driveways on pch. 

0:47 9/14/15 11:32p 
Government and 

Politics 

we have to build a wall,  folks.  we have to build a wall. this isn't one 
of those deal  where they jump over it. go to home depot, buy a 
ladder. jump over the wall. this is a trump wall. >> donald trump 
talked about  illegal immigration and other  issues before a crowd of 
15,000. 

2:20 9/15/15 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

nobody will mess with us. that i can tell you. new at 11:00, aboard 
the uss  iowa. donald trump takes aim on the  eve of the second gop 
debate set  for tomorrow in simi valley. conan nolan is live with the  
campaign stop before the main  event scheduled for tomorrow.  

2:17 9/16/15 11:23p 
Government and 

Politics 

i think one of the reasons  i'm leading in every poll is i'm  not 
politically correct. people get it. >> backstage with donald trump. he 
took central stage even when  he was not on the stage in simi  
valley tonight. amid all the bickering about  donald trump, another 
republican  hopeful stole some of the show.  

0:19 9/16/15 11:25p 
Government and 

Politics 

and another presidential hopeful  is making an appearance on a big  
stage. hillary clinton is jimmy  fallon's guest. the pair take on donald 
trump. that's coming up immediately  after this newscast on the  
tonight show starring jimmy  fallon. 

0:16 9/21/15 11:19p 
Government and 

Politics 

republican presidential  candidate carly fiorina talks  about donald 
trump, politics and  religion with jimmy fallon on  "the tonight show." 
fiorina is making headlines by  addressing a hot button topics,  
whether a muslim should be  allowed to serve as president.  

0:25 9/23/15 11:18p 
Government and 

Politics 

a san bernardino councilman  is catching heat for selling a  friend's 
gun on facebook. the councilman posted an ad for  a $2,100 pistol 
in the middle of the city council meeting on  monday. 

0:23 9/23/15 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

the office of personal  management said hackers stole  fingerprints 
from 5.6 million  people. that's five times the original  estimate. the 
hack affects 21 million  government employees and their  families. 

0:26 7/13/15 11:33p 
Health and 

Medical 

a warning tonight from the  california department of health  about 
doubling syphillus cases. a rise has been when a disease  is 
transmitted from an infected  mother to her child during  pregnancy. 
most of the cases are coming out of the  central valley.  

0:49 8/6/15 11:16p 
Health and 

Medical 

the investigation is  continuing tonight after a los  angeles county 
boy is infected  with the plague in yosemite. now the problem is how 
to track  down the source. the situation is worse in  colorado, where 
they have  already had four case oz of the  plague this year and two 
people  have died. roadants are blamed.  
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0:20 8/17/15 11:08p 
Health and 

Medical 

it's the county's first  death from west nile virus this  year. a person 
has died and health  officials say there's about 36  cases in 
california that's much  higher than our average of 23  cases a year.  

0:30 8/18/15 11:16p 
Health and 

Medical 

as the school year kicks off, here is a problem that the  parents don't 
need. head lice, in fact, there's an  outbreak here and in dozen of  
other states and this is said to be too strong. 

0:24 9/7/15 11:15p 
Health and 

Medical 

researchers say in ever  increasing numbers, teenagers  are turning 
to e cigarettes to  gets high. 27% of high school students who  use 
both marijuana and e  cigarettes, also use the device  to vaporize 
cannibis.  

0:34 9/7/15 11:33p 
Health and 

Medical 

and labor day prime time for  travel and they say they're  prime 
locations for germs. and travel math.com found that  the dirtiest 
surface of all is  the airplane tray table.  

0:40 9/3/15 11:16p Housing 

hundreds made it clear san pedro  has a problem. tiny houses. 
packed for a community forum who  inhabit the tiny homes. they 
pose problems because they  have no plumbing and cannot be  
parked on the street. 

0:35 9/4/15 11:14p Housing 

fed up with the rise in home  prices in portland and some are  
blaming california transplants  for the spike. anti-california stickers 
are  popping up in north portland. many of the homes are going into  
bidding wars and selling for  over the asking price.  

0:56 7/15/15 11:08p immigration 

protests and arrests. only nsa 4 cameras captured a  heated 
confrontation between  sheriff's deputies and  immigration activists. 
tonight about 40 people blocked  an intersection and traffic  outside 
a public meeting in  duarte. four people sat down in the  intersection 
and they were  arrested. activists are upset after the  romeout of a 
federal program  that lets sheriff's deputies  share information about 
illegal  immigrants with the feds. 

0:26 7/20/15 11:32p immigration 

some impressive numbers from  the california department of  motor 
vehicles tonight. it shows the impact of bill ab  60. since that bill was 
implemented,  the dmv has issued almost  400,000 drivers licenses 
to  undocumented individuals. 

0:52 7/22/15 11:07p immigration 

new tonight, a westlake  village father has just returned  home from 
an emotional and  heated hearing on immigration  enforcement at 
the capitol. capitol police had to detain don  rosenburg after that 
emotional  outburst during the hearing. his son was killed in a  hit-
and-run in san francisco and  the driver was an unlicensed  
immigrant. 

0:49 8/3/15 11:06p immigration 

a controversial decision in  huntington park tonight. a city council 
man appointed two  undocumented immigrants as city  
commissioners. it became the first city in  california tonight to 
appoint  undocumented immigrants to serve  on city advisor boards.  

0:55 9/2/15 11:32p immigration 

new at 11:00, an american  citizen nearly deported to  mexico. he 
walked out in the bay area. he spent four months there until  he 
could prove his citizenship  status. the trouble all started when he  
tried to return from mexico to  his home in south texas. 

0:55 7/1/15 11:16p lifestyle 

a woman didn't know her age,  or where she was from. today, 
mystery solved. she woke up to learn she had  ovarian cancer and 
that a tumor  probably wiped out her memory. her ann accent led 
people to  believe she would be from  australia. but a man 
recognized her as his  aunt ashley. 

0:31 7/1/15 11:33p lifestyle 

it's arguably the most  famous prison in the world. we're talking 
about alcatraz and  visitors will now be able to see  the revamped 
guard house,  library and the other not so  obvious improvements at 
alcatraz  island.  
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0:45 7/2/15 11:15p lifestyle 
it's kind of funny when you  think about it but you be the  judge. an 
unusual reunion in a court  room as the judge and suspect  
recognize each other. >> did you go to nautilus for  middle school?  

0:24 7/3/15 11:15p lifestyle 
and in north carolina, a  fisherman catches a shark. the fisherman 
was fishing from  shore when he hooked the shark  and then realed 
the catch into  the sand and released it shortly  after. 

0:19 7/3/15 11:18p lifestyle 
if you're still looking for  a location to see the sky light  up on the 
fourth, we're putting  a list on our full nbcla app. just go to the app 
and search  fireworks.  

0:17 7/3/15 11:33p lifestyle 
ceremonial firing from the  battleship iowa, kicked off the  4th of july 
weekend, it was  transformed into a museum on  l.a.'s water front.  

0:29 7/7/15 11:33p lifestyle 

tourist in san francisco at  golden gate bridge snapped  pictures of 
workers dangling  from ropes, all part of a  routine checkup that is 
done  every two year, as they look for  nuts and bolts, gives new  
meaning to the term "just  hanging around". this is the first time they 
used  the rope teams to inspect. >> looks a little windy. no thank 
you.   

0:28 7/10/15 11:17p lifestyle 

there were plenty of  cheers for participants in the  special olympics, 
relay torch. and the lighting of the special  olympic caldron. they 
begin july 25th. the torch relay began in late  may with simultaneous 
routes in  maine, florida and washington  d.c.  

0:29 7/20/15 11:33p lifestyle 
the pictures are from a  reception in the middle east,  the scrap book 
had a name and  phone number but the phone  number didn't work 
for months  and months. 

0:43 7/24/15 11:17p lifestyle 
parking in l.a. can be  challenging. one local woman has taken  
parking problems to a whole new  level. by putting drivers who park  
poorly on public display. 

0:26 7/27/15 11:33p lifestyle 

two neighbors in a feuds  over a backyard grill in  florida. win 
neighbor shot this video. what got this video buzzing  showing an 
environmental  specialist cited two brothers  for generating too much 
smoke 

0:24 7/28/15 11:12p lifestyle 
take a look at this video  taken just off the coast of la  jolla. two men 
were fishing in kayaks  when a shark attacked the boat  last week. 
the 5-foot shark must have  followed them. 

0:51 8/4/15 11:16p lifestyle 

and new tonight, a  bride-to-be devastated after  losing her 
engagement ring one  month after her fiance popped  the question. 
a breast cancer survivor was  reconnected with her long lost  love 
and got engaged, and they  are retracing her steps, their  steps, in 
fact, over the  weekend. 

0:21 8/4/15 11:32p lifestyle 

if you like to pick up a  lottery ticket when you fill up,  the california 
lottery is  launching a new play at the pump  campaign. use your 
card, buy up to ten  quick picks for power ball, 20  for super lotto 
plus or  megamillions. 

0:31 8/4/15 11:33p lifestyle 
a flight attendant reuniting  veterans with their service dogs  across 
the country arranged a  touching reunion tonight for an  army 
sergeant and his  four-legged friend. 

0:37 8/5/15 11:33p lifestyle 

and an album filled with  priceless memories of gis. he purchased 
the album at a  thrift store and have posted  pictures on facebook 
hoping  someone will recognize these  men.  >> you see really 
emotional  pictures of guys in vietnam that  were obviously very 
close and  kind of a deep stories in the  pictures itself. >> so far 
they've received  hundreds of comments, including  some who 
believe they recognize  the men.  
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0:50 8/10/15 11:10p lifestyle 

when asked where she was  born, eventually one little girl will say 
the carpool lane of the 405 freeway. just south of the 605, stopped  
in the southbound car pool lane. stuck in heavy traffic and going 
nowhere, there was one thing  left to do. call 9-1-1. 

0:51 8/12/15 11:33p lifestyle 

you've heard stories about  man's best friend, and this  story's going 
to make you  understand. harry brown is a homeless marine  vet 
with pancreatic cancer. he was taking a nap when a  service dog 
wandered off. he searched for days and nearly  gave up until 
someone saw his ad  on craigslist and led him  straight to her. 

0:50 8/17/15 11:17p lifestyle 

new tonight an unexpected  catch for a woman in stockton  when 
she reeled in a south  american fish with a major bite. you have to 
see the picture  here. look at this. kathy blank caught what she  
caught was a river monster while  late night fishing in the delta  last 
week. she had never seen a teeth like  this. it had large human like 
teeth. 

0:47 8/17/15 11:32p lifestyle 

next time you get irritated  with siri think about this. a teenage in a 
unlikely spot  until a pocket dial helped him. somehow he activated 
siri on his  iphone. sam told siri to dial 911 and a  dispatcher came 
on the line.  

0:37 8/17/15 11:33p lifestyle 

a touching moment as two  lapd officers on duty stopped to  help a 
boy with his tie. officer jonathan maldanado and  his partner were 
out. a woman pulled him over only the  find out the teenage was 
about  to start high school and  struggling to tie his tie 

0:32 8/18/15 11:17p lifestyle 
a great photo of two l.a.p.d. officers who pulled over to help a boy tie 
his tie. went viral. and you can see, he and his  partner are sharing 
their ties  with the boy's younger siblings. 

0:47 8/19/15 11:10p lifestyle 

happy reunion in long beach  when a man is reunite would a  
lifeguard that saved his life. jerry wilson had a heart attack  while 
jogging on the beach. lifeguards noticed him slumped  over, gave 
him cpr and now after  weeks of recovery, wilson got a  chance to 
thank those men and  women that saved his life.  

0:42 8/21/15 11:03p lifestyle 

we have more. >> he leaves here a young man on an exskurson to 
broaden his  world view and he comes back  with a national hero. 
still wrapping my head around  that. >> tony and his wife spoke to 
us from their home in sacramento,  and they told us anthony called  
them and he is safe and may meet the president of france before  
he leaves the country. we posted the interviews on our  app, just 
search "american  heroes."  

0:45 8/24/15 11:08p lifestyle 
military honors could be  next for two of the four  americans who 
took down a gunman  on a paris train. spencer stone was 
nominated, and  alex skarlattado kols receive an  award. 

0:39 8/25/15 11:08p lifestyle 
tonight, the california  college student who helped stop  a terrorist 
attack on a train is  back in sackriment oe. sadler and three others 
received  france's highest honor.  

0:27 8/25/15 11:32p lifestyle 
if you're looking to cause  an uproar on halloween, look no  further, 
you can dress as walter  palmer, the dentist who shot and  killed 
cecil the lion. 

0:29 8/25/15 11:33p lifestyle 

on saturday morning,  8-year-old lama by the name of  phantom 
jumped a gate and took  off. for the better part of three  hours, the 
owner, the neighbors  and animal control chased him  back and 
forth, eventually he  caught himself in the trees and  there he is. 

0:34 8/28/15 11:17p lifestyle 
and this is an interesting  one. new video of this bizarre  tug-of-war. 
the owner of a honda pilot is  desperate to escape the clutches  of a 
tow truck driver in orlando  florida.  
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0:30 9/2/15 11:14p lifestyle 

a man's iphone saved his in  an armed robbery. fresno police said a 
robbery  came up and grabbed his laptop  bag. there was a struggle 
and the  robber fired a shot and ran off. the man told his roommate 
he was  hit in the upper leg, but the  iphone stopped the bullet in his  
tracks. 

0:24 9/2/15 11:20p lifestyle 
one of the dogs found burned  in the antelope. bella the pit bull 
found a new  home, but need help for the  ongoing treatments. 
search dog donations.  

1:41 9/3/15 11:13p lifestyle 

how would you like to see  this guy wandering in your back  yard. 
there is a major cute factor,  but it is shocking. the tiger cub found 
wandering in  a hem et neighborhood. jane yamamoto has what led 
to  this encounter.  

0:34 9/3/15 11:16p lifestyle 

new tonight, a hero's welcome  for the sacramento man who was  
hospitalized after stopping a  terrorist attack in france. there you see 
him. spencer stone arriving earlier  tonight at travis air force base  in 
northern california after he  left the hospital in germany. 

0:29 9/4/15 11:15p lifestyle 

just how did a three-month  old tiger cub end up on the  streets of 
the inland empire. they are working to solve that  mystery right now. 
we first showed you the cub at  6:00. a woman took it to the shelter  
after she found it declawed,  injured and abandoned in hem et. 

0:31 9/4/15 11:15p lifestyle 

more help is on the way. thanks to you, our viewers. a golden 
retriever brought into  a lancaster shelter with  chemical burns. a pet 
smart in costa mesa  collected toys and treats for  him and will 
deliver a huge  truck load of donations to the  medical center where 
he is  recovering. 

0:28 9/4/15 11:33p lifestyle 

one of the people who stopped  the terrorist attack on a train  to 
paris continues a whirl wind. he threw out the first pitch at  the 
sacramento river cats games. he and two friends tackled and  held a 
man on a train bound for  paris. 

0:38 9/7/15 11:15p lifestyle 

there's a new version of the  napa valley wine train with a  soulful 
twist. it's being called the wine soul  train. and it will take a tour of 
black  owned and lutina nonprofits. they came up with this after  
women were kicked off a wine  train. 

0:16 9/7/15 11:17p lifestyle 
this is a lightning strike  between interstate 50 and  highway 40. it 
was triggered by the monsoon  storm.  

0:24 9/7/15 11:21p lifestyle 
that's just a sample. there was lots of music at the  18th annual 
labor day peace and  unity picnic at chapel park. they had free 
backpacks, loaded  with school supplies, and  uniforms.  

0:35 9/8/15 11:16p lifestyle 

can you imagine something  like that happening? bombarded add 
brunch, tourists  getting a rough welcome from at  least one of the 
park animals,  they were eating when the  elephant got too close. 
their tour guide said stay as  still as possible. they did but it didn't 
stop the  elephant from pushing through. the tourists had just a few 
cuts  and bruises but all shared one  thing in common. incredible 
viral video. 

0:51 9/9/15 11:16p lifestyle 

reception interrupted. a los angeles firefighter cody  campbell races 
over to save the  life of a guest at his wedding  reception. >> if i'm 
ever in a position  where i need a fireman to help  me, dan, i hope 
it's you. 

0:46 9/9/15 11:33p lifestyle 
special delivery. she was born at the car wash. roger bertola was 
driving  through canyon county when he  heard a man shouting 
baby, baby! maybe more frantic than that. the baby would not wait.  
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0:38 9/11/15 11:15p lifestyle 

we have a paddle border's  close encounter with a dolphin  off 
hermosa beach. matt was boarding with tpraepbd  on labor day 
when he spotted  three dolphins and a wave and he  turned on his 
camera and almost  was immediately he was wiped out  with one of 
the dolphins. 

0:24 9/14/15 11:33p lifestyle 

i got him on video. i got him on video. >> okay. now, that is a close 
call. two kayakers nearly crush by a  humpback whale over the 
weekend  caught on camera during a whale  tour in monterrey bay. 
after being thrown off the kayak  the man and woman tried to make  
it to shore. they made to it safely with the  help of a few nearby 
kayakers.   

0:27 9/18/15 11:21p lifestyle 

all right. that didn't go as planned. caught on camera. hydroplaned 
boat takes a nasty  spill during a racing event in  mission bay. the 
boat caught too much air  during a qualifying event and  flipped 
over. the driver was able to climb out of the boat. he was taken to 
the hospital as  a precaution. but is expected to be okay.  

0:23 9/21/15 11:33p lifestyle 

new video shows another  close encounter with a hammer  head 
shark off the coast. a kayaker fending it off with a  paddle near the 
beach. the shark follows the kayaker  into shallow water. last we told 
you about a similar  encounter. warmer waters are attracting  more 
sharks.  

0:44 9/22/15 11:33p lifestyle 

quite some dog. he came out of it with just a  scratch on his nose. 
nbc 4 was there as angel was  reunited with his owner. they were 
out walking on a trail when suddenly she realized angel was gone. 
she looked around and there he  was trapped in a ravine hundreds 
of feet below her. 

0:34 9/23/15 11:33p lifestyle 
a south pasadena police  officer hailed as a hero tonight for saving a 
child's life. on tuesday officer christopher  perez was on routine 
patrol when people were hanging a girl off  the bridge.  

0:24 9/28/15 11:33p lifestyle 

and skydivings are going to  try to set a world record for  the largest 
aerial formation. more than 202 elite skydivers  are in paris to take 
on this  challenge. and the number they want to beat  is 122. they 
say it looks pretty  terrific if they can pull it off  from the ground. the 
attempts begin today, they  have until friday to set the  record. 

3:08 9/30/15 11:14p lifestyle 

and fergus launched a major  investigation after acid burned  the 
middle of his back. and we know fergus has a bright  future. and 
here live in calabasis. and robert. >> reporter: colleen and how  
about this, the offers came from  around the world, hundreds upon  
hundreds of potential applicants  from as far away as france,  
ireland, australia, canada but  he's staying in southern  california. 
fergus has found a home right  here in calabasas and a career. 

0:48 9/30/15 11:17p lifestyle 

a simple message that has  gone viral is bringing hope to  
pasadena. frank was diagnosed with kidney  failure when she was 
just 13 and  recently her mother came up with  a simple idea, put a 
message on  the back of the family suv. daughter needs kidney.  

0:54 9/30/15 11:18p lifestyle 

lots of fisherman feel they  have a tale that tops them all  but one 
guy made a catch that  may be a new one. >> hey, how are you, 
enjoying  your kayak ride. >> he says this large owl  grabbed the 
fishing lure think  it was food and after flapping  round and taking a 
poke at  wilson's gopro camera, the owl  settled in for the ride. 

0:38 8/12/15 11:08p poverty 

and a controversy for tiny  houses on wheels. they measure four by 
six, big  enough to put a mattress inside. they popped up as 
temporary  housing. some homeowners are worried they  will attract 
crime. 
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2:01 8/28/15 11:07p religion 

praying and providing for  those who need it most. it's a new 
campaign that is  uniting communities all across  los angeles tonight 
after a  deadly outbreak of violence. beverly white is with us on push  
100. >> reporter: dozens of churches  are teaming up, pushing back  
against social media #100 days  100 deaths. they've been joined by 
lots of  non-church goers too, determined  to take back their streets.  

0:41 9/2/15 11:16p religion 

an online lottery will  tomorrow who gets to see pope  francis when 
he visits the u.s.  later this month. it was all the talk as l.a. area  
catholics gathered for prayer at  st. ann's church in santa  monica. 
they are making the tickets  available.  

0:30 9/8/15 11:20p religion 

scalping tickets  to celebrate mass with the pope. that is what is 
happening, just  two weeks after the visit. craigslist for tickets to a 
mass  in philadelphia. all the tickets were originally  given away free 
of charge but  now they're showing up and being  sold for up to 
$500 apiece. nbc 4 will bring you full  coverage of the pope's visit to  
three cities. 

0:33 9/11/15 11:33p religion 

a pally verde woman won the  big lottery to see pope francis  this 
month. >> so are you interested or not? yes, yes, yes. i was so 
surprised. >> obviously excited. she spoke to our sister station,  and 
she and her husband were two  of the 50 people selected for  those 
tickets. 

0:41 9/17/15 11:32p religion 

an 11-year-old girl from  north hill says pope francis  saved her 
father from being  deported and now she hopes to  thank him in 
person when he  visits next week. >> i want to thank him because i  
think he's a miracle. >> she travelled to rome to  deliver letters from 
u.s.  children whose undocumented  children had been deported. in 
rome, she pushed through the  crowd and asked the pope for  help 
and for now, his  deportation is on hold. 

0:26 9/22/15 11:04p religion 

tomorrow the pope will  bestow sainthood for the father  who 
established a mission in san diego. the canonization comes from  
outcry of some in the native  community who blame him for the  
death of many of their  ancestors. 

0:14 9/22/15 11:33p religion 
the holiest day of the  jewish year. time for fasting and prayer  
around the world. the holliday began at sundown  today and lasts 
through sundown  tomorrow.  

2:36 9/23/15 11:06p religion 

celebration and controversy. the pope's first full day in the u.s. was 
filled with historic  moments. the pontiff receiving a rock  star's 
welcome in washington,  d.c. connie williams is live at the  pope's 
next stop, new york city, where a huge crowd is expected  to greet 
the pontiff. >> reporter: they are expecting  crowds, chuck. i'm at 
72nd and madison now. halfway up the block is where  pope francis 
will stay during  his two-day visit.  

2:24 9/24/15 11:07p religion 

pope francis is now spending his first full night in new york city after 
a whirlwind day and a historic speech before congress. the pope's 
last event tonight  was a prayer service at st.  patrick's cathedral. 
colleen williams is covering the pope for us. and colleen, i know it's 
late  out there right now but i bet  new yorkers are still feeling  the 
excitement.  

3:00 9/25/15 11:09p religion 

pope francis is spending his last night in new york city  before he 
moves on to  philadelphia in the morning. today was the pope's 
busiest  since arriving. we have been covering the pope,  and 
colleen, you know, you have  to be impressed with how the  hope is 
reenergized whenever he  is around people. 
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0:50 7/2/15 11:05p safety 

you can expect security and  expect to see it that rose bowl  on 4th 
of july. there is heightened concern  about the threat of terrorism,  
triggered in part by the group  of isis it calling for attacks  this 4th of 
july. the counterterrorism bureau is  urging people to be on alert. 

0:56 7/3/15 11:06p safety 

and security definitely  beefed up at lax, especially  since today is 
one of the  busiest travel days of summer. and this isn't the only 
place. new york city, streets there and  parks will be closed off as 
more  than 7,000 officers are being  called out to watch landmarks  
and tourist sites.  

0:50 7/6/15 11:16p safety 

we have a danger about  backyard bee hives. a loam a linld linda 
dog was  stung by bees. sunday the owner was washing his  dog 
daisy after she was sprayed  by a skunk and that's when the  bees 
attacked. they were stung over 100 times. 

0:40 7/6/15 11:17p safety 

a feral cat is terrorizing  people. one man said he just returned  
home from watching fireworks on  the fourth of july with his  family 
when all of a sudden, out  of nowhere, the cat came and  lunged at 
him.  

0:24 7/8/15 11:06p safety 

wildlife officials  v just issued a coyote warning  for anybody with 
pets in the  orange county area. they say there are four attacks  in 
this area in the last month  and all of them in irvine and in  each 
case, they bit or scratched  a child. wildlife officials warning  people 
to be on the look out.  

0:48 7/10/15 11:07p safety 

tonight, people ordering to  stay out of the water after a  surfer 
bumped by a shark. this was about a mile south of  the pier. officials 
say because the shark  bumped the surfer, that shows  aggressive 
behavior. he described the shark as 5-8  feet. >> and the great thing 
about  southern california is it's  unbelievably product v habitat  and 
a nursery for a lot of  sharks in the pacific ocean. >> and huntington 
state beach  and pier will remain closed  until 8:00 a.m. tomorrow.  

2:57 7/15/15 11:15p safety 

now, imagine getting a phone  call and a strange voice on the  other 
end tells that you a loved  one has been kidnapped and you'd  better 
send money or they'll  die. in reality, there is no  kidnapping. this is 
an elaborate con that  has become so popular, the fbi  is issuing a 
warning for the  first time. >> this is fbi video from an  actual case 
right here in los  angeles. we agreed to hide the identities  of the 
people involved. 

0:22 7/16/15 11:33p safety 

20,000 pounds of gluten free  breaded chicken nuggets are  being 
recalled. they are sold under the name,  bell and evans the problem 
was  discovered when a test sample  came back positive for 
bacteria. 

0:24 7/17/15 11:18p safety 

if you are headed to a  southern california beach this  weekend, you 
want to look out  for the high surf, the rip  currents and the thunder 
and  lightning. it's all thanks to tropical  storm dolores. right now 
you're looking at  pictures from zuma beach near  malibu. 

0:25 7/21/15 11:17p safety 

there is a warning for pet  owners out tonight. the national dog 
company is  recalling dog treats after some  tested positive for 
salmonella. they are called tremendous  sticks and they come with 
eight  ounce, in eight ounce bags. 

0:41 7/22/15 11:03p safety 

just in. coyote warnings in orange county  after a series of close 
calls  and attacks. this has become such a problem  in communities 
around irvine  that they have created wildlife  watch programs. since 
may, at least four  children were either bitten or  scratched by these 
wild animals.  
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0:28 7/22/15 11:09p safety 

a gardena company is now  recalling all of its yellowfin  tuna used in 
sushi. food inspectors found it could  be contaminated with 
salmonella. the frozen sushi from osamu  corporation was sold to 
afc and  shipped to grocery stores all  across the united states. 

0:26 7/23/15 11:33p safety 

more than 70,000 baby  strollers are being recalled  because of a 
choking hazard. it involves the 2015 cruise and  vista strollers. the 
bumper bar can pose a  choking hazard if a child  removes the 
covering. there are 22 such injuries. if you have one, stop using the  
bumper bar.  

0:19 7/24/15 11:06p safety 

at least  one local theater is stepping up  security. the edwards 
grand palace cinema  in valencia is checking  everyone's bag before 
they head  inside to watch a movie. the company tells nbc 4 this is  
in direct response to last  night's shooting in louisiana.  

0:27 7/24/15 11:14p safety 
chrysler recalled cars and  trucks after two hackers took  remote 
control of a jeep. the automaker says it will  update software to 
prevent the  hackers from gaining  unauthorized control. 

0:25 7/27/15 11:09p safety 
fda is banning imports of  some cilantro it health  officials found 
human feces and  toilet paper. this marble bands impact. last year 
suppliers were liked  to infected cilantro.  

0:26 8/3/15 11:17p safety 

all right. a warning tonight about kraft  cheese singles and the thin  
wrapper that can cause a person  to choke. the wrapper can stick to 
the  cheese and be swallowed. the company is recalling 36,000  
boxes sold in three and four  pound sizes. 

1:01 8/4/15 11:14p safety 

a woman purchased a bag of  spinach and made an unusual  
discovery, a dead frog. donna susan says she bought it  from sam's 
club, packaged by  taylor farm, and the label on  the bag says the 
leaves are  triple washed.  

0:31 8/4/15 11:34p safety 

we had another story about this  on the news today that bears  
repeating. you get a couple kinds of energy  that come in a car on 
the hot  day, the long wave and short  wave energy that comes in 
the  windows and energy generated in  the car. watch what 
happens. you close the doors on your car  at 80 degrees and ten 
minutes  later, it's 99 degrees, and ten  minutes later, it's 114 
degrees,  20 minutes 114. don't leave a child or pet in  the car for 
any reason. 

0:29 8/20/15 11:18p safety 

and a shark encounter in the  waters. news chopper 4 over 
huntington  beach hours ago, shortly after  the incident happened. 
this happened after a large  shark bumped the surf board of  an off-
duty lifeguard, lifting  it out of the water. now tomorrow the 
authorities  will determine if and when the  beaches can reopen.   

2:21 8/24/15 11:12p safety 
complaint after explain,  dozen of people saying they  became sick 
after eating at a  chipotle restaurant in simi  valley. gadi schwartz 
outside the  restaurant there after talking  with customers. 

0:30 8/25/15 11:14p safety 

and new at 11:00, a warning  for shoppers and especially  women. 
thieves are targeting women who  shop at home foods and home  
goods in el segundo. typically they operate the same  way every 
time. 

0:28 9/1/15 11:18p safety 

and we have a look right now  at some pretty intense new video  of 
a lifeguard rescuing a woman  at huntington state beach this  
weekend. this video shows the lifeguard,  gage fisher is his name, 
helping  a woman in distress saturday. 

0:21 9/4/15 11:08p safety 

investigating a salmonella  outbreak with cucumbers in  mexico. 
person in california died and  300 more people in two dozen  states 
got sick. the fresh produce from san diego  recalled this limited 
edition  brand garden cucumbers.  
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0:26 9/4/15 11:20p safety 

kraft recall of popular cheese  slices expanded. the company is 
recalling nearly  350,000 cases after getting more  reports of 
customers choking on  plastic wrappers. that wrapper can get stuck 
on  the cheese. 

0:18 9/4/15 11:20p safety 

a string of illnesses at a  chipotle restaurant. turns out it was the 
norovirus. that's according to a health  report. nearly 100 customers 
and  employees got ill at the  restaurant. since then there have been 
no  new reports.  

0:21 9/7/15 11:10p safety 
a woman is now suing a  southern california company. the company 
voluntarily recalled  its limited edition brand  cucumbers last week. 
they sickened about 300 people  in more than two dozen states.  

0:22 9/7/15 11:17p safety 

with much of southern  california running dry, the  chief is now 
asking people to  water more. people in hillside areas are  instructed 
to water plant life  and vegetation because it's so  tinder dry it could 
fuel a fire.  

0:19 9/18/15 11:17p safety 

a listeria outbreak is  prompting a voluntary recall of  six different 
brands of soft  cheese.  24 people became sick. 14 of them right 
here in the  state of california. we have a complete list of those 
recalled brands on the nbc l.a.  app, just search recall.   

0:35 9/21/15 11:18p safety 

with security at a high level  for the pope's visit to the u.s. there was 
a warning about  terrorists impersonating manager  responders. 
they obtained a memo from the  state police criminal  intelligence 
center. they warned of them posing as  police officers and emt.  

0:30 9/29/15 11:06p safety 

a warning for pet owners, a  mountain lion roaming around in  san 
bernardino county. check out this photo. this is a mountain lion 
perched  on top of an electrical pole in  the lucerne valley. officials 
also reported a  mountain lion in asperria. amazing, not knowing 
how he got  up there.  

0:25 9/30/15 11:08p safety 

and a popular bicycle  recall, 1.3 million bikes being  recalled 
because a quick release  lever can cause the wheel to  suddenly 
come off the frame. it includes diamond back and  giant. you can 
see the full list on our  nbcla app, just search recall.  

0:26 7/17/15 11:08p severe weather 

25 arces latest  information we have on that  fire. here is the 
opposite. happening right new strong  storms to the east. we're 
keeping a close eye on  these. take a look. this is video just coming 
in to  us from the needles area. heavy rain causing flash  flooding 
and lightning. the weather may have played a  role in this big rig 
accident  out there. chris of course is tracking all  of this and what it 
means for  our weekend in just a couple of  minutes, we'll hear from 
him.  

1:32 7/29/15 11:00p severe weather 

the roads are turning into  rivers. >> hail, flood, lightning and  more 
monsoon storms are heading  toward us. >> the nbc 4 weather 
team is  tracking the storm. >> first, though, we're in  palmdale with 
a mess that's  unfolded in neighborhoods there.  

0:39 7/29/15 11:01p severe weather 

fritz coleman tracking it on  radar and what's ahead in the  next few 
hours. >> the high desert still hasn't  dried out. over 600 lightning 
strikes  today. moderate rain showers south of  the 40 toward the 
arizona  border. here's a six-hour loop to show  you how volatile 
things were. 

0:15 7/29/15 11:02p severe weather 
happening now, rip currents  remaining a threat on local  beaches. 
the tide is high tonight. they're urging swimmers to not  let their 
guard down. they've rescued 700 people since  yesterday.  
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1:45 7/30/15 11:01p severe weather 

that's right. we had texas-style gully washers  and traffic-stopping 
hail. among the weather conditions  survived across the region  
today. cell phone video from inside a  truck with the drivers caught 
in  beaumont. hear from the lucky survivor.  

0:55 7/30/15 11:02p severe weather 

thank you. fritz coleman is tracking the  flooding and the 
thunderstorms  and what's ahead. fritz? the advisories have been  
dropped and they are quiet. as recently as three hours ago,  we saw 
trouble in areas that  were similar to the areas where  we had issues 
like the southern  end of the mountains up to pine  cove. 

0:33 7/30/15 11:33p severe weather 
some people narrowly escaped  when heavy rain and high winds  
toppled trees. look at these trees on  fisherman's retreat in calimesa. 
two people turfed minor injuries  and others were luck tow get  out. 

0:50 8/6/15 11:05p severe weather 
the weather radar is  popping. >> even this late at night, the  
monsoon doing its work. and moving north of the city of  bairstow 
and the real serious  area, was this area of east of  29 palmers. 

0:43 8/13/15 11:02p severe weather 

the heat is on out there,  close to 80 degrees after the  sun went 
down on hollywood  boulevard. now an excessive heat warning is  
set to go into effect. fritz? >> the pink area represents all  the heat 
warning spots.  

0:31 8/13/15 11:18p severe weather 

bracing for something they  are calling a godzilla el nino. 
climatologists are predicting it  could be one of the wettest  we've 
seen in a long time. we could see torrential rain and  flooding like we 
did in 1997 and  1998 which caused a billion  dollars in damage. 

1:59 8/14/15 11:03p severe weather 
we are in the middle of an  extreme heat wave. beverly white live in 
pasadena  where at this hour fritz said  temperatures are in the 80s  
there. beverly?  

0:40 8/14/15 11:05p severe weather 
of that heat wave, let's go  to fritz with the latest. fritz? robert, 
records for today and  maybe more tomorrow. camarillo 88 and 
santa ana 88. 117 in palm springs and they are  going higher. 

0:34 8/17/15 11:07p severe weather 

it happened again. more power outages in long beach  during a 
sweltering weekend. sad's outage was the third in  just four weeks. 
southern california edison is  telling us these are probably  heat 
related and not linked to  the powerful explosions we  covered in 
long beach last  month. 

0:31 8/28/15 11:06p severe weather 

fritz was talking about  erika. and there it is. screams of devastation 
as the  tropical storm tears through the  caribbean. hundreds of 
homes destroyed  there. landslides washing out many  streets. and 
tonight the storm is blamed  for at least 20 deaths in the  dominican 
republic. meanwhile, florida's governor's  declared a state of 
emergency as  erika is on track to make  landfall along the 
southwest  coast on monday.  

0:22 8/31/15 11:33p severe weather 

and this was the scene in  southern utah as a massive  
thunderstorm brought heavy rain  and flash flooding to that area. the 
wild weather dropped three  inches of water into the basin  in two 
hours 

1:53 9/8/15 11:02p severe weather 

robert, in victorville  tonight, streets turned into  rivers. people 
pushing cars out of waist  deep water there. a man even got swept 
into a  storm drain. nbc's gadi schwartz has more.  >> reporter: 
victorville still  digging out from that rain. in fact, behind me you see 
the  erosion. that is from the flash flood --  swept down here, earlier 
there  was absolute chaos tonight. 
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0:21 9/8/15 11:04p severe weather 
and really a display of  lights here, this lightning had  to be very 
scary for drivers  trapped on bear valley road. traffic at a standstill 
because  of debris and mud flow. nbc 4's fritz coleman has more.  

0:41 9/8/15 11:04p severe weather 

not far  from where gadi was, things are  very unstable. as a matter 
of fact, the  national weather service has  warned until 11:45 tonight. 
things within the wash box  settled but went north of the  15. over an 
inch of rain per hour, a  lot of rain coming down in the  same place 
over a very brief  period of time. in the half hour we have had 31  
lightning strikes and third of  an inch size hail in that area. we may 
do more of that tomorrow,  plus moisture from hurricane  linda. plus 
temperatures are even  hotter today. there is a lot more coming up 
in  the forecast.  

0:24 9/8/15 11:17p severe weather 

this was kind of interesting  video as well. this is video of hail in  
hesperia, late this afternoon,  keep in mind this is september. you 
can see the hail coming  down. in fact at one point it almost  looked 
like snow out there. it was heavy hail. fritz coleman is tracking our  
heavy weather. 

1:56 9/9/15 11:00p severe weather 

heavy rain hit several  neighborhoods of the downpour,  quick and 
destructive. it's not over yet. >> or the extreme heat for that  matter. 
thousands spending a sweltering  night without ac  >> crews are 
working to fix the  power problem. >> reporter: sweltering is  right. 
crews have been working  throughout the night. they are trying to 
restore power  to this apartment complex. they are without power, 
which  has been a very hectic day. 

0:42 9/9/15 11:02p severe weather 

you're right. power's out in a lot of places. this is live from alhambra. 
some of you may be watching from  our live stream. chris kristi 
overhead. >> reporter: there's been a  blown transformer, and 
they're  blaming it on the heat. 

0:40 9/9/15 11:03p severe weather 

step outside or open a  window, and you know it is still  very warm. 
temperatures in the low 90s in  some areas of let's get over to  fritz. 
>> this is one of the most  violent episodes of monsoon  
thunderstorms we have ever seen. all watches and warnings have  
stopped. hundreds of lightning strikes  today, and we're not through. 

0:49 9/14/15 11:08p severe weather 

and rain is moving in to our  area, into the valley. this is video from 
sherman  observation. fritz coleman is tracking it.  >> it's a slow and 
steady start. it's been raining. there was a swath of moisture  off the 
coast between catalina. it will be enhanced by low  pressure in the 
morning. it will affect your morning  commute. right now we have 
upsloping  moisture. this is the springs fire area  along coastal 
ventura county. 

0:26 9/15/15 11:03p severe weather 

it has been so dry. the last thing you think about  is rain. it's coming 
down pretty well  right now. indeed. can't remember the last time we  
saw rain this season. it didn't stop the game, but it  was enough to 
send fans looking  for shelter.  

0:47 9/15/15 11:03p severe weather 

dodger stadium with the  residual moisture. here's a doppler loop 
moving  east and north. this was a real el nino-style  storm. the air is 
warm with copious  amounts of moisture. we will see a lot of storms 
like  this over the winter. look at the records we broke.  

0:34 9/15/15 11:04p severe weather 

flash floods caught drivers  off guard in ontario. storm drains were 
not able to  handle the rain and this was the  result. several cars, 
trucks and vans  were stranded in the water. cars kept coming in 
and one  was floating in the water. people were getting stuck. do not 
go over there. you are going to get stuck.  
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0:30 9/15/15 11:17p severe weather 

waters receded after pearl  harbor flooding in utah. it included at 
least one person  from california. it was found in zion national  park 
and three others are  reportedly missing. all of this comes a day 
after 12  people were killed when flash  flooding swept away two 
vehicles  near the utah-arizona border  about 20 miles south of the  
national park.  

0:16 9/15/15 11:17p severe weather 
we have seen it happen many  times. the heavy downpour flooding  
streets and garages. it rained enough in san diego to  flood this 
garage. submerging a white lomb bor  geney and other cars inside.  

0:31 9/16/15 11:34p severe weather 

we're going to get another  check on the weather and the  tsunami 
advisory. >> i have to tell you these are  estimates. generally a foot 
or less. it could be one, two, three. let's look at newport, l.a.  harbor. 
about 4:47. 

0:26 7/23/15 11:33p technology 

scientists say they found  what looks like earth's cousin. the most 
earth-like planet ever  found. it is already being nickname  earth 2.0. 
the kepler telescope spotted it. it gets its energy from a star  which 
begs the question, does  life really exist there? 

0:25 7/27/15 11:16p technology 
a major security plau putting  millions of users at risk. the security 
firm found a  problem stemming from the way  text messages are 
analyzed. google makes the android  operating system. 

0:26 8/12/15 11:17p technology 
for many, the griffith park  observatory is the place to be. this is a 
great place to watch  the meteor shower. it occurs when it passes 
through  the debris left by the comet.  

0:28 9/9/15 11:20p technology 

are you like fred roggin? addicted to keeping up with  technology? in 
less than a week you'll be  able to get your hands on the  newest 
iphone. the iphone 6s and 6s plus. you can go to the nbc app for  
details. 

0:20 9/15/15 11:33p technology 

facebook is making a dislike  button, but it's not what you  might 
think. the chief of the social media  site said he doesn't want to  
create a forum where people are  voting up or down on a friend's  
post. the dislike button will be a way  to express empathy with 
facebook  friends.  

0:25 9/25/15 11:17p technology 

a rare sight will take place on sunday night, it's the fourth and final 
blood moon of the  year. it turns red because the light  from the sun 
is blocked and only the color of red is reflected. if you miss it, you 
have to wait two years to see the next one. if you take a picture 
though, we would love to see it. just use the #nbc 4 you. 

0:29 9/29/15 11:33p technology 

wonder why your iphone is  draining your new plan? when it's on, it 
uses your data  when there is a bad wi-fi  connection. it keeps your 
phone working  well, but it can also lead to  data overage fees. it's 
easy to fix. just go down to the settings,  open the cellular menu --  
there's fred doing it right now. go to the bottom, fred. and disable wi-
fi assist. 

0:28 7/2/15 11:16p Transportation 
no head ache on the way for  driverers. a resurfacing will take place 
on  the freeway. the project will work its way  eventually towards 
loss  vergeinous canyon road in  calibasis.   

0:25 7/9/15 11:15p Transportation 
and if you are low on gas,  you may want to head to the  pumps 
right away. that's because gas buddy  predicts gas prices in  
california could go up 25 to 50  cents a gallon over the next  week.  

0:29 7/9/15 11:18p Transportation 
burbank's bob hope airport  may get a new name again. what do 
you think of los angeles  burbank airport? that's the name they want. 
the airport's legal name would  remain bob hope airport. 
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2:51 7/10/15 11:04p Transportation 

and gasoline prices have  shot up in some places. this is video just 
in from  mobile station in burbank, north  hollywood. this is a price 
explosion at the  pumps and it's just the  beginning. live in 
huntington beach to  explain what's happening and how  high the 
prices might go.  

0:37 7/10/15 11:32p Transportation 

colleen, i'm sure you're  going to like this. it's about airline seats. we 
hope it's not the future and  i'll tell you why. >> you think i'm going to 
like  this. >> this is a sketch from the  zodiak seating. this is called 
economy class hex  gone and after this, who knows,  maybe just 
cattle stalls.  >> or standing perhaps. didn't they try that somewhere  
in europe. >> well, if you had a stall,  you'd have to stand.  

0:32 7/14/15 11:09p Transportation 

gas prices explode. many drivers are asking why the  prices are 
going up, in most  cases, overnight. consumer watchdogs say the 
last  time they were this much, the  crude oil prices were double. a 
spokesperson with the western  states petroleum association  says, 
there's no evidence of  price fixing. 

0:33 7/14/15 11:33p Transportation 

a new study reveals a weah    wave of mergers between  airlines. 
domestic airfares have risen  faster than the rate of  inflation. 
passengers are paying more on  tickets and fees, despite the  
increasing fuel prices that  airlines have to pay. 

0:08 7/20/15 11:06p Transportation 
and structural engineers are  assessing the dhooj bridge and  at that 
point they're not saying  whether all or part of the i 10  will reopen.  

0:26 7/21/15 11:11p Transportation 
just in. the stretch of the 10 freeway is  reopened. the stretch of 
highway from  desert central out to blythe and  the colorado river will 
reopen  with one lane in each direction. 

0:22 7/31/15 11:16p Transportation 

an unmanned drone came  dangerously close to a delta  flight about 
to land at jfk  airport in new york. the pilot says the drone barely  
missed the aircraft as it flew  under the plane's right wing. that flight 
did land safely. 

0:29 8/3/15 11:14p Transportation 

there's been a change of  heart from delta airlines. the airline said it 
will no  longer accept lion, leopard,  elephant and buffalo trophies on  
its flights. the new guideline comes after an  american dentist killed 
a well  known lion last month in an  illegal hunt.  

1:56 8/5/15 11:00p Transportation 

breaking nurksz a news, a  massive outage at lax and  reports of 
some people stuck in  elevators. >> and joining us live with  what's 
hang happening this  moment, robert. >> reporter: and they were 
out  of power for about an hour 1/2.  

0:46 8/5/15 11:14p Transportation 

it's a hot button issue. several drivers are claiming  they're getting 
tickets before  the time on the parking meter  actually expires and 
one has it  on camera. >> we were coming this way, we  would have 
been here by the time  it would have been red. 

0:28 8/10/15 11:17p Transportation 

we all struggle to get enough sleep and a government report  shows 
dangerous fatigue can be  for air traffic controllers. most controllers 
in the study  say they get between 6 and 3  hours of sleep a night. 
some admit falling asleep on the job and others said they made  
mistakes like letting airplanes  get too close. 

0:55 8/10/15 11:32p Transportation 

family in studio city  learned a painful lesson of  traveling abroad. 
being in the wrong line in the  airport can get you put on a  plane 
going a wrong way. they boarded a plane and they  were 
designated to stand in a  line for mexican nationals. 

0:28 8/13/15 11:33p Transportation 

the danger of personal  drones. new statistics out from the faa  
show 650 drone sitings by pilots  within the past two months. that's 
more than double the  number for all of last year. just yesterday, a 
drone came  close to hitting a helicopter. air lifting a patient to a  
hospital in fresno. 
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0:30 8/20/15 11:18p Transportation 

and the boeing 737 here was  waiting at hartsfield-jackson  
international airport in atlanta  when a thunderstorm rolled  through 
the area. the passenger on the other plane  is the one who shot the 
video. 

0:24 8/31/15 11:32p Transportation 

just in to our news room,  new images of storm damage  tonight in 
phoenix. you can see flooding inside of a  terminal at sky harbor 
airport. we're told the storm also  damaged the terminal roof and  
forced the airport to  temporarily stop all landings  and departures. 
phoenix was hit with about an  inch and a half of rain in just  under 
an hour tonight.   

0:44 9/8/15 11:07p Transportation 

all right, imagine seeing  this, a british airways 777. taking off down 
the runway, all  of a sudden it burst into  flames. we're getting more 
information  from the tower as it evacuated.  >> we are evacuating 
due to the  fire. 

0:48 9/9/15 11:15p Transportation 

tonight one of the pilots  who helped save more than 170  people 
from this terrifying fire  on that 777 in las vegas is  reportedly calling 
it quits and  turning in his wings. he helps guide the passengers  
down the slides and offer the  burning jet. speaking to nbc news 
first, he  says he had planned to retire  later this month, but  
yesterday's close call really  did speed up the process 

0:23 9/14/15 11:17p Transportation 

ow.  >> you're good.  >> american airlines flight  tonight, the plane 
on its way to  chicago had to make an emergency  landing in 
indianapolis when  that woman reportedly hit  another passenger. 
she also punched a flight  attendant who was trying to calm  her 
down. 

0:26 9/15/15 11:02p Transportation 

the morning commute through  corona could be a tough one. two 
right lanes on the right  side of the 91 are closed  because of 
flooding. there was concern that all of  the water may have caused  
erosion near green river drive. 

0:23 9/28/15 11:17p Transportation 

and tonight, power problems  brought trains to a halt in east  los 
angeles. buses had to be brought over to  take riders to their final  
destination. at least the destinations  between union station and the  
20s station museum. the museum station there. 

0:31 9/30/15 11:09p Transportation 

silver lake residents are  outraged about the short way  they're 
taking. the only traffic sign doesn't  seem to be doing much. >> 
people don't stop there, so  you have a lot of traffic  rolling through 
pretty fast in  the morning and rush hour. 
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ACCESS HOLLYWOOD, Recorded, 
Other/Public Affairs/Entertainment, 7:30-
8:00PM Monday through Friday, and as 
an hour at various times on the weekend, 
is an entertainment news-magazine 
which discusses the current news and 
issues in the entertainment business.  
The program also profiles current stars as 
well as behind-the-camera personalities. 
  

NBC4 NEWS CONFERENCE, Local, 
Public Affairs/Other, various times on 
Sunday, is a regularly scheduled series 
featuring topical, informative interviews 
with public figures, community leaders, 
and government officials. 

NBC4 NEWS, Local, News, various times 
and lengths, Monday through Sunday, 
includes concise reports from authorities 
on a variety of subjects as well as 
comprehensive coverage of fast breaking 
stories in Southern California, the nation, 
the world. 

DATELINE NBC, Network, News/Public 
Affairs/Other, various times, is a prime 
time news magazine program co-hosted 
by Jane Pauley and Stone Phillips.  There 
are usually 3 segments per show, 15-20 
minutes each.  

EXTRA!, Recorded, Public Affairs/ 
Other/Entertainment, 7:00-7:30PM 
Monday through Friday, and as an hour 
at various times on the weekend, is a 
news magazine program about the 
current happenings in and around Los 
Angeles.  

MEET THE PRESS, Network, Public 
Affairs, 8:00-9:00AM Sunday, is the 
longest running program on television.  
Different members of the press and 
media join each week to question leading 
figures involved in and/or with expertise in 
current and timely issues and events. 

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS, Network, 
News/Public Affairs, 6:30-7:00PM 
Monday through Friday; various times 
Saturday and Sunday covers hard news 
of the day as well as commentaries.  
Segments are usually 3-5 minutes in 
length. 

TODAY IN L.A., Local, News/Public 
Affairs/Other, 4:30-7:00AM covers news, 
interviews, discussions, and reviews with 
a decided emphasis on Southern 
California in general and Los Angeles, in 
particular. 

TODAY IN L.A.:  WEEKEND, Local, 
News/Public Affairs/Other, 7:00-8:00AM 
Saturday and Sunday covers news, 
interviews, discussions, and reviews.  It is 
the weekend version of the weekday 
program.   

TODAY SHOW, Network, Public 
Affairs/News/Other/Entertainment, 7:00-
11:00AM Monday through Friday, is a 
presentation of NBC News.  It covers 
national and international news as well as 
news making interviews, discussions, and 
reviews.   Segments are usually 3-5 
minutes in length. 
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ON THE MONEY, Recorded, Public 
Affairs/Other, various times on the 
weekend.  The program gets inside the 
best minds in business with high-profile 
newsmakers, high-powered debates and 
high-priority issues.  There is a what’s 
new segment featuring top newsmaker 
interviews on the upcoming week’s most 
pressing financial news stories.  Also, 
there is a “personal journal” segment 
where viewers will learn and be able to 
take away important information on 401K 
news, taxes, retirement, investing and 

career as well as views of top money 
managers. 

WEEKEND TODAY SHOW, Network, 
News/Public Affairs/Other, 60-minutes, 
various times Saturday morning and 
Sunday morning, covers national and 
international news as well as interviews, 
discussions, and reviews.  Segments are 
usually 3-5 minutes in length. 

 

 
 

 

 

KNBC’s daily program schedule for the reporting quarter follows.
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start 
time

Mon 6/29/15 Tue 6/30/15 Wed 7/1/15 Thu 7/2/15 Fri 7/3/15 Sat 7/4/15 Sun 7/5/15
start 
time

5:00a
Frk50622Ange (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

5:30a Women of Power [2R] 5:30a

6:00a 6:00a

6:30a 6:30a

7:00a 7:00a

7:30a 7:30a

8:00a
NBC News Special Report 

Presidential Statement  (8:07a)
Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 8:00a

8:30a Today Show jip  (8:17a) Astroblast 8:30a

9:00a Lazytown
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201527]
9:00a

9:30a Earth to Luna On the Money [#1710] 9:30a

10:00a Poppy Cat
Nrg Solar V1 (Paid 

Program) 
10:00a

10:30a Tree Fu Tom
Cp 2 V.2C/Cr (Paid 

Program) 
10:30a

11:00a 11:00a

11:30a 11:30a

12:00p 12:00p

12:30p 12:30p

1:00p 1:00p

1:30p 1:30p

2:00p 2:00p

2:30p 2:30p

3:00p Going Roggin jip  (3:01p) On the Money [#1710] 3:00p

3:30p
Cp 2 V. 1B/ New (Paid 

Program) 
NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p 4:00p

4:30p 4:30p

5:00p NBC4 News 5:00p

5:30p NBC Nightly News 5:30p

6:00p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

6:30p NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

7:00p Extra [#21253] Extra [#21254] Extra [#21255] Extra [#21256] Extra [#21257] Open House [#5279] 7:00p

7:30p Access Hollywood [#4906] Access Hollywood [#4907] Access Hollywood [#4908] Access Hollywood [#4909] Access Hollywood [#4910]
LXTV: First Look Destination 

Seattle [3249R] 7:30p

8:00p 8:00p

8:30p 8:30p

9:00p 9:00p

9:30p 9:30p

10:00p 10:00p

10:30p 10:30p

11:00p NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p 11:30p

11:35p 11:35p

12:00a NBC4 News at 11p (12:06a) 12:00a

12:30a 12:30a

1:00a
LXTV: First Look Destination 

Seattle [3249R]  (1:02a)
1:00a

1:30a
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Open House [#5296] 1:30a

2:00a 2:00a

2:30a
Cs 1 V. 3 / Nd  (Paid 

Program)  (2:32a)
2:30a

3:00a 1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

3:30a Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

4:00a Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

4:30a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Resurgence V501 

(Paid Program) 
Cp 2 V.2C/Cr (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1251R]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV062915]

Steve Harvey [3093R]

Ellen [12036R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America Ninja Warrior

The Island hosted by Bear 
Grylls (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV062915] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3142R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1252R]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira Show 
jip [MV063015]  (2:11p)

Steve Harvey [3130R]

Ellen [12130R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

I Can Do That (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV063015] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3088R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1253R]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV070115]

Steve Harvey [3100R]

Ellen [12099R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

American Ninja Warrior

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV070115] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3069R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show (concert 
series: Culture Club) 

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1254R]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV070215]

Steve Harvey [3148R]

Ellen [12082R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Food Fighters

Aquarius

Hannibal

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV070215] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3120R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show (concert 
series: Flo Rida) 

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1255R]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV070315]

Steve Harvey [3055R]

Ellen [12055R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Dateline NBC (After 
Midnight) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV070315] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3051R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Extra Weekend 
[#21258]

Cycling Tour de 
France 

Motor Sports AMA 
Motorcross 

Horse Racing Breeders' 
Cup Challenge Series 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W982]

NBC4 News

Macy's 4th of July 
Fireworks Spectacular

Macy's 4th of July Fireworks 
Spectacular encore 

Saturday Night Live    
(Amy Adams & One 

Direction) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W982] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Cycling Tour de 
France 

NASCAR Special: 43 

Motor Sports Global 
Rallycross 

NASCAR Sprint Cup: 
Daytona - RAIN 

DELAY 

NASCAR Sprint Cup: 
Daytona  (8:09p)

Extra Weekend jip 
[#21258]  (12:35a)

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 7/6/15 Tue 7/7/15 Wed 7/8/15 Thu 7/9/15 Fri 7/10/15 Sat 7/11/15 Sun 7/12/15
start 
time

Frk50622Ange (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

Women of Power [3R] 5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

NBC News Special Report NYSE 
Halts Trading  (9:13a) 9:00a

Today Show jip  (9:17a) 9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Steve Harvey [3024R] Going Roggin
Cs 1 V. 3 / Nd  (Paid 

Program) 
3:00p

Steve Harvey jip [3024R]  
(3:42p)

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave org sch 
7/11 [#102] 

Cp 2 V.2C/Cr (Paid 
Program) 

3:30p

Astroblast org sch 7/11 [#102] Open House [#5299] 4:00p

Lazytown org sch 7/11 [#101] On the Money [#1711] 4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#21259] Extra [#21260] Extra [#21261] Extra [#21262] Extra [#21263] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4911] Access Hollywood [#4912] Access Hollywood [#4913] Access Hollywood [#4914] Access Hollywood [#4915] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Best Of Travel 
[#3273]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5297] 1:30a

2:00a

Cs 1 V. 3 / Nd  (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a
Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Cs 1 V. 3 / Nd  (Paid 

Program) 
Larry King V9 (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1256]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV070615]

Steve Harvey [3086R]

Ellen [12045R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America Ninja Warrior

The Island hosted by Bear 
Grylls (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV070615] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3085R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show (concert 
series: Shaggy) 

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1257]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV070715]

Ellen [12078R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Hollywood Game Night 
(10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV070715] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3020R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1258]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV070815]

Steve Harvey [3169R]

Ellen [12110R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

American Ninja Warrior

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV070815] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3057R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1259]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV070915]

Steve Harvey [3048R]

Ellen [12087R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Food Fighters

Aquarius

Hannibal

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV070915] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3124R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show (concert series: 
Fifth Harmony)  (7:15a)

Today Show (8:14a)

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1260]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV071015]

Steve Harvey [3017R]

Ellen [12159R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Dateline NBC (Miami 
Heat) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV071015] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3044R]

Cycling Tour de 
France 

Golf European Tour: 
Scottish Open 

NBC Sports Special 
Ironman World 

Championship - encore 

NBC Sports Special 
World Series of 

Fighting 

NBC4 News

The Current

Running Wild with Bear 
Grylls

Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (Mystery on 

Lockhart Road) 

Saturday Night Live    
(Bill Hader & Hozier) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W983] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Golf European Tour: 
Scottish Open 

Action Sports Red 
Bull: Mint 400 

Action Sports Nitro 
Circus 

NBC4 News

Hollywood Game Night

American Ninja Warrior

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21264]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 7/13/15 Tue 7/14/15 Wed 7/15/15 Thu 7/16/15 Fri 7/17/15 Sat 7/18/15 Sun 7/19/15
start 
time

Frk50622Ange (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

Women of Power [4R] 5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 8:00a

Astroblast 8:30a

Lazytown
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201529]
9:00a

Earth to Luna
Omega Larry Kin (Paid 

Program) 
9:30a

Today Show Poppy Cat
Wen Healthy Hai (Paid 

Program) 
10:00a

Tree Fu Tom 10:30a

11:00a

Access Hollywood Live jip 
[AHL1263]  (11:36a)

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p
The Meredith Vieira Show 

[MV071615]
2:00p

The Meredith Vieira Show jip 
[MV071615]  (2:34p)

2:30p

Steve Harvey [3105R] Going Roggin
Wen Healthy Hai (Paid 

Program) 
3:00p

Earth to Luna org sch 7/11 
[#102] 

La Ota 7/15 (Paid Program) 3:30p

Poppy Cat org sch 7/11 
[#120] 

Open House [#5300] 4:00p

Tree Fu Tom org sch 7/11 
[#115] 

On the Money [#1712] 4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#21265] Extra [#21266] Extra [#21267] Extra [#21268] Extra [#21269] Open House [#5300] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4916] Access Hollywood [#4917] Access Hollywood [#4918] Access Hollywood [#4919] Access Hollywood [#4920]
LXTV: First Look Destination 

New Orleans [3231R] 7:30p

Welcome to Sweden 8:00p

Welcome to Sweden 8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 
New Orleans [3231R]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5284] 1:30a

2:00a

La Ota 7/15 (Paid Program)  
(2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a
Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

NBC News Special Report Iran 
Nuclear Deal Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Bl680-14:Refres (Paid 

Program) 
7/15 La Fbs (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1261]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV071315]

Steve Harvey [3156R]

Ellen [12058R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America Ninja Warrior

Running Wild with Bear 
Grylls (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV071315] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3093R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1262]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV071415]

Steve Harvey [3026R]

Ellen [12113R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Hollywood Game Night 
(10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV071415] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3130R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

NBC News Special Report 
Presidential News 

Conference  (10:22a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV071515]

Steve Harvey [3151R]

Ellen [12104R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

American Ninja Warrior

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV071515] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3100R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1264]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [3077R]

Ellen [12096R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Food Fighters

Dateline Thursday 
Night Mystery (Deadly 

Twist) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV071615] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3148R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show (concert 
series: Alan Jackson) 

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1265]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV071715]

NBC4 News Special 
Report Fire on the i15  

(3:44p)

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Dateline NBC (Shining 
Star) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV071715] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3055R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Cycling Tour de 
France 

Golf American 
Century 

Championship 

NBC4 News

Running Wild with Bear 
Grylls

Aquarius

Hannibal

Saturday Night Live    
(Kevin Hart & Sia) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W984] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
AVP (volleyball) 

Golf American 
Century 

Championship 

NBC4 News

Hollywood Game Night

American Ninja Warrior

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21270]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 3rd qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 10/06/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 7/20/15 Tue 7/21/15 Wed 7/22/15 Thu 7/23/15 Fri 7/24/15 Sat 7/25/15 Sun 7/26/15
start 
time

Cp 2 V.2C/Cr (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

Women of Power [5R] 5:30a

NBC4 News Special Report 
Fontana Earthquake  (6:10a) 6:00a

Saturday Today 6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 8:00a

Astroblast 8:30a

Lazytown
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201530]
9:00a

Earth to Luna Cs 1 V.3/Cr (Paid Program) 9:30a

Poppy Cat 10:00a

Tree Fu Tom 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin
Cs 1 V. 3 / Nd  (Paid 

Program) 
3:00p

Solar Insanity  (Paid 
Program) 

Solar Insanity  (Paid 
Program) 

3:30p

Open House [#5301] 4:00p

On the Money [#1713] 4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#21271] Extra [#21272] Extra [#21273] Extra [#21274] Extra [#21275] Open House [#5301] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4921] Access Hollywood [#4922] Access Hollywood [#4923] Access Hollywood [#4924] Access Hollywood [#4925]
LXTV: First Look Up In The 

Air [#3274] 
7:30p

Welcome to Sweden 8:00p

Welcome to Sweden 8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Up In The Air 
[#3274]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5285] 1:30a

2:00a

Cs 1 V.3/Cr (Paid Program)  
(2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a
Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Cs 1 V.3/Cr (Paid 

Program) 
Larry King V9 (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1266]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV072015]

Steve Harvey [3099R]

Ellen [12079R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America Ninja Warrior

Running Wild with Bear 
Grylls (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV072015] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3086R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1267]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV072115]

Steve Harvey [3092R]

Ellen [12126R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Hollywood Game Night 
(10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV072115] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3024R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1268]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV072215]

Steve Harvey [3036R]

Ellen [12133R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Last Comic Standing

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV072215] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3169R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1269]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV072315]

Steve Harvey [3004R]

Ellen [12077R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Food Fighters

Dateline Thursday 
Night Mystery 
(Infatuation) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV072315] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3048R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show (concert 
series: Andy Grammer) 

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1270]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV072415]

Steve Harvey [3104R]

NBC4 News Special Report 
Studio City Shooting  

(3:50p)

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Dateline NBC (Secrets in 
the Snow) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV072415] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3017R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Motor Sports Global 
Rallycross 

NASCAR xFinity 
Series: Indianapolis 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W985]

NBC4 News

Running Wild with Bear 
Grylls

Aquarius

Hannibal

Saturday Night Live    
(Chris Hemsworth & 

Zac Brown Band) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W985] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
World Grand Prix: 
Volleyball Finals 

Cycling Tour de 
France: Race Recap 

Motor Sports Global 
Rallycross 

NBC4 News

Hollywood Game Night

American Ninja Warrior

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21276]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 3rd qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 10/06/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 7/27/15 Tue 7/28/15 Wed 7/29/15 Thu 7/30/15 Fri 7/31/15 Sat 8/1/15 Sun 8/2/15
start 
time

Omega Larry Kin (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

Women of Power [6R] 5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 8:00a

Astroblast 8:30a

Lazytown
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201531]
9:00a

Earth to Luna 9:30a

Poppy Cat 10:00a

Tree Fu Tom 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin
Cp 2 V. 1B/ New (Paid 

Program)  (3:06p)
3:00p

Cs 1 V. 3 / Nd  (Paid 
Program) 

21 Dayfix Seque (Paid 
Program)  (3:36p)

3:30p

Open House jip [#5302]  
(4:08p)

4:00p

On the Money [#1714] 4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#21277] Extra [#21278] Extra [#21279] Extra [#21280] Extra [#21281] Open House [#5302] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4926] Access Hollywood [#4927] Access Hollywood [#4928] Access Hollywood [#4929] Access Hollywood [#4930]
LXTV: First Look Most Thrilling 

Adventures [#3275] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Most Thrilling 
Adventures [#3275]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5286] 1:30a

2:00a

Wen Healthy Hai (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a
Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Bl680-14:Refres (Paid 

Program) 
Cs 1 V. 3 / Nd  (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1271]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV072715]

Steve Harvey [3111R]

Ellen [12106R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America Ninja Warrior

Running Wild with Bear 
Grylls (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV072715] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3156R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1272]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV072815]

Steve Harvey [3146R]

Ellen [12111R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Hollywood Game Night 
(10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV072815] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3026R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1273]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV072915]

Steve Harvey [3067R]

Ellen [12090R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Last Comic Standing

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV072915] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3151R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1274]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV073015]

Steve Harvey [3083R]

Ellen [12075R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Food Fighters

Dateline Thursday 
Night Mystery 

(Vendetta) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV073015] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3077R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show (concert 
series: Jason Aldean) 

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1275]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV073115]

Steve Harvey [3107R]

Ellen [12125R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Dateline NBC 
(Indiscretion) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV073115] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3105R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Action Sports World of 
Adventure 

Action Sports Dew 
Tour 

Action Sports Red 
Bull: Hart Lines 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W986]

NBC4 News

Running Wild with Bear 
Grylls

Aquarius

Hannibal

Saturday Night Live     
(Reese Witherspoon & 

Florence + the Machine) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W986] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
Mecum Auto Auction 

Swimming World 
Swimming 

Championships 

Action Sports Red 
Bull: Vans Pool Party 

Horse Racing Breeders' 
Cup Challenge Series 

NBC4 News

America's Got Talent

American Ninja Warrior

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21282]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 3rd qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 10/06/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 8/3/15 Tue 8/4/15 Wed 8/5/15 Thu 8/6/15 Fri 8/7/15 Sat 8/8/15 Sun 8/9/15
start 
time

Caremore-Englis (Paid 
Program) 

My Pillow Mpbog (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

Women of Power [#14] 5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 8:00a

Astroblast 8:30a

Lazytown
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201532]
9:00a

Life Connected : Animal 
Tales 

9:30a

Cp 2 V.2C/Cr (Paid 
Program) 

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

Soccer Premier League 
Goal Zone 

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin jip  (3:01p) On the Money [#1715] 3:00p

Earth to Luna org sch 8/8 
[#106] 

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Poppy Cat org sch 8/8 [#124] 4:00p

Tree Fu Tom org sch 8/8 
[#119] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#21283] Extra [#21284] Extra [#21285] Extra [#21286] Extra [#21287]
Life Connected : Animal 

Tales 
7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4931] Access Hollywood [#4932] Access Hollywood [#4933] Access Hollywood [#4934] Access Hollywood [#4935] Open House [#5303] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

Mr. Robinson 9:00p

Mr. Robinson 9:30p

Mr. Robinson 10:00p

Mr. Robinson 10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Animal 
Adventures [3259R]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5300] 1:30a

2:00a

21 Dayfix Seque (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a
Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
My Pillow Mpbog 
(Paid Program) 

La Ota 8/15 (Paid 
Program) 

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV080315]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1276R]

Steve Harvey [3164R]

Ellen [12124R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America Ninja Warrior

Running Wild with Bear 
Grylls (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV080315] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3099R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV080415]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1277R]

Steve Harvey [3131R]

Ellen [12050R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Hollywood Game Night 
(10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV080415] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3092R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV080515]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1278R]

Steve Harvey [3050R]

Ellen [12145R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Last Comic Standing

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV080515] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3036R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV080615]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1279R]

Steve Harvey [3117R]

Ellen [12150R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Food Fighters

Dateline Thursday 
Night Mystery (In Broad 

Daylight) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV080615] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3004R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show (concert 
series: Keith Urban) 

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV080715]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1280R]

Steve Harvey [3068R]

Ellen [12091R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Dateline NBC (Finding 
Savanna) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV080715] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3104R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

Swimming World 
Swimming 

Championships

Motor Sports AMA 
Motorcross 

Horse Racing Breeders' 
Cup Challenge Series 

NBC4 News

Running Wild with Bear 
Grylls

Aquarius

Hannibal

Saturday Night Live    
(Jim Carrey & Iggy 

Azalea) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W987] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Swimming USA 
Swimming Special 

Swimming World 
Swimming 

Championships 

NBC Sports Special 
AVP (Volleyball) 

NBC4 News

NFL Pre-Season 
Football Hall of Fame 
Game: Pittsburgh vs. 

Minnesota 

NBC4 Movie Full Out 

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21288]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 3rd qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 10/06/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 8/10/15 Tue 8/11/15 Wed 8/12/15 Thu 8/13/15 Fri 8/14/15 Sat 8/15/15 Sun 8/16/15
start 
time

Omega Larry Kin (Paid 
Program) 

Lang0810Marb (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

Women of Power [#8] 5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

Today Show (concert series: 
Janelle Monae And Wondaland) 7:00a

7:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 8:00a

Astroblast 8:30a

Today Show Lazytown
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201533]
9:00a

NBC4 News Special Report 
Police Pursuit  (9:34a)

Cp 2 V. 1B/ New (Paid 
Program) 

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin
Omega Larry Kin (Paid 

Program) 
3:00p

Earth to Luna org sch 8/15 
[#107] 

My Pillow Mpbog (Paid 
Program) 

3:30p

NBC4 News Special Report 
Simi Valley Brush Fire  (4:06p)

Poppy Cat org sch 8/15 
[#125] 

Open House [#5304] 4:00p

Ellen jip [12148R]  (4:24p)
Tree Fu Tom org sch 8/15 

[#120] 
On the Money [#1716] 4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#21289] Extra [#21291] Extra [#21292] Extra [#21293] Open House [#5304] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4936] Access Hollywood [#4938] Access Hollywood [#4939] Access Hollywood [#4940]
LXTV: First Look Themed 

Restuarants [3235R] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

Mr. Robinson 9:00p

Mr. Robinson 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Themed 
Restuarants [3235R]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5301] 1:30a

2:00a

My Pillow Mpbog (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a
Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
La Ota 8/15 (Paid 

Program) 
La Ota 8/15 (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV081015]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1281]

Steve Harvey [3132R]

Ellen [12002R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America Ninja Warrior

Running Wild with Bear 
Grylls (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV081015] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3111R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV081115]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1282]

Steve Harvey [3153R]

Ellen [12112R]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News Special : 
50 Watts 

America's Got Talent

Hollywood Game Night 
(10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV081115] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3146R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show (concert 
series: Lunch Money 

Lewis) 

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV081215]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1283]

Steve Harvey [3025R]

Ellen [12136R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Last Comic Standing

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV081215] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3067R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV081315]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1284]

Steve Harvey [3165R]

Ellen [12107R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Food Fighters

Dateline Thursday 
Night Mystery (Conduct 

Unbecoming) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV081315] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3083R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show jip  (7:40a)

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV081415]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1285]

Steve Harvey [3091R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Dateline NBC (The Root 
of All Evil) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV081415] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3107R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

Soccer Premier League 
Download 

Motor Sports Global 
Rallycross 

Action Sports Red 
Bull: Hard Scramble 

NBC4 News

NBC Sports Special 
P&G Championships 

(Gymnastics) 

Hannibal

Saturday Night Live    
(Scarlett Johansson & 

Wiz Khalifa) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W988] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Swimming USA 
Swimming National 

Championships 

NBC Sports Special 
P&G Championships 

NBC Sports Special 
AVP (Volleyball)  

(1:31p)

NBC4 News

Hollywood Game Night

NBC Specials Ed Sheeran-
Live at Wembley Stadium 

American Ninja Warrior

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21294]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 3rd qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 10/06/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 8/17/15 Tue 8/18/15 Wed 8/19/15 Thu 8/20/15 Fri 8/21/15 Sat 8/22/15 Sun 8/23/15
start 
time

Caremore-Englis (Paid 
Program) 

Lang0810Marb (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

On the Money [#1717] 5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 8:00a

Astroblast 8:30a

Lazytown
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201534]
9:00a

21 Day Fix Sequ (Paid 
Program) 

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin Lazytown org sch 9/26 [#116] 3:00p

Earth to Luna org sch 8/22 
[#108] 

Earth to Luna org sch 9/26 
[#113] 

3:30p

Poppy Cat org sch 8/22 
[#201] 

Poppy Cat org sch 9/26 
[#206] 

4:00p

Tree Fu Tom org sch 8/22 
[#121] 

Tree Fu Tom org sch 9/26 
[#126] 4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#21295] Extra [#21296] Extra [#21297] Extra [#21298] Extra [#21299] Clear the Shelters 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4941] Access Hollywood [#4942] Access Hollywood [#4943] Access Hollywood [#4944] Access Hollywood [#4945] Open House [#5284] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

Mr. Robinson 9:00p

Mr. Robinson 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 
Puebla, Mexico [3268R]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Blindspot, Heroes Reborn, The 
Player, Best Time Ever with Neil 
Patrick Harris, & Chicago Med 

(1:37a)

Open House [#5302] 1:30a

2:00a

Ic 1 V. 2A / Nd (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a
Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Ic 1 V. 2A / Nd (Paid 

Program) 
Nu Wave Nh49 (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV081715]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1286]

Steve Harvey [3029R]

Ellen [12134R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America Ninja Warrior

Running Wild with Bear 
Grylls (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV081715] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3164R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV081815]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1287]

Steve Harvey [3110R]

Ellen [12057R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Hollywood Game Night 
(10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV081815] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3131R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show (concert 
series: Little Mix) 

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV081915]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1288]

Steve Harvey [3140R]

Ellen [12146R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Last Comic Standing

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV081915] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3050R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV082015]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1289]

Steve Harvey [3147R]

Ellen [12049R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Food Fighters

Dateline Thursday 
Night Mystery (Bringing 

Brooke Home) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV082015] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3117R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show (concert 
series: Carly Rae 

Jepsen) 

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV082115]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives 
(1:03p)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1290]

Steve Harvey [3008R]

Ellen [12155R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Dateline NBC (Mystery at 
Heath Bar Farm) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV082115] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3068R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

Soccer Premier League 
Download  (11:01a)

Track & Field World 
Track & Field 

Championships 

NBC Sports Special 
World Series of Beach 

Volleyball 

NBC4 News

Running Wild with Bear 
Grylls

Aquarius

Hannibal

Saturday Night Live    
(Michael Keaton & 
Carly Rae Jepsen) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W989] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Track & Field World 
Track & Field 

Championships 

NBC Sports Special 
World Series of Beach 

Volleyball 

Cycling USA Pro 
Cycle Challenge 

NBC4 News

Hollywood Game Night

Hollywood Game Night

American Ninja Warrior

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21300]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 3rd qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 10/06/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 8/24/15 Tue 8/25/15 Wed 8/26/15 Thu 8/27/15 Fri 8/28/15 Sat 8/29/15 Sun 8/30/15
start 
time

Omega Larry Kin (Paid 
Program) 

Lang0810Marb (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

Women of Power [#10] 5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 8:00a

Astroblast 8:30a

Lazytown
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201535]
9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV082615]

11:00a

The Meredith Vieira Show 
jip [MV082615] 

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin jip  (3:04p) On the Money [#1718] 3:00p

Earth to Luna org sch 8/29 
[#109] 

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Poppy Cat org sch 8/29 
[#202] 

4:00p

Tree Fu Tom org sch 8/29 
[#122] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#21301] Extra [#21302] Extra [#21303] Extra [#21304] Extra [#21305] Open House [#5290] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4946] Access Hollywood [#4947] Access Hollywood [#4948] Access Hollywood [#4949] Access Hollywood [#4950]
LXTV: First Look Summer 

Retreats [3270R] 7:30p

8:00p

NBC4 News (8:31p) 8:30p

The Carmichael Show 9:00p

The Carmichael Show 9:30p

The Carmichael Show 10:00p

The Carmichael Show 10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Summer 
Retreats [3270R]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5303] 1:30a

2:00a

Cs 1 V.3/Cr (Paid Program)  
(2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a
Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Bl490-11:Fsh2Up 
(Paid Program) 

Ic 1 V. 2A / Nd (Paid 
Program) 

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Extra Weekend 
[#21306]

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21306]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
AVP (Volleyball) 

NBC4 News

NFL Pre-Season 
Football Arizona @ 

Oakland 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W990] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Action Sports Dew 
Tour 

Track & Field World 
Track & Field 

Championships 

Action Sports Global 
Rallycross 

NBC4 News

American Ninja Warrior

Hannibal

Saturday Night Live     
(Taraji P. Henson & 
Mumford  &  Sons) 

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

Track & Field World 
Track & Field 

Championships  
(11:31a)

Horse Racing 
Breeders' Cup 

Challenge Series 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV082815] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3091R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Ellen [12147R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Dateline NBC (Someone 
Was Out There) 

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show jip  (7:02a)

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV082415]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives jip  
(1:03p)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1291]

Steve Harvey [3090R]

Ellen [12143R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America Ninja Warrior

Running Wild with Bear 
Grylls (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV082415] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3132R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show (concert 
series: Beautiful The 
Carole King Musical) 

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV082515]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1292]

Steve Harvey [3021R]

Ellen [12160R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Hollywood Game Night 
(10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV082515] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3153R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show (9:04a)

Today Show

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1293]

Steve Harvey [3002R]

Ellen [12151R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Last Comic Standing

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV082615] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3025R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show (concert 
series: Jordin Sparks) 

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV082715]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1294]

Steve Harvey [3160R]

Ellen [12025R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Food Fighters

Dateline NBC (The 
Promise) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV082715] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3165R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show (concert 
series: Darius Rucker) 

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV082815]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1295]

Steve Harvey [3163R]
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KNBC Los Angeles - 3rd qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 10/06/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 8/31/15 Tue 9/1/15 Wed 9/2/15 Thu 9/3/15 Fri 9/4/15 Sat 9/5/15 Sun 9/6/15
start 
time

Open House [#5292] 5:00a

Women of Power [#2] 5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 8:00a

Astroblast 8:30a

Lazytown
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201536]
9:00a

Earth to Luna Lazytown org sch 9/19 [#115] 9:30a

Poppy Cat
Earth to Luna org sch 9/19 

[#112] 
10:00a

Poppy Cat org sch 9/19 
[#205] 10:30a

Tree Fu Tom org sch 9/5 
[#123] 

11:00a

Golf PGA Tour Playoff 
Special 

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin On the Money [#1719] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Ellen [12121R] NBC4 News 4:00p

NBC4 News Special Report 
Police Pursuit  (4:41p) 4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#21307] Extra [#21308] Extra [#21309] Extra [#21310] Extra [#21311] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4951] Access Hollywood [#4952] Access Hollywood [#4953] Access Hollywood [#4954] Access Hollywood [#4955] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

The Carmichael Show 9:00p

The Carmichael Show 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Young Gun 
Chefs [#3276]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5304] 1:30a

2:00a

Body Beast 010 (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a
Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
21 Dayfix Seque (Paid 

Program) 
Larry King V9 (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

NBC4 News (9:04p)

Dateline NBC (The 
Mystery Man) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21312]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

NASCAR Sprint Cup: 
Darlington 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W991] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Golf Deutsche Bank 
Championship 

NBC4 News (8:01p)

Extra Weekend 
[#21312]

Dateline NBC (The 
Unusual Suspect) 

Saturday Night Live    
(Woody Harrelson & 

Kendrick Lamar) 

Notre Dame Football 
Texas 

Action Sports Dew 
Tour 

NASCAR xFinity 
Series: Darlington 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV090415] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3008R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Ellen [12092R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Dateline NBC (Mystery on the 
Early Shift) 

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV090415]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1300R]

Steve Harvey [3014R]

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV090315] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3147R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show (concert 
series: Brad Paisley) 

Today Show

NBC4 News at 5p

Food Fighters

Dateline NBC 
(Vanished) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV090315]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1299R]

Steve Harvey [3009R]

Ellen [12014R]

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV090215] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3140R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Ellen [12122R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Last Comic Standing

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV090215]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives jip  
(1:08p)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1298R]

Steve Harvey [3167R]

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV090115] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3110R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Hollywood Game Night 
(10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV090115]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1297R]

Steve Harvey [3038R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show (concert 
series: Maddie And 

Tae) 

Today Show

Running Wild with Bear 
Grylls (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV083115] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3029R]

Steve Harvey [3150R]

Ellen [12039R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America Ninja Warrior

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV083115]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1296R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show
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KNBC Los Angeles - 3rd qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 10/06/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 9/7/15 Tue 9/8/15 Wed 9/9/15 Thu 9/10/15 Fri 9/11/15 Sat 9/12/15 Sun 9/13/15
start 
time

Caremore-Englis (Paid 
Program) 

Fanduel Nfl - M (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

Women of Power [#4] 5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 8:00a

Astroblast 8:30a

Lazytown
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201537]
9:00a

9:30a

Today Show 10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

Soccer Premier League Goal 
Zone  (11:34a)

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1302]
2:00p

NBC4 News Special Report 
Flash Flood Warning  (2:45p)

2:30p

Going Roggin (3:03p) On the Money [#1720] 3:00p

Earth to Luna org sch 9/12 
[#111] 

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

NBC4 News at 4p
Poppy Cat org sch 9/12 

[#204] 
4:00p

Tree Fu Tom org sch 9/12 
[#124] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22001] Extra [#22002] Extra [#22003] Extra [#22005]
Carol Burnett L (Paid 

Program) 
7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4956] Access Hollywood [#4957] Access Hollywood [#4958] Access Hollywood [#4960] Open House [#5305] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

The Carmichael Show The Challenge (9:03p) 9:00p

The Carmichael Show NBC4 News (9:32p) 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Underground 
Gems [#3277]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5305] 1:30a

2:00a

Derm Excls Tlk  (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a
Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Bl680-18:150Rec 
(Paid Program) 

Wen Healthy Hai (Paid 
Program) 

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Dateline NBC (Second 
Chances) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22006]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

NBC Sunday Night 
Football New York 

Giants @ Dallas 
Cowboys  (5:20p)

Cycling La Vuelta 
Espana 

Motor Sports Global 
Rallycross 

Football Night in 
America

Saturday Night Live    
(James Franco & Nicki 

Minaj) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W992] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Golf LPGA: The Evian 
Championship 

Action Sports World of 
Adventure 

Boxing Premier 
Boxing Champions 

NBC4 News

Running Wild with Bear 
Grylls

American Ninja Warrior

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV091115] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3163R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

Action Sports Dew 
Tour 

Dateline NBC (The 
Shadow) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1305]

Steve Harvey [#4004]

Ellen [#13004]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Specials Think It 
Up 

Steve Harvey [3160R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV091115]

NBC4 News at Noon

NBC4 News (8:54p)

Dateline NBC (Secrets of the 
Snake River) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV091015] (2:07a)

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Pittsburgh 

Steelers @ New 
England Patriots 

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV091015]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#4003]

Ellen [#13003]

NBC Sports NFL 
Kickoff 2015 

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV090915] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3002R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show (concert 
series: Justin Bieber) 

Today Show

Today Show

Ellen [#13002]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Last Comic Standing

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV090915]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1303]

Steve Harvey [#4002]

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV090815] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3021R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Hollywood Game Night 
(10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV090815]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#4001]

Ellen [#13001]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Running Wild with Bear 
Grylls (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

NBC4 Movie The 
Artist  (2:07a)

Steve Harvey jip [3081R] 
(3:08p)

Ellen [12161R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America Ninja Warrior

Golf Deutsche Bank 
Championship 

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show
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KNBC Los Angeles - 3rd qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 10/06/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 9/14/15 Tue 9/15/15 Wed 9/16/15 Thu 9/17/15 Fri 9/18/15 Sat 9/19/15 Sun 9/20/15
start 
time

Hv320-2:Bloke-M (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

On the Money [#1721] 5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 8:00a

Astroblast 8:30a

NBC4 News Conference 
[#201538]

9:00a

Tree Fu Tom org sch 9/19 
[#125] 

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

On the Money jip [#1721]  
(3:05p)

3:00p

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p

NBC Primetime Preview 
Show 2015-2016 

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22007] Extra [#22008] Extra [#22009] Extra [#22010] Extra [#22011] Open House [#5306] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4961] Access Hollywood [#4962] Access Hollywood [#4963] Access Hollywood [#4964] Access Hollywood [#4965]
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7409]
7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

The Challenge (9:08p) 9:00p

NBC4 News (9:36p) 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Speciality 
School [#3278]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5306] 1:30a

2:00a

Z-Quiet Show 2  (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a
Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today jip  (4:15a) 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Piyo (Original) (Paid 

Program) 
Bl680-18:150Rec 
(Paid Program) 

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Dateline NBC (What Lies 
Beneath) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22012]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Seattle 

Seahawks @ Green 
Bay Packers  (5:20p)

Golf BMW 
Championship 

Football Night in 
America

Saturday Night Live    
(Chris Rock & Prince) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W993] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Golf Presidents Cup 
Special 

Notre Dame Football 
Georgie Tech 

NBC4 News

NBC4 News

American Ninja Warrior

Golf BMW 
Championship 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV091815] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3014R]

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W993]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Steve Harvey [#4005]

Ellen [#13009]

NBC4 News at 5p

Best Time Ever with Neil 
Patrick Harris

Dateline NBC (The 
Accomplice) 

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV091815]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1310]

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV091715] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3009R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Steve Harvey [#4009]

Ellen [#13008]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Specials Jeff Dunham: 
Unhinged in Hollywood 

NBC Specials Mat 
Franco's Got Magic 

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV091715]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1309]

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV091615] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3167R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Ellen [#13007]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

America's Got Talent

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV091615]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1308]

Steve Harvey [#4006]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Best Time Ever with Neil 
Patrick Harris premiere  

(10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV091515] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3038R]

Steve Harvey [#4007]

Ellen [#13006]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV091515]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1307]

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV091415] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3150R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Steve Harvey [#4008]

Ellen [#13005]

NBC4 News at 5p

America Ninja Warrior

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV091415]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1306]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show
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KNBC Los Angeles - 3rd qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 10/06/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 9/21/15 Tue 9/22/15 Wed 9/23/15 Thu 9/24/15 Fri 9/25/15 Sat 9/26/15 Sun 9/27/15
start 
time

Open House [#5307] 5:00a

On the Money [#1722] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am
NBC News Special Report Pope 

Coverage  (5:56a) 6:00a

NBC News Special Report Pope 
Coverage  (6:41a)

Today in LA 6am (6:21a) 6:30a

7:00a

7:30a
NBC News Special Report Pope 

Coverage  (8:10a)
Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 8:00a

Today Show (8:35a) Astroblast 8:30a

NBC4 News Conference 
[#201539]

9:00a

Today Show (9:34a) 9:30a

NBC News Special Report 
Boehner Resigns  (10:07a) 10:00a

Today Show (10:20a) 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

NBC News Special Report Pope 
Lands at Edwards AFB  (12:56p) 1:00p

Days of Our Lives jip 1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

On the Money [#1722] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Going Roggin jip  (4:14p) 4:00p

Open House: George to the 
Rescue [#7507]

4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22013] Extra [#22014] Extra [#22015] Extra [#22016] Extra [#22017] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4966] Access Hollywood [#4967] Access Hollywood [#4968] Access Hollywood [#4969] Access Hollywood [#4970] 7:30p

The Carmichael Show 8:00p

NBC4 News 8:30p

The Challenge (9:07p) 9:00p

NBC4 News (9:36p) 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5307] 1:30a

LXTV: First Look 40 Years of 
Laughs [3261R]  (2:02a)

2:00a

Fanduel Nfl - M (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Bl680-18:150Rec 
(Paid Program) 

Ic 1 V. 2A / Nd (Paid 
Program) 

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

The Player

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22018]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

Football Night in 
America

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Denver 

Broncos @ Detroit 
Lions  (5:20p)

Golf The Tour 
Championship 

Saturday Night Live    
(Louis C.K. & Rihanna) 

NBC News Special Music for 
Change: The Global Citizen 

Festival  (1:02a)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W994] (3:02a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Golf Presidents Cup 
Special 

Boxing Premier 
Boxing Champions 

NBC Primetime Preview 
Show 2015-2016 

Dateline NBC

Golf The Tour 
Championship 

Notre Dame Football 
U-Mass 

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV092515] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4004R]

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W994]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Best Time Ever with Neil 
Patrick Harris

Dateline NBC 
(Footprint in the Dust) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1315]

Steve Harvey [#4013]

Ellen [#13014]

NBC4 News at 5p

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

NBC News Special Report 
Pope Coverage 

NBC News Special Report 
Pope Coverage  (8:13a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV092515]

The Player premiere 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV092415] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4003R]

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1314]

Steve Harvey [#4014]

Ellen [#13013]

NBC4 News at 5p

Heroes Reborn 
premiere 

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV092315] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4002R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV092415]

NBC4 News at Noon

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit premiere 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Days of Our Lives jip  
(1:09p)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1313]

Steve Harvey [#4012]

Ellen [#13012]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura 
premiere 

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV092215] (2:07a)

Days of Our Lives 
[#4011]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show (7:10a)

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV092315]

NBC4 News at Noon

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice premiere 

Best Time Ever with Neil 
Patrick Harris (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV092215]

NBC4 News at Noon

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1312]

Steve Harvey [#4011]

Ellen [#13011]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Blindspot premiere 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV092115] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3081R]

Steve Harvey [#4010]

Ellen [#13010]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice premiere 

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV092115]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1311]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show
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KNBC Los Angeles - 3rd qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 10/06/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 9/28/15 Tue 9/29/15 Wed 9/30/15 Thu 10/1/15 Fri 10/2/15 Sat 10/3/15 Sun 10/4/15
start 
time

Omax / Mdg (Paid Program) 
Z-Quiet Show 2  (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

Open House [#5308] 5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 8:00a

Astroblast 8:30a

Today Show Clangers 9:00a

Today Show jip  (9:45a) 9:30a

Today Show Golf Presidents Cup Special 10:00a

Today Show (10:39a) 10:30a

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV100115]

11:00a

The Meredith Vieira Show jip 
[MV100115]  (11:34a)

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Steve Harvey [#4018] Going Roggin On the Money [#1723] 3:00p

Steve Harvey jip [#4018] Earth to Luna org sch 10/3 NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Lazytown org sch 10/3 4:00p

Tree Fu Tom org sch 10/3 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22019] Extra [#22020] Extra [#22021] Extra [#22022] Extra [#22023]
Life Connected Special in 
Celebration of Hispanic 
Heritage Month [#5308] 

7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4971] Access Hollywood [#4972] Access Hollywood [#4973] Access Hollywood [#4974] Access Hollywood [#4975]
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7508]
7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

The Challenge (8:56p) 9:00p

NBC4 News (9:22p) 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Big Kids 
Playtime [#3279]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5305] 1:30a

2:00a

Piyo (Original) (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a
Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Fanduel Nfl (Paid 

Program) 
Hv320-2:Bloke-M 
(Paid Program) 

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

The Player

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22024]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Dallas 

Cowboys @ New 
Orleans Saints  

(5:20p)

Action Sports Red 
Bull: FIVB Volleyball 

Motor Sports Global 
Rallycross 

Horse Racing Breeders' 
Cup Challenge Series 

Football Night in 
America

Saturday Night Live    

Saturday Night Live    
(Miley Cyrus & Miley 

Cyrus) new 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W995] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Cycling UCI Road Cycling 
World Championship 

Action Sports Dew 
Tour 

Horse Racing Breeders' 
Cup Challenge Series 

NBC4 News

NBC Specials Live 
From New York 

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV100215] (2:07a)

Days of Our Lives

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

Action Sports Red 
Bull: Joyride  (11:32a)

Dateline NBC (The 
Agent’s Wife) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

NBC News Special Report 
Presidential News 

Conference  (12:55p)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1320]

Steve Harvey [#4024]

Ellen [#13019]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Player

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV100115] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4009R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV100215]

NBC4 News at Noon

Heroes Reborn

The Blacklist premiere 

The Player

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Today Show

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives jip  
(1:10p)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1319]

Ellen [#13018]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV093015] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4006R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Steve Harvey [#4019]

Ellen [#13017]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Chicago P.D. premiere 

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV093015]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1318]

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV092915] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4007R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Ellen [#13016]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Best Time Ever with Neil 
Patrick Harris (10:01p)

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV092915]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1317]

Steve Harvey [#4016]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Blindspot

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV092815] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4008R]

Steve Harvey [#4015]

Ellen [#13015]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV092815]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1316]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show
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